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Plaintiffs Adam Younker, Dennis and Cheryl Schneider, Elizabeth Plaza, Plaza 

Professional Center Inc. PFT Sharing, and Peter G. Golder (together, “Plaintiffs”), through their 

undersigned attorneys, for their complaint against Defendants GPB Capital Holdings, LLC (“GPB 

CH” or “GPB”), GPB Holdings, LP (“Holdings I”), GPB Holdings II, LP (“Holdings II”), GPB 

Holdings III, LP (“Holdings III”), GPB Automotive Portfolio, LP (“Automotive”), GPB Cold 

Storage, LP (“Cold Storage”), GPB Waste Management, LP (“Waste Management”) (together, the 

“GPB Corporate Defendants”), David Gentile, Jeffrey Lash, Macrina Kgil, a/k/a Minchung Kgil, 

William Edward Jacoby, Scott Naugle, Jeffry Schneider (together, the “GPB Individual 

Defendants,” and, together with the GPB Corporate Defendants, the “GPB Defendants”), 

Ascendant Alternative Strategies, LLC, Ascendant Capital, LLC, and Axiom Capital 

Management, Inc. (together, the “GPB Underwriters” or the “Underwriter Defendants”), allege the 

following upon information and belief, except as to those allegations concerning Plaintiffs, which 

are alleged upon personal knowledge.  

Plaintiffs’ information and belief are based upon, among other things, the investigation by 

their counsel, which includes without limitation review and analysis of (a) regulatory filings made 

by various GPB Corporate Defendants and other GPB CH-sponsored or affiliated investment 

programs with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”); (b) the Offering 

Documents (defined below); (c) press releases and media reports issued by and disseminated by 

Defendants and other GPB Programs; (d) media reports concerning Defendants and other GPB 

Programs; (e) court filings by Defendants, government regulators and others, including former 

senior level employees of the GPB Defendants; (f) an interview with Patrick DiBre, a former senior 

level employee of the GPB Defendants; (g) interviews with Toni Caizzo-Neff, a former 

compliance officer for Purshe Kaplan Sterling Investments, Inc. (“PKS”), one of the broker dealers 
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that sold investments in GPB Programs to investors; and (h) a review of other publicly available 

information concerning Defendants and the GPB Programs, including the pleadings in other 

lawsuits relevant to this Action, among others Jeffrey Lash v. GPB Capital Holdings, LLC, et al., 

Case No. 2:18-cv-05622 (E.D.N.Y. Oct 10, 2018) (the “Lash Lawsuit”); GPB Capital Holdings, 

LLC, et al., v. Patrick DiBre, Index No. 606417/2017, Supreme Court of the State of New York 

County of Nassau, filed June 11, 2018 (the “DiBre Litigation”); Volkswagen Group of America, 

Inc. v. GPB Capital Holdings, LLC, Case No: 1:20-cv-01043 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 6, 2020) (the 

“Volkswagen Lawsuit”); David Rosenberg, et al. v. GPB Prime Holdings, LLC and Automile 

Parent Holdings, LLC, Case No. 19-9925, (Mass. Superior Court, July 19, 2019) (the “Rosenberg 

Lawsuit”); and In the Matter of GPB Capital Holdings, LLC, Docket No. E-2018-0100 

(Administrative Complaint filed on May 27, 2020 by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Office 

of the Secretary of the Commonwealth Securities Division) (the “Massachusetts Complaint”), a 

copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A.  

 Plaintiffs bring this class action on behalf of all persons or entities who purchased or 

otherwise acquired securities issued by Holdings I, Holdings II, Holdings III, Automotive, Cold 

Storage, and/or Waste Management (the “Class”). Plaintiffs seek monetary relief for themselves 

and the class, and such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

I. NATURE AND SUMMARY OF THE ACTION 
 

1. This action arises out of a fraudulent investment scheme in which Defendants raised 

money, and assisted in raising money from investors for Holdings I, Holdings II, Holdings III, 

Automotive, Cold Storage, and Waste Management (the “GPB Investment Programs” or 

“Programs”), through misrepresentations and omissions, and thereafter misused investor money. 

GPB, the Underwriter Defendants, and Defendants Gentile and Schneider, earned millions of 
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dollars in commissions and fees and the GPB Individual Defendants received other substantial 

financial benefits as a result of their wrongdoing. 

2. Based in New York, GPB describes itself as an “alternative asset management firm” 

that specializes in “acquiring income-producing private companies.” The GPB Investment 

Programs were investment funds or “strategies” created by GPB, comprised of acquired companies 

in specific industries, such as automotive retail, waste management, and technology enabled 

services. GPB and the Underwriter Defendants, sold interests in the Programs to accredited 

investors in private offerings pursuant to an exemption from registration under Rule 506 of SEC 

Regulation D of the Securities Act of 1933, (the “Offerings”).  

3. Between 2013 and 2018, GPB established at least ten such Programs, each of which 

was organized as a limited partnership. GPB and the underwriter Defendants, and, through 

securities broker-dealer firms such as PKS, marketed and sold equity shares in the Programs to 

investors. The investors, such as Plaintiffs, bought into the GPB Investment Programs as limited 

partners. GPB CH, the general partner for each Program, acted as the asset manager. Defendant 

David Gentile (“Gentile”), who co-founded GPB in 2013 with Defendant Jeffrey Schneider 

(“Schneider”), is and was at all relevant times, the CEO and Managing Member of GPB CH.  

4. GPB co-founder, Defendant Schneider, also co-founded Defendant Ascendant 

Alternative Strategies, LLC (“AAS”), which became the exclusive, in-house underwriter for the 

GPB Investment Programs. Gentile, Schneider and AAS played a key role in orchestrating and 

executing the GPB Investment Programs’ securities Offerings, and raising money for the Programs 

by selling securities in the Programs to investors. Defendant Schneider’s primary focus was to 

organize the Offerings and raise money from investors. Indeed, without Defendant Schneider’s 
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critical role in organizing and overseeing the GPB Investment Programs and their fundraising, it 

is likely that the Programs would have never taken off and raised over $1.6 billion from investors. 

5. According to the Massachusetts Complaint,  

• “Since the formation of GPB [CH], Schneider has been intimately involved 
with the growth and strategy of GPB. In a June 19, 2017 e-mail, Gentile 
formalized the longstanding relationship with Schneider by approving for him 
the title of ‘Strategic Advisor.’” 

• “Among other things, Schneider provided advice on acquisitions, personnel 
decision, marketing material, and general strategy to GPB [CH] and Gentile. 
He often attended Acquisition Committee and Investment Committee 
meetings.” 

• “Schneider received substantial compensation for his involvement with GPB 
Fund acquisitions. The compensation was paid to Schneider from by GPB [CH] 
through Ascendant Capital. For instance: 

o On September 8, 2017, GPB [CH] paid Ascendant Capital and 
Schneider $451,814.06 in connection with GPB Waste Management’s 
acquisition of Capitol Waste, Iron City Express & Buckeye Water. 

o On May 17, 2017, GPB [CH] paid Ascendant Capital and Schneider 
$168,000 in connection with GPB Holdings II’s acquisition of Icagen 
via its subsidiary GPB Debt Holdings IL 

o On October 4, 2017, GPB [CH] paid $8,538,302.30 to Ascendant 
Capital and Schneider in connection with GPB Capital’s acquisition of 
[Rosenberg’s] Prime Motor Group.” 

• “Schneider continued to attend Investment or Acquisition Committee meetings 
throughout 2017 and 2018. GPB [CH] has paid $16,304,798.64 in acquisition 
fees since May 2017 to AAS.” 

• “The GPB Fund’s private placement memoranda (‘PPMs’) discloses that GPB 
[CH] may pay an acquisition fee of 1.75%; however, it is not disclosed that this 
fee goes to Schneider.” 

• “In addition, the GPB Fund PPMs do not disclose that Gentile owns an interest in 
AAS jointly with Schneider through DJ Partners.” 

• “GPB Capital also does not disclose that Gentile’s entity, DJ Partners, receives 
funds indirectly from the GPB Funds through AAS.” 
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6. Given his integral role in organizing and selling the Programs, and his participation 

in GPB’s investment strategy and acquisition process, Defendant Schneider was beyond a doubt a 

“control person” of the GPB Defendants. However, to avoid disclosing him as such, the GPB 

Defendants and Defendant Schneider gave him the title of “Strategic Advisor.” The failure to 

disclose Schneider, a FINRA registered representative, as a control person was a material omission 

because, according to “BrokerCheck,” an online database provided by FINRA to research the 

background and experience of financial brokers, advisers and firms, he (1) was the subject of at 

least eight disclosed customer disputes seeking nearly $1,000,000 in damages, most of which were 

settled in exchange for significant amounts of money; (2) was the subject of two instances of 

employment separation after allegations of misconduct; and (3) was the subject of two regulatory 

actions, by federal and Illinois state securities regulators, respectively, one of which resulted in a 

$15,000 fine and 90 day suspension by the NASD, and the other one in a 2-year ban from being 

licensed in Illinois.  

7. Moreover, Schneider’s NASD suspension was a required disclosure under the 

“‘bad actor’ disqualification” provision of the exemption from registration provision the GPB 

Defendants sought to use in connection with the Offerings. The failure to make that required 

disclosure rendered the exemptions from registration invalid (as did the fraudulent sale of 

securities). Thus, Defendants offered and sold purportedly unregistered securities to Plaintiffs and 

the Class without a valid exemption from registration.1 

 
1 Specifically, the GPB Defendants sought an exemption under Rule 506 of Regulation D. 
Schneider’s NASD suspension would have been a complete disqualifying event had it occurred 
post-enactment of the “bad actor” provision on July 20, 2013. However, covered conduct, such as 
Schneider’s suspension, occurring before that date is a mandatory disclosure that must be made to 
each investor “a reasonable time prior to sale…” pursuant to Rule 506(e). Defendants’ failure to 
make any disclosure about Schneider’s prior bad acts, despite their duty to do so under Rule 506(e), 
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8.  The GPB Defendants, with assistance from the other Defendants, improperly 

raised over $1.6 billion from the sale of the GPB Investment Programs to Plaintiffs and the other 

GPB investors. Those sales were made pursuant to misrepresentations and omissions of material 

facts in the Programs’ offering materials. Thereafter, the GPB Defendants failed to safeguard the 

investors’ money or use it as promised. 

9. The misrepresentations and omissions in the Programs’ offering materials arose 

from Defendants’ failure to disclose: (1) that in reality, the GPB Investment Programs were 

actually part of a fraudulent scheme designed to generate fees and commissions for GPB and the 

Ascendant Defendants; (2) that the scheme was designed to siphon off profits from the businesses 

GPB agreed to purchase; (3) that GPB failed to design and implement adequate financial controls 

to prevent the misuse of investor money; (4) that GPB failed to design and implement adequate 

accounting and corporate controls and supervisory systems of the GPB Corporate Defendants/GPB 

Investment Programs to ensure that the GPB Corporate Defendants’ financial statements were 

prepared timely in compliance with GAAP and furnished to investors; (5) that the payment of 

distributions to investors was from the capital contributions of other investors rather than from 

operating profits, in classic Ponzi scheme fashion; (6) that a dysfunctional and hostile relationship 

existed between certain of the key control persons and senior executives of the GPB Corporate 

Defendants when they discovered the GPB Defendants’ financial misconduct and misuse of 

investor funds, which had a serious, negative impact on the GBP Corporate Defendants’ 

operations; (7) improper related party transactions and conflicts of interest, self-dealing and misuse 

of investor funds and corporate assets by GPB Corporate Defendants’ control persons and senior 

 
rendered GPB’s exemption from registration invalid, as did Defendants’ fraudulent sale of 
securities. 
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executives; (8) a convertible loan scheme Defendants employed to skirt the manufacturer approval 

process in connection with the purchase of automobile dealerships and immediately capture cash 

flow from the dealerships they did not own resulting in substantial losses to investors; (9) the 

existence of an additional control person of the GPB Corporate Defendants—Defendant 

Schneider—who had a series of customer complaints, two employment separations and two 

regulatory actions, including an NASD suspension; and (10) that the GPB Defendants were 

offering and selling unregistered securities to investors without a valid exemption from 

registration.  

10. By 2018, the GPB scheme was starting to unravel. According to verified 

counterclaims filed on March 19, 2018 by Patrick DiBre, a former insider at GPB CH who was 

one of the Co-Directors of Automotive Retail, GPB CH set up the structure of having individual 

funds issue non-public interests, because it was “designed from inception to generate brokerage 

fees to GPB and its related, but undisclosed, captive broker-dealer, [AAS].” DiBre asserted that 

the GPB Defendants’ plan was to siphon off profits from any automobile dealerships GPB actually 

did buy, and to use “new investor funds to pay for the promised returns to the earlier investors” in 

Ponzi fashion, because the dealership profits had already been siphoned off for other uses.  

11. DiBre’s verified counterclaims also alleged that GPB Capital mislead investors in 

its affiliated funds by charging undisclosed upfront fees of nearly 20%, promising an 8% annual 

yield without disclosing that the yield was only on the remaining 80% of the investors’ funds, and 

promising them also that they would start receiving their returns within two months of making 

their investment. The process of purchasing a car dealership, however, takes much longer than two 

months. To gain immediate access to funds to pay the return on investment, GPB CH captured the 

cash flow from dealerships without actually purchasing them by contracting with the dealerships 
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to loan them the purchase price at a very low interest rate while the acquisition of the dealership 

was pending (the “convertible loan scheme”). GPB CH would then operate the dealership as if it 

owned it, receiving the dealership’s cash flow and a certain return for its efforts, as alleged by 

DiBre.  

12. In April 2018, Automotive failed to file a registration statement and audited 

financial statements with the SEC by April 30, 2018, as required. 

13. In July 2018, GPB disclosed “material weaknesses in [the] internal controls” of at 

least Automotive and Holdings II.  

14. In August 2018, GPB disclosed that its financial statements and independent 

accountants’ reports for 2015 and 2016, should no longer be relied upon by investors.  

15. In August 2018, GPB also announced that it was suspending Automotive’s 

securities offering, as well as investor redemptions. 

16. In November 2018, GPB announced that the auditor for the GPB Investment 

Programs—the partnerships for which it served as the general partner—Crowe LLP (“Crowe”), 

resigned due to “perceived risks that Crowe determined fell outside of their internal risk tolerance 

parameters.” 

17. Regulators took notice and launched investigations. In September 2018, the SEC 

served GPB CH with a subpoena requesting information, and securities regulators in 

Massachusetts disclosed that they had commenced an investigation into the sales practices of some 

sixty-three broker-dealers who had reportedly offered private placement investments in various 

GPB funds. In October 2018, GPB CH received a subpoena from the New Jersey Bureau of 

Securities. By December 2018, the SEC and FINRA announced formal investigations into GPB. 

And at the end of February 2019, the FBI, together with officials from the New York City Business 
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Integrity Commission, raided GPB’s Manhattan headquarters and seized information pursuant to 

a search warrant.  

18. In the meantime, the GPB Investment Programs’ financial performance 

substantially deteriorated, as illustrated by drastic drops in the value of the GPB Investment 

Programs’ units. 

19. On June 21, 2019, GPB reported significant losses in the value of its two largest 

funds, Holdings II and Automotive, which declined more than 25% and 39% respectively. GPB’s 

other funds reported declines in estimated value ranging from 25 % to 73%. Also, in June 2019, 

Fidelity Investments gave its broker-dealer clients a 90-day deadline to remove GBP-issued private 

placements (the GPB Investment Programs) from the Fidelity platform.  

20. On July 19, 2019, David Rosenberg, an experienced and reputable owner and 

operator of many automobile dealerships, and who sold twenty-four dealerships to GPB in the 

second largest transaction in automobile industry history, and who thereafter became CEO of 

GPB’s Prime Automotive Group, filed the Rosenberg Lawsuit accusing GPB of engaging in “a 

massive securities fraud,” in which it used investor money to prop up the performance of auto 

dealerships it owned, as well as to finance payments to other investors.  

21. On October 23, 2019, the U.S. Department of Justice indicted GPB’s Chief 

Compliance Officer, Michael Cohn, accusing Cohn of stealing information between September 

and October 2018 from his former employer—the SEC—and obstructing the SEC’s investigation 

into GPB CH. According to the government’s arraignment letter, Cohn “disclosed to members of 

GPB’s senior management certain sensitive confidential information that he learned from 

improperly accessing SEC databases” in order to secure a “lucrative” $400,000 per year job at 

GPB CH.  
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22. On November 22, 2019, Defendants provided the following “Audit Update” to 

investors which revealed: 

We have been discussing with our auditor how the events surrounding the 
indictment of GPB [CH]’s former Chief Compliance Officer related to his duties as 
a prior federal government employee may impact the timing of completing the 
Partnership level audits. In light of his indictment, we have engaged a third-party 
law firm to perform an independent investigation of the allegations related to 
Michael Cohn’s hiring and employment at GPB [CH]. Given this new investigation 
and other matters, the Partnership’s auditor has decided to suspend work on 
outstanding financial statement audits. In addition, the Audit Committee has 
elected to resign effective upon the earlier date of the completion of the 
Rosenberg investigation or by November 27, 2019. Pending the results of the Cohn 
and Rosenberg investigations, as well as the reconstitution of the Audit Committee, 
the Partnership’s auditor will provide further guidance. (emphasis added). 
 
23. In the November 22, 2019 letter to investors, GPB reported to Automotive investors 

that their “Estimated Fair Market Value as a % of Net Capital Contributions-Gross of Fees” was 

58.45%, and to Waste Management investors that their “Estimated Fair Market Value as a % of 

Net Capital Contributions-Gross of Fees” was 20.37%. 

24. On May 27, 2020, the Massachusetts Securities Division Enforcement Section 

(“Enforcement Section”) filed the Massachusetts Complaint, attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

25. The Enforcement Section commenced an adjudicatory proceeding against GPB 

CH for violations of MASS. GEN. LAWS. Ch. 110A, the Massachusetts Uniform Securities Act and 

the regulations promulgated thereunder at 950 MASS. CODE REGS. 10.00 - 14.413, alleging that 

GPB CH engaged in acts and practices in violation of Section 101 of the Act and Regulations. 

26. The Enforcement Section seeks an order: 1) finding as fact the allegations set forth 

in the Administrative Complaint, 2) finding that all the sanctions and remedies detailed therein 

are in the public interest and necessary for the protection of Massachusetts investors; 3) requiring 

GPB CH to permanently cease and desist from further conduct in violation of the Act and 

Regulations; 4) censuring GPB CH; 5) requiring GPB CH to provide a verified accounting for 
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losses attributable to the alleged wrongdoing; 6) requiring GPB CH to make offers of rescission 

to all residents of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts who purchased securities sold in violation 

of the Act; 7) requiring GPB CH to disgorge all profits, direct or indirect compensation, and 

remuneration received in connection with the alleged wrongdoing; 8) permanently barring GPB 

CH from registering as, or associating with, an investment adviser, investment adviser 

representative, broker-dealer, broker-dealer agent, SEC registered investment adviser, investment 

adviser excluded from the definition of investment adviser, issuer, issuer agent, or a partner, 

officer, director, or control person of any of the above; 9) imposing an administrative fine on GPB 

CH in such amount and upon such terms and conditions as the Director or Presiding Officer may 

determine; and 10) taking any such further action which may be in the public interest and 

necessary and appropriate for the protection of Massachusetts investors. 

II. PARTIES 
 

 Plaintiffs 

27. Plaintiff Adam Younker is a resident of Lehigh Acres, Florida. On or about August 

7, 2015, Adam Younker purchased, in his IRA account, one (1) unit of Automotive for $50,000. 

On or about August 15, 2015, he purchased, in his IRA account, one (1) unit of Holdings II for 

$115,000.  

28. Plaintiffs Dennis and Cheryl Schneider are residents of Woodbury, Minnesota. On 

or about November 28, 2017, they jointly purchased, in their IRA account, one (1) unit of 

Automotive Portfolio for $50,000.  

29. Plaintiffs Elizabeth Plaza and Plaza Professional Center Inc. PFT Sharing (“Plaza 

Professional”), through Elizabeth Plaza, are residents of Dorado, Puerto Rico. They invested a 

total of $1.5 million in two GPB programs as follows: on or about September 30, 2013, Elizabeth 

Plaza purchased ten (10) units of Holdings for $50,000 per unit, for a total of $500,000. On or 
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about July 24, 2015, Plaza Professional, through Elizabeth Plaza, purchased twenty (20) units of 

Cold Storage for $50,000 per unit, for a total of $1,000,000.  

30. Plaintiff Peter G. Golder is a resident of Sayville, New York. On or about May 17, 

2018, he purchased .88 of a unit of Automotive for $44,259.68 and .60 of a unit of Waste 

Management for $30,000.00.  

 Defendants 

 The GPB Corporate Defendants 

31. Defendant GPB CH is a Delaware limited liability company with its principal place 

of business located in New York City, New York. GPB CH is the general partner of Holdings I, 

Holdings II, Holdings III, Automotive, Cold Storage, and Waste Management. Defendant GPB 

CH bills itself as a “global asset management firm” and was at all relevant times the general 

partner, control person, manager, and majority owner of Holdings I, Holdings II, Holdings III, 

Automotive, Cold Storage, and Waste Management. In that capacity, Defendant GPB CH 

orchestrated the securities offerings of the GPB Investment Programs and offered and sold to 

Plaintiffs and other investors securities issued by the GPB Investment Programs.  

32. Defendant Holdings I is a Delaware limited partnership and a securities issuer with 

its principal place of business located in Great Neck, New York. During the relevant times hereto, 

Defendant Holdings I offered and sold unregistered securities in the form of partnership units to 

investors including Plaintiff Plaza. Holdings I was the first of the Holdings Funds. 

33. Defendant Holdings II is a Delaware limited partnership and a securities issuer with 

its principal place of business located at Garden City, New York. During the relevant times hereto, 

Defendant Holdings II offered and sold unregistered securities in the form of partnership units to 

investors including Plaintiff Younker.  
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34. Defendant Holdings III is a Delaware limited partnership and a securities issuer 

with its principal place of business located at Garden City, New York. During the relevant times 

hereto, Defendant Holdings III offered and sold unregistered securities in the form of partnership 

units to investors.  

35. Defendant Automotive is a Delaware limited partnership and a securities issuer 

with its principal place of business located at Great Neck, New York. During the relevant times 

hereto, Defendant Automotive offered and sold unregistered securities in the form of partnership 

units to investors including Plaintiffs Younker, the Schneiders, and Golder.  

36. Defendant Cold Storage is a Delaware limited partnership and a securities issuer 

with its principal place of business located at New York City, New York. During the relevant times 

hereto, Defendant Holdings offered and sold unregistered securities in the form of partnership units 

to investors including Plaintiff Plaza Professional.  

37. Defendant Waste Management is a Delaware limited partnership and a securities 

issuer with its principal place of business located at New York, New York. Waste Management 

offered and sold unregistered securities in the form of partnership units to investors, including 

Plaintiff Golder.  

 The GPB Individual Defendants 

38. Defendant David Gentile is an individual with his principal place of business in 

New York City, New York. At all times relevant hereto, Defendant Gentile was the co- founder, 

director, officer, manager, control person, and co-owner of GPB CH, Holdings I, Holdings II, 

Holdings III, Automotive, Cold Storage, and Waste Management. In that capacity, Defendant 

Gentile orchestrated, directed, executed, and oversaw the GPB Investment Programs’ securities 

offerings, and improperly offered and sold to Plaintiffs and others unregistered securities issued 

by the GPB Investment Programs which were not subject to a valid exemption from registration. 
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He also failed to safeguard the investors’ money and diligently invest it, including failing to 

disclose to the GPB investors the ongoing deficiencies in the GPB Corporate Defendants’ 

accounting and corporate control systems. These deficiencies in accounting and corporate control 

resulted resulting in the failure to deliver to investors timely audited financial statements in 

compliance with GAAP, as well as the financial improprieties detailed herein. He also orchestrated 

the failure to disclose the existence and background, including the NASD suspension of an 

undisclosed principal and controlling person, Defendant Schneider. Defendant Gentile is one of 

the original co-founders of GPB and the principal driving force behind the GPB entities, along 

with Defendant Schneider. The GPB CH Disclosure Brochure dated June 30, 2016 states: “David 

Gentile and his fellow Investment Committee members are also responsible for ensuring that any 

significant change in a Fund’s investment strategy or in the concentration of a Fund’s assets is 

appropriate for the respective client.  

39. Defendant Macrina Kgil, is also known as Minchung Kgil (“Kgil”). From 

September 2016 through approximately May 1, 2018, Defendant Kgil was Managing Partner and 

Chief Financial Officer (“CFO”) of GPB CH. As of May 1, 2018, an Interim CFO was appointed, 

with Kgil serving as a temporary consultant and advisor purportedly to help facilitate an orderly 

transition of duties. During her tenure at GPB CH, Defendant Kgil was a direct participant who 

helped orchestrate, direct, execute, and oversee the GPB Investment Programs’ securities 

offerings, and thereafter failed to safeguard the investors’ money and diligently invest it. Kgil 

knowingly participated in and failed to disclose to the GPB investors the ongoing deficiencies in 

the GPB Corporate Defendants’ accounting and corporate control systems resulting in the failure 

to deliver to investors timely audited financial statements in compliance with GAAP, as well as 
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the financial improprieties detailed herein, and the existence and background, including the NASD 

suspension of an undisclosed principal and controlling person, Defendant Schneider. 

40. Defendant William Edward Jacoby (“Jacoby”) was for approximately one year 

during parts of 2015 and 2016, the Managing Director and CFO of GPB CH, with the responsibility 

to lead GPB CH’s finance, treasury management, accounting, administration, financial statement 

preparation, and overall finance infrastructure. He was also a voting member of GPB CH’s 

Executive and Acquisition Committee. According to the Automotive PPM, the authority and 

responsibilities of the Acquisition Committee include: 

• Understanding our mission and organizational goals and how they 
underscore and support the objectives of the underlying Dealerships; 
 

• Reviewing and advising on proposed Dealership acquisitions based on the 
consistency, viability and fit of those proposed Dealership acquisitions with 
our acquisition and operational criteria; and 
 

• Voting on Dealership acquisitions and divestitures, which require the 
approval of at least 75% of the Acquisition Committee members. 
 

41. Jacoby signed the SEC Form D (Notice of Exempt Offering of Securities) as the 

CFO for Cold Storage on August 26, 2015. Jacoby was listed in a Brochure accompanying the 

PPMs as the contact person for any questions investors had about the contents of the Brochure and 

information about the qualifications and business practices of GPB CH. He was also listed in the 

Brochure as the contact person if investors wanted to receive a copy of the GPB Code of Ethics, 

which includes procedures governing the conduct of GPB CH’s advisory and access persons and 

imposes certain reporting obligations on persons subject to the Code. Jacoby was also listed in the 

Brochure as the contact person with respect to GPB CH’s Proxy Voting Policy. As a result of his 

roles at GPB CH, he was a control person and officer of GPB CH, and a direct participant who 

knowingly helped orchestrate, direct, execute, and oversee GPB CH and the GPB Investment 
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Programs’ securities Offerings. He failed to safeguard the investors’ money and diligently invest 

it, and failed to disclose to the GPB investors the ongoing deficiencies in the GPB Corporate 

Defendants’ accounting and corporate control systems resulting in the failure to deliver timely 

audited financial statements in compliance with GAAP. He also failed to disclose the financial 

improprieties detailed herein, and the existence and background of an undisclosed principal and 

controlling person, Defendant Schneider, whose tainted background included an NASD 

suspension. 

42. Defendant Scott Naugle (“Naugle”) was, from approximately November 2014 until 

approximately April 2019, Director and CFO of Automotive Retail. In this role, Naugle was 

responsible for the financial oversight of the Automotive’s dealership investments, including 

financial reporting, acquisition due diligence, treasury, risk management, procurement, internal 

audit and profit optimization. As a result of his roles with Automotive Retail, Naugle was a direct 

participant who helped orchestrate, direct, execute, and oversee the purchase of automobile 

dealerships, and thereafter failed to safeguard the investors’ money and diligently invest it. Naugle 

knowingly participated in and failed to disclose to the GPB investors the ongoing deficiencies in 

the GPB Corporate Defendants’ automotive accounting and corporate control systems resulting in 

the failure to deliver to investors audited financial statements in compliance with GAAP. He also 

failed to disclose the financial improprieties detailed herein, and the existence and background, 

including the NASD suspension of an undisclosed principal and controlling person, Defendant 

Schneider.  

43. Defendant Jeffry Schneider is an individual who resides in Austin, Texas and 

conducts business out of Austin and New York City, New York. At the relevant times hereto, 

Defendant Schneider was a co-founder, director, officer, manager, and control person of GPB CH, 
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Holdings I, Holdings II, Holdings III, Automotive, Cold Storage, and Waste Management. In that 

capacity, Defendant Schneider was a direct participant who helped orchestrate, direct, execute, and 

oversee the GPB Investment Programs’ securities offerings, and offered and sold to investors 

unregistered securities issued by the GPB Investment Programs, and thereafter failed to safeguard 

the investors’ money and diligently invest it. Defendant Schneider knowingly participated in and 

failed to disclose to the GPB investors the ongoing deficiencies in the GPB Corporate Defendants’ 

accounting and corporate control systems resulting in the failure to deliver to investors timely 

audited financial statements in compliance with GAAP. He also failed to disclose the the financial 

improprieties detailed herein. Defendant Schneider is one of the original co-founders of GPB, and 

one of the principal driving forces behind the GPB entities and in particular the GPB Investment 

Programs’ securities Offerings. Defendant Schneider, a FINRA registered representative, was (1) 

was the subject of at least eight disclosed customer disputes seeking nearly $1,000,000 in damages, 

most of which were settled in exchange for significant amounts of money; (2) was the subject of 

two instances of employment separation after allegations of misconduct; and (3) was the subject 

of two regulatory actions, by federal and Illinois state securities regulators, respectively, one of 

which resulted in a $15,000 fine and 90 day suspension by the NASD, and the other one in a 2-

year ban from being licensed in Illinois.  

44. Defendant Jeffrey Lash (“Lash”) is a resident of Florida. Defendant Lash was a co-

founder of GPB and Co-director/Automotive Retail of GPB CH. In that capacity, Defendant Lash 

was a direct participant who knowingly participated in and failed to disclose to the GPB investors 

the ongoing deficiencies in the Corporate Defendants’ automotive accounting and corporate 

control systems resulting in the failure to deliver to investors timely audited financial statements 

in compliance with GAAP. He also failed to disclose the financial improprieties detailed herein, 
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and the existence and background, including the NASD suspension of an undisclosed principal 

and control person, Defendant Schneider.  

45. The GPB Individual Defendants, because of their controlling positions with the 

GPB Corporate Defendants, as well as their senior controlling positions with other GPB affiliates, 

had a special fiduciary relationship with GPB investors and possessed the power and authority to 

control and did control the content and form of the GPB Investment Programs’ prospectuses, 

reports, press releases and other materials provided to investors. Because of their positions with 

the GPB Corporate Defendants, as well as their senior positions with other GPB affiliates, the 

individual defendants possessed the power and authority to create, implement, and enforce 

adequate accounting and corporate controls and supervisory systems of the GPB Corporate 

Defendants. The GPB Individual Defendants authorized the publication of the documents and 

materials alleged herein to be misleading prior to their issuance and had the ability and opportunity 

to prevent the issuance of these false statements or to cause them to be corrected. Because of their 

positions with the GPB Corporate Defendants, as well as their senior positions with other GPB 

affiliates, they had access to material non-public information, and they knew, or recklessly or 

negligently failed to know, that the adverse facts specified herein had not been disclosed to and 

were being concealed from the public and that the positive representations being made were false 

and misleading in breach of their fiduciary duties to investors, including the duties of candor and 

loyalty.  

3. Underwriter Defendants 

46. Defendant AAS is a financial service business with offices in New York, and is a 

licensed securities broker-dealer firm. AAS was founded by Defendant Schneider and is controlled 

by Defendants Schneider and Gentile. AAS is an affiliate of Defendant Ascendant Capital, and an 

affiliate of Defendant GPB CH. According to the July 2018 Automotive PPM, “[Ascendant 
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Capital]…is a branch office of and offers securities through [AAS]…an affiliate of GPB.” AAS 

and GPB CH further indicated that AAS is the exclusive distribution partner for the GPB 

Investment Programs.  

47. According to the AAS website:  

Jeffrey Schneider: is CEO of Ascendant Capital, and a Founding Principal of 
[AAS]. Mr. Schneider brings over 25 years of financial services industry experience 
and an extensive network of public and private pension funds, family of funds, 
family offices, and global financial services firms. 
 
As CEO of Ascendant Capital, Mr. Schneider oversees sales, marketing, 
operations, policy, and overall production. Mr. Schneider graduated with a 
Bachelor of Science from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.  
 
48. Also according to the AAS website:  
 
Ascendant Alternative Strategies serves as a broker-dealer, working closely with 
an issuer’s management team to seamlessly manage the process of raising capital 
through securities offerings. This includes conducting a deep due-diligence 
analysis, advising on the preparation of offering material such as PPMs and 
subscription agreement documents, soliciting broker-dealer agreements and 
guidance so the issuer remains in compliance with regulations from start to finish.  
 
49. AAS earns commission revenue from the GPB offerings and GPB CH has engaged 

AAS as a financial advisor on acquisitions from which AAS earned acquisition fees and revenues. 

According to the PPM for Automotive dated July 2018: 

On March 28, 2017, the Company entered into a dealer manager agreement (the 
“Dealer Manager Agreement”) with AAS whereby the Company appointed AAS 
to act as the exclusive dealer manager (the “Dealer Manager”) of the Company. As 
Dealer Manager, AAS will solicit and retain soliciting dealers (“Soliciting 
Dealers”) to solicit subscriptions for the Units. The Company agrees to pay the 
Dealer Manager selling commissions equal to 7% of the gross proceeds from the 
sale of each Class A Units and a due diligence allowance equal to 1% of the gross 
proceeds from the sale of each Class A Units offered in the Offering (the 
“Commissions”), a portion of which may be re-allowed to Soliciting Dealers… In 
addition, the Dealer Manager may also receive (i) a cash placement and marketing 
support fee equal to 1.75% of the gross proceeds of the Offering and (ii) a marketing 
and distribution allowance equal to 1.25% of the gross proceeds received from the 
Offering. GPB reserves the right to pay Selling Fees that are less than or more than 
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the respective percentages set forth in the preceding sentence, so long as the 
aggregated Selling Fees do not exceed 11%.  
 
50.  Defendant Gentile is an owner of AAS through DJ Partners, LLC, an entity that, 

upon information and belief, is co-owned by Defendants Schneider and Gentile. Upon information 

and belief, AAS has an expense sharing agreement with GPB CH dated June 3, 2016 and amended 

March 15, 2018, whereby AAS pays GPB CH for facilities and services including rent, shared 

spaces, maintenance, utility usage, and internet connectivity.  

51. Defendant Ascendant Capital, LLC (“Ascendant Capital”) is a Delaware limited 

liability company with its principal place of business in Austin, Texas. Ascendant Capital started 

in 2009 and in 2012, officially became Ascendant Capital, LLC. According to the July 2018 

Automotive PPM, “Ascendant Capital…is a branch office of AAS.” According to Ascendant 

Capital’s website, Jeffrey Schneider is the founder and CEO of Ascendant Capital. Securities 

products and services of Ascendant Capital are offered through AAS. Schneider is a Registered 

Representative of Ascendant Alternative Strategies, LLC and all of Ascendant Capital’s members 

are registered representatives of AAS. Ascendant Capital provides services to GPB CH for 

marketing, event planning, administration, client services, and other support services. Upon 

information and belief, AAS, as the agent for Ascendant Capital, receives payment from GPB CH 

for the services that Ascendant Capital provides to GPB CH and passes 100% of those payments, 

upon receipt, to Ascendant Capital.  

52. According to the Massachusetts Complaint,  

• “Ascendant Capital is wholly-owned by Gentile’s business partner Jeffry 
Schneider. Ascendant Capital began as a branch office of a New York-based 
broker- dealer but in 2017 became a branch office of the Gentile-owned broker-
dealer Ascendant Alternative Strategies, LLC (‘Ascendant Alternative 
Strategies”). Not only did Gentile engage Schneider in drafting key documents 
and attending internal GPB executive meetings, but GPB [CH] functionally gave 
Schneider the exclusive right to sell GPB [CH] funds.” 
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• “GPB [CH] paid Ascendant Alternative Strategies and Ascendant Capital 

millions of dollars in connection with marketing GPB [CH] funds and in 
connection with acquisitions made by GPB [CH]. Publicly, GPB [CH] and 
Ascendant Capital sought to appear as two distinct companies, but in 
reality, they were one-and-the-same. Schneider was intimately involved 
in GPB [CH]’s strategy and direction, and served as Gentile’s top 
confidant. The line between Gentile, Schneider, GPB [CH], and Ascendant 
Alterative Strategies and Ascendant Capital is blurred beyond recognition. 
The firms even share office space in Austin, Texas. The only difference 
between GPB [CH] and the Ascendant entities is the e-mail addresses used. 
Gentile profited directly whenever GPB [CH] paid Ascendant Alternative 
Strategies selling commissions.” (emphasis added) 

 
53. Also according to the Massachusetts Complaint, 

• “The branch office, which is separately registered as an LLC, is wholly-owned by 
Schneider. Functionally, the branch office Ascendant Capital was responsible for 
seeking out agents of broker-dealer firms and representatives of investment 
adviser firms who were willing to sell GPB Funds to their customers and clients 
as well as marketing, promoting, and managing the GPB Fund offerings.” 

• “Ascendant Capital’s responsibilities included drafting investor updates and 
determining what information would be included in fund prospectuses and 
limited partnership agreements (“LPAs”).” (emphasis added) 

• “In 2017, the branch office Ascendant Capital registered as an independent broker- 
dealer under the name of Ascendant Alternative Strategies. Ascendant Capital 
then became registered as a branch office of Ascendant Alternative Strategies.”  

54. AAS and Ascendant Capital served as the underwriter/investment banker for the 

GPB Investment Programs’ unregistered securities Offerings. In that capacity, they played a key 

role in structuring and overseeing the GPB Investment Programs’ unregistered securities offerings, 

preparing the offering materials distributed to investors, overseeing the distribution of such 

offering materials to investors, and/or offering and selling GPB Investment Programs’ unregistered 

securities to investors which failed to disclose, among other things, the Ponzi-like scheme alleged 

by DiBre, Rosenberg and the Massachusetts regulators, and the NASD suspension of an 

undisclosed control person, Defendant Schneider, who was the CEO of Ascendant Capital and a 
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founding principal of AAS. AAS and Ascendant Capital are referred to collectively herein as 

“Ascendant” or the “Ascendant Defendants.”  

55. Defendant Axiom Capital Management, LLC (“Axiom”) is a financial service 

business with offices in New York City, New York, and a licensed securities broker-dealer firm. 

During the relevant times hereto, Defendant Schneider, along with another control person of 

Defendant Ascendant, were affiliated with Axiom. Axiom served as the underwriter (or managing 

broker-dealer) of the GPB Investment Programs’ unregistered securities Offerings, in particular 

Holdings I, and also supervised and approved Defendant Schneider’s offering and sales of GPB 

Investment Programs’ unregistered securities. As underwriter of the GPB Investment Programs’ 

unregistered securities Offerings, Defendant Axiom played a key role in structuring and overseeing 

those offerings, preparing the offering materials distributed to investors, overseeing the 

distribution of such offering materials to investors, and/or offering and selling GPB Investment 

Program unregistered securities to investors which failed to disclose, among other things, the 

Ponzi-like scheme alleged by DiBre, Rosenberg and the Massachusetts regulators, and the NASD 

suspension of an undisclosed control person, Defendant Schneider, who was the CEO of 

Ascendant Capital, a founding principal of AAS and an affiliate of Axiom. Schneider was affiliated 

with Axiom from May 2013 through April 2017. 

56. AAS, Ascendant Capital and Axiom (together, the GPB Underwriters or the GPB 

Underwriter Defendants) possessed the power and authority to control the content and form of the 

GPB Investment Programs’ offering materials, reports and other materials provided to GPB 

investors. The GPB Underwriter Defendants authorized and/or allowed the publication of the 

documents and materials alleged herein to be misleading prior to their issuance and had the ability 

and opportunity to prevent the issuance of these false and misleading statements and omissions or 
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to cause them to be corrected. Because of their close relationship to Defendant Schneider and, in 

the case of the Ascendant Defendants, common control – with the GPB Corporate Defendants, 

they had access to material non-public information, and they knew that the adverse facts specified 

herein had not been disclosed to and were being concealed from the public and that the positive 

representations being made were false and misleading.  

III. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
 

57. Venue is proper in New York County, New York, given that (1) Defendants 

engaged in and participated to the alleged misconduct out of New York County, (2) a substantial 

portion, and likely the vast majority, of the evidence is located in New York County, and (3) the 

vast majority of the witnesses with direct knowledge of the conduct alleged herein are located in, 

or have their place of business in, New York County. Further, GPB’s Subscription Agreements 

designate New York County state courts as the appropriate venue. 

58. This Court has personal jurisdiction over all Defendants and over this proceeding 

pursuant to CPLR §§ 301 and 302 given that at all relevant times they engaged in the misconduct 

alleged herein, and conducted business, in this County.  

IV. SUBTANTIVE ALLEGATIONS 
 

 Gentile, Schneider and Lash Hatch a Scheme to Organize GPB CH to Sponsor 
and Manage Investment Vehicles Including the GPB Investment Programs 
That Would Raise Money from Investors and Earn Substantial Commissions, 
Fees and other Benefits for the Defendants 

59. GPB CH was co-founded in or about 2013 by Defendants Gentile, Schneider and 

Lash, as a private equity, alternative asset management firm in the business of launching, 

sponsoring, and managing investment vehicles, or funds, including the GPB Investment 

Programs.  
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60. The GPB Investment Programs were in the business of acquiring income-producing 

private companies in select fields, with a primary focus on automotive retail (automobile 

dealerships). However, the basic business model envisioned by Gentile, Lash and Schneider did 

not and could not work because the narrow profit margin of 1-2% expected for an automobile 

dealership was insufficient to pay from operations the much higher target of 8% distributions 

represented to investors in the Offering Documents for all Programs except Holdings III (which 

represented target distributions ranging from 7 to 10%). For example, the 2016 Automotive PPM 

stated that its target for distributions was 8% per annum.  

61. The Holdings II PPM and Waste Management PPM also represented that it would 

target a distribution of 8 % per annum from operations and the Holdings III PPM (a later Offering) 

represented that it would target a range of distributions from 7-10% depending on the class of units 

and amount sold. 

62. The 2016 Automotive PPM stated that distributions could not exceed the fair 

market value of the partnership’s assets:  

a. [U]nder the Delaware Revised Uniform Limited Partnership Act (the 
“Act”), a limited partnership may not make a distribution to a partner to the 
extent that, at the time of the distribution, after giving effect to the 
distribution, all liabilities of the limited partnership, other than liabilities to 
partners on account of their limited partnership interests and liabilities for 
which the recourse of creditors is limited to specified property of the limited 
partnership, exceed the fair value of the limited partnership’s assets.  
 

63. According to the Massachusetts Complaint, investor distributions were not paid 

from operations, as Defendants represented, but instead from investor contributions: 

“Part of GPB [CH]’s success in fundraising came from its aggressive marketing 
strategies. As stated above, GPB [CH] repeatedly hammered investors with two 
key selling points - a yearly 8% distribution paid monthly, and distributions 
that were paid from operating profits. GPB [CH] and Schneider carefully 
constructed the narrative that unlike a traditional risky private placement, where an 
investor places chips on a roulette table hoping for a positive outcome, investing in 
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a GPB [CH] fund would provide a continuous stream of income in addition to a big 
payday upon exit. GPB [CH]’s approach worked, and to date the firm has raised 
over $1.5 billion. GPB [CH] initially stayed true to its word regarding investor 
distributions. Its funds generated sufficient net income from operations to pay 
investors their 8% distributions. 

As time went on and GPB [CH] raised more money, it was unable to deploy its 
capital efficiently. Instead of limiting contributions until capital was deployed, GPB 
[CH] continued to take on new investors, especially for GPB Automotive and GPB 
Holdings II. As investor contributions increased, so did the capital required to 
continue to pay investor distributions. While GPB [CH] maintained authority to 
suspend distributions whenever it wished, the firm continued to make its monthly 
distributions in order to maintain appearances and stay attractive to investors. In 
order to keep up with distributions, GPB [CH] began dipping into other 
sources of income, contrary to statements made in its private placement 
memoranda and marketing materials. GPB Holdings, GPB Holdings II, GPB 
Automotive, and GPB Waste Management eventually turned to investor 
contributions to meet the demands of the 8% monthly distributions, and the 
fund financials tell as much. The funds’ financials show that distributions were 
issued that exceeded the funds’ net incomes, yet GPB [CH] never updated any 
of its disclosure or marketing materials to reflect this. 

GPB [CH]’s use of investor funds to pay distributions to GPB Holdings, GPB 
Holdings II, GPB Automotive, and GPB Waste Management investors not 
only lowered the funds’ available operating capital, but also created a host 
of accounting problems. In mid-2018, GPB [CH] suspended contributions and 
redemptions for GPB Automotive and GPB Holdings II due to GPB [CH]’s 
inability to file required audited financials with the Securities & Exchange 
Commission. Almost two years later, GPB [CH] has failed to make the required 
filings, and has gone through a number of auditors in an effort to complete this 
task. Throughout this time, GPB [CH] has continually told investors the audits 
will be completed, but has failed to meet every self-imposed deadline.” 
(emphasis added) 

64. According to DiBre, automobile dealerships are a low profit margin business, 

generally operating at a profit margin of approximately 1-2 %. Gentile and Lash, who were already 

partners in several automobile dealerships prior to starting GPB, were thus, aware of the narrow 

profit margins of automobile dealerships. While a dealership’s revenue may be substantial, 

expenses are enormous and profits are negligible, according to DiBre. Therefore, from the outset 

of the Programs, it was highly unlikely, if not impossible, that the GPB Investment Programs could 

earn enough profit from automotive operations to pay targeted distributions of 8% to investors as 
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represented in the Offering Documents. The inability to pay distributions from operations was 

further exacerbated by Defendants’ rampant financial misconduct and misuse of investor funds, as 

alleged in detail herein. The distributions paid to investors concealed the fact that the distributions 

were not paid from partnership operations, but instead from the capital contributions of investors. 

This is the hallmark of a Ponzi scheme. It was not until the scheme began to unravel in April 2018, 

that GPB CH announced a reduction in the rate of distributions to Holdings I limited partners from 

8% per year to 4 % per year. Then, in December 2018, Defendants announced that distributions 

would be quarterly and were not guaranteed. As of June 2019, distributions have been discontinued 

 The Growth of GPB 

65. In 2012, Lash and Gentile began discussing starting a fund for which Gentile would 

be General Partner, and Lash would manage the auto segment.  

66. Lash and Gentile met with Schneider, President of Defendant Ascendant and a 

friend of Gentile. The plan was for Schneider to raise funds from outside investors to invest in 

businesses with a focus on automotive.  

67. GPB began raising funds from outside investors in the third quarter of 2013 to 

invest in those businesses.  

68. At its outset, GPB entered an ownership arrangement with Lash for a few 

automobile dealerships owned by Lash, including Volkswagen dealerships in White Plains and 

Oneonta, NY.  

69. Gentile instructed Lash to purchase dealerships as quickly as possible for market 

value.  

70. In late 2013, to help GPB grow the automotive sector quickly, Lash introduced 

Gentile and Schneider to DiBre, an established, successful, and well-regarded owner/manager of 

several automobile dealerships, with whom Lash had a prior business relationship. GPB’s stated 
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objective was to acquire auto dealerships and experienced operating partners with strong track 

records in the automobile business.  

71. After several meetings, DiBre agreed to sell six of his dealerships to GPB for an 

agreed price of $80 million. Thereafter, DiBre and Lash became Co-Directors of Automotive 

Retail. However, DiBre’s role was limited to overseeing the dealerships he sold to GPB. DiBre 

worked from his home in New Jersey, not in GPB’s corporate offices in New York, had very little 

interaction with GPB’s principals. DiBre had responsibility at the dealership, not at the GPB 

corporate, level.  

72. From 2013 through late 2017, Lash worked as director of the corporate entities GPB 

formed to grow the automotive business, including GPB Automotive, Holdings Automotive and 

Portfolio Automotive. During this time period, Lash traveled and grew the auto sector. 

73. In early 2017, GPB, through a business broker, approached David Rosenberg 

(“Rosenberg”), an established, successful, and well-regarded owner/manager of a large group of 

motor vehicle dealerships, and inquired whether Rosenberg was interested in selling his 

dealerships.  

74. Thereafter, GPB agreed to purchase twenty-four dealerships from Rosenberg’s 

Prime Motor Group, with the transaction being the second largest purchase in industry history. 

75. After the Prime Motor Group acquisition was complete, Rosenberg became CEO, 

President and Manager of GPB’s automotive related businesses d/b/a Prime Automotive Group 

(“Prime”).  

76. In five years, GPB claims to have grown from owning four automobile dealerships 

to owning sixty-six.  
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 GPB Aggressively Raises Investor Money 

77. To fund the purchase of the companies it was investing in—and in particular 

automobile dealerships—GPB CH and the GPB Individual Defendants needed to raise capital from 

the investing public. 

78. To raise capital, GPB CH and the GPB Individual Defendants enlisted the support 

of the GPB Underwriter Defendants, which helped orchestrate the GPB Investment Programs’ 

unregistered securities Offerings. 

79. At its height, GPB CH indicated that it had raised in excess of $1.6 billion for its 

investment vehicles.  

80. The GPB Investment Programs issued unregistered securities in the form of 

partnership units and, together with all Defendants, offered them for sale to individual investors 

across the country.  

81. The GPB Investment Program securities were unregistered and were offered to 

investors pursuant to a claimed exemption from registration under Rule 506 of Regulation D of 

the Securities Act of 1933. 

82. However, as more fully detailed below, the GPB Investment Programs’ securities 

offerings did not qualify for an exemption from registration pursuant to Regulation D, because 

they were conducted fraudulently; Regulation D does not apply to fraudulent securities offerings. 

Further, the offerings did not disclose the material fact of a NASD suspension of an undisclosed 

principal and control person, Defendant Schneider, thereby invalidating the Programs’ reliance on 

Rule 506 to offer unregistered securities.  

83. Defendants worked with numerous “retail” broker-dealer firms to market the GPB 

Investment Programs’ securities to individual investors. GPB CH and the GPB Individual 

Defendants incentivized these broker-dealers, and the GPB Underwriter Defendants, by paying an 
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extraordinarily high commission rate to induce them to sell GPB’s illiquid and highly risky 

securities. 

84. The GPB Investment Programs were not publicly traded and did not have to file 

periodic reports with the SEC. However, once they reached a certain size, they were required to 

file forms with the SEC even though the securities were not publicly traded.  

 Defendants Raise Over $1.6 Billion from Investors for the GPB Investment 
Programs and Obtain Substantial Sales Commissions and Fees 

85. According to the Massachusetts Complaint,  

• “In connection with soliciting financial professionals and potential investors, GPB 
Capital and Ascendant Capital utilized a number of marketing materials, including 
slideshows and presentations, in addition to traditional offering documents such 
as Private Placement Memoranda (“PPMs”).” 

 
• “The marketing materials, as well as the various PPMs issued for GPB 

Funds, frequently highlighted the 8% distribution the GPB Funds would 
pay.” (emphasis added) 

 
 Holdings I  

 
86. On June 6, 2013, Holdings I filed a Form D Notice of Exempt Offering of Securities 

with the SEC reporting an initial offering amount of $150 million to be sold by Defendant Axiom 

with a minimum investment amount of $50,000.  

87. According to the Massachusetts Complaint:   

• The offering amount was initially $150,000,000.00 with a minimum investment 
amount of $50,000.00. The June 6, 2013 filing also identified that no shares had yet 
been sold, but that GPB Holdings was estimating sales commissions and finder’s 
fees to be $16,500,000.00.”  
 

• “In connection with this private offering, GPB Holdings released various PPMs. 
The first was released in March 2013 and the last was released in December 2016.” 
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• “The June 6, 2013 Form D is the only SEC filing for the GPB private placement 
offering. The filing identified the total offering amount as $150,000,000.00. 
However, the May 13, 2014 PPM identified the offering amount as 
$200,000,000.00. No amendments to the GPB Holdings Form D increasing the 
offering amount are on file with the SEC.”   
 

88. According to the PPM for Holdings III, Holdings I raised approximately 

$193,000,000 from investors.  

 Holdings II 

89. On April 28, 2015, Holdings II filed a Form D Notice of Exempt Offering of 

Securities with the SEC reporting an initial offering amount of $500 million to be sold by 

Defendant Axiom with a minimum investment amount of $50,000.  

90. On May 19, 2016, Holdings II filed an amended Form D with the SEC listing the 

numerous broker-dealers through which it sold over $76 million in limited partnership interests to 

over 800 investors. Sales commissions paid to financial advisors on these sales exceeded $8 

million. 

91. On May 18, 2017, Holdings II filed an amended Form D with the SEC reporting 

that it sold over $364 million in limited partnership interests to over 3,500 investors. Sales 

commissions paid to financial advisors on these sales exceeded $42 million. 

92. On May 16, 2018, Holdings II filed an amended Form D with the SEC reporting 

that it sold over $645 million in limited partnership interests to over 6,000 investors. Sales 

commissions paid to financial advisors on these sales exceeded $ 47 million. 

93. According to the Massachusetts Complaint 

• “All GPB Holdings II PPMs discuss distributions to investors. For example, an 
April 13, 2015, PPM states that distributions will ‘substantially depend on our 
operation of our Portfolio Companies’ and "that GPB Holdings II will ‘reserve the 
right to return Capital Contributions to LPs as part of our distributions, though we 
do not presently have plans to do so.’ The PPM then specifically states that investor 
funds are not used to pay distributions, but that ‘while we have no present plans to 
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do so, we could include LPs’ invested capital in amounts we distribute to LPs, 
which would reduce an LPs rate of return.’” 
 

• “These statements also appear in GPB Holdings II’s March 7, 2016, April 25, 2016, 
and December 2016 PPMs.” 
 

• “In contrast to all of the previous PPMs, the final GPB Holdings II PPM released 
in July 2018 makes significantly different disclosures. The July 2018 PPM states: 

 
Amounts that we distribute to LPs have been and may in the future include 
LPs’ invested capital, and have been and may in the future not be entirely 
comprised of income generated by the Portfolio Companies.” 

 
• “This statement contradicts GPB Holdings II’s prior PPMs which stated that the 

fund was not utilizing investor funds to pay investor distributions.” 
 

 Holdings III 

94. On January 26, 2018, Holdings III filed a Form D Notice of Exempt Offering of 

Securities with the SEC reporting that it had sold over $6.4 million in limited partnership interests 

to two investors at a minimum investment of amount of $50,000. Sales commissions paid to 

Ascendant totaled nearly $200,000.  

 Automotive  

95. On June 10, 2013, Automotive filed a Form D Notice of Exempt Offering of 

Securities with the SEC reporting an initial offering amount of $50 million.  

96. On March 27, 2015, Automotive filed an amended Form D with the SEC reporting 

that it had sold $32 million in limited partnership interests and revising the total offering upward 

to $250 million.  

97. On May 19, 2016, Automotive filed an amended Form D with the SEC reporting 

that it had sold over $176 million in limited partnership interests to over 1,800 investors, at a 

minimum investment of $100,000. Sales commissions paid to financial advisors on these sales 

exceeded $19 million. 
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98. On May 18, 2017, Automotive filed an amended Form D with the SEC reporting it 

had sold over $360 million in limited partnership interests to over 3,800 investors. Sales 

commissions paid to financial advisors on these sales exceeded $43 million. 

99. On May 14, 2018, Automotive filed an amended Form D with the SEC reporting 

that it had sold over $600 million in limited partnership interests to over 6,300 investors. Sales 

commissions paid to financial advisors on these sales exceeded $43 million. 

100. According to the Massachusetts Complaint, the Automotive PPMs contained the 

following representations about investor distributions:  

101. “In connection with this private offering, GPB Automotive released various PPMs. 

The first was released in May 2013 and the last was released in April 2018.” 

102. “The first GPB Automotive PPM, dated May 27, 2013, states that the fund will pay 

investor distribution using profits earned from automotive dealerships.” 

103. “The May 27, 2013, PPM first discusses investor distributions on page eight of the 

PPM, stating: 

[W]e will make distributions based on cash flow we have received from 
Dealerships. GPB expects the Company to make distributions of cash, if any, to the 
LPs beginning three months after their subscriptions at annual return rates targeted 
to be at least 8%[.]” 

 
104. “The PPM further states on page 22: 

To the extent that Dealerships are not generating sufficient revenue to pay the fees, 
we may have to pay these fees out of other available cash, thus further reducing the 
amount of cash available for distribution to the LPs or to pay other Company 
expenses.” 

 
105. “The May 27, 2013 PPM does not state that the fund will pay investor distributions 

from any source of funds other than profits from automotive dealerships.” 
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106. “The February 20, 2014, December 31, 2014, and March 6, 2015, PPMs mirror the 

language of the May PPM and state that distributions will be made based on cash flow GPB 

Automotive has received from its automotive dealerships.” 

107. “The June 6, 2016, PPM states: 

We can provide no assurances that we will be able to continue to generate operating 
cash flow sufficient to make distributions to LPs. Thus, there is no guarantee that 
we will pay any particular amount of distributions, if at all.  
 
Furthermore, while we have no present plans to do so, we could include LPs’ 
invested capital in amounts we distribute to LPs, which may reduce the amount of 
capital available to acquire and operate Dealerships and make other permitted 
acquisitions, as well as, negatively impact the value of the LP’s investments, 
especially if a substantial portion of our distributions are paid from our LPs’ 
investment capital.).” 
 
108. “GPB Automotive released its Third Amended and Restated PPM in December 

2016, which used language identical to the June 6, 2016, PPM, stating that GPB Automotive had 

no plans to use investor contributions to pay distributions.” 

109. “GPB Automotive’ s final PPM, dated April 2018, also stated that the fund had no 

present plans to include investor contributions to pay distributions.” 

110. “No GPB Automotive PPM ever disclosed that investor funds would be used to 

pay any portion of distributions.” 

111. “However, at least for GPB Automotive’s third quarter of 2017, 54.5% of the 

distributions were comprised of investor funds.” 

112. “In an e-mail sent to an investment adviser on March 26, 2018, GPB Automotive 

stated that it had a net investment income plus realized gain of $3,337,539, and total distributions 

of $7,332,248, resulting in a coverage ratio of 45.5% in the third quarter of 2017.” 
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113. “GPB Employee 2 indicated that when a fund’s coverage ratio was below 100%, 

it would mean that investor funds would be used to pay distributions in order to compensate for 

lack of funds from operations.” 

114. “This means that in the third quarter of 2017, GPB Automotive paid out more in 

distributions than it earned. In order to compensate for paying out more in distributions than 

earnings, GPB Capital utilized investor funds. For the calendar year of 2017, GPB Automotive’ 

s coverage ratio was 60%, meaning that 40% of distributions were paid using investor funds, 

directly contrary to all of the GPB Automotive PPMs and GPB Automotive marketing materials. 

115. “GPB Automotive’s coverage ratio was frequently below 100%.” 

116. “From 2013 to 2016, GPB Automotive’s coverage ratio fell below 100% for at 

least five quarters.” For example: 

“From launch until year end 2016, GPB Automotive’s total net income was 
$12,076,979.; however, total distributions to limited partners was $19,901,719, 
resulting in a coverage ratio of only 60.68%, meaning that 39.32% of distributions 
were paid using investor funds, directly contrary to all of the GPB Automotive 
PPMs and GPB Automotive marketing materials.” 

117. “GPB Automotive’s 2017 Annual Report of the Partnership provides financial 

information for 2017. In this presentation, GPB Capital reports that GPB Automotive had a net 

income of $3,897,000, and a net loss of cash used in operating activities of $144,156,000. 

Additionally, GPB Capital reports $27,441,000 worth of distributions to limited partners.” 

118. “According to information provided to investors, GPB Automotive’s distributions 

made to limited partners in 2017 exceed the fund’s net income by $23,544,000.” 

119. “On August 17, 2018, GPB Automotive gave notice to broker-dealers, investment 

advisers and investors that GPB Automotive would no longer be accepting new investments, and 

would be suspending redemptions until the fund produced its required annual audited financial 

statements.” 
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120. “To date, GPB Automotive has not produced the required annual audited financial 

statements.” 

121. “On November 22, 2019, GPB Automotive issued a written update to investors 

regarding GPB Automotive.” 

122. “The letter states that the net capital contribution to the fund is $606,348,358, and 

distributions have totaled $94,136,104.” 

123. “Furthermore, the letter states that relative to the total distributions paid, 

‘[d]istributions have been paid out of Company working capital and available assets, including, 

but not limited to, limited partner Net Capital Contributions (as defined in the LPA).’" 

124. “Former GPB CFO reported that at GPB Capital’s statement in GPB Automotive’s 

December 2016 PPM’ s that ‘while we have no present plans to do so, we could include LPs’ 

invested capital in amounts we distribute to LPs’ was inaccurate, as investor capital had been 

used to pay investor distributions.” See Exhibit A, attached hereto. 

 Waste Management 
 

125. On August 30, 2016, a fifth GPB CH-sponsored fund, Waste Management, filed its 

initial Form D with the SEC. No sales, purchaser information, or commissions paid were listed in 

the filing. 

126. On August 30, 2017, Waste Management filed an amended Form D with the SEC 

reporting that it had sold over $76 million in limited partnership interests to over 800 investors. 

Sales commissions paid to financial advisors on these sales exceeded $6 million. 

127. On April 25, 2018, Waste Management filed an amended Form D with the SEC 

reporting that it had sold over $135 million in limited partnership interests to over 1,400 investors. 

Sales commissions paid to financial advisors on these sales exceeded $10 million. 
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128. According to the Massachusetts Complaint, the Waste Management PPMs 

contained the following representations. 

129. “In connection with this private offering, GPB Waste Management released various 

PPMs. The first was released in May 2013 and the last was released in April 2018.” 

130. “GPB [CH] used various slideshows and presentations in connection with mass e-

mails to financial professionals in order to market GPB Waste Management.” 

131. “As with other funds, Ascendant Capital assisted in creating marketing materials, 

and typically transmitted materials to broker-dealer agents and investment adviser 

representatives.” 

132. “Similar to its other offerings, GPB [CH] transmitted slideshows, such as the 2016 

copyrighted forty-page presentation titled GPB Waste Management, LP Income- Producing 

Private Equity to provide an overview of the fund and some of its highlights, such as the targeted 

distribution rate of 8%. Specifically, page nine of the presentation states that distributions are 

‘based off cash flow from portfolio companies targeted at 8.0%[.]’” 

133. “GPB [CH] would frequently update and provide newer presentations to promote 

GPB Waste Management. The marketing materials would often be sent in connection with e-mails 

to financial professionals.” 

134. “For example, a 2017 e-mail from Ascendant Capital to a broker-dealer agent 

provided an update on GPB Waste Management’s acquisition of Five Star Carting Corporation 

specifically highlighting the fund’s 8% ‘Projected Annual Distribution.’” 

135. “In addition, the Ascendant Capital representative attached two files to the e-mail: 

a 31-page presentation copyrighted 2017 titled GPB Waste Management, LP - Class A and a short 

two page "offering overview" of GPB Waste Management. These materials disclose that ‘[f]unds 
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[are] immediately committed’ and that distributions are ‘[b]ased off cash flow from portfolio 

companies targeted at 8.0%[.]’” 

136. “Ascendant Capital continued sending blast e-mails to firms to solicit investments 

in GPB Waste Management. A July 11, 2018 e-mail from Ascendant Capital contained a 27-page 

presentation for GPB Waste Management which repeated prior presentations stating that 

distributions are ‘[b]ased off cash flow from portfolio companies[.]’” See Exhibit A, attached 

hereto. 

 Cold Storage 
 

137. On August 26, 2015, another GPB CH-sponsored fund, Cold Storage, filed a Form 

D Notice of Exempt Offering of Securities with the SEC, reporting sales of limited partnership 

interests totaling $8,565,580 to 26 investors at a minimum investment of $100,000. On December 

18, 2015, Cold Storage filed an amended Form D with the SEC reporting it sold over $35 million 

in limited partnership interests to over 268 investors, at a minimum investment of $100,000. Sales 

commissions paid to financial advisors on these sales exceeded $3.5 million. 

138. As of late 2018, GPB CH and the other Defendants had raised more than $1.6 

billion from investors across the country for its sponsored and managed funds, through a network 

of over 60 securities broker-dealer firms.  

139. As more fully detailed herein, Defendants’ success in raising this considerable 

amount of money rested upon their failure to disclose, in the GPB Investment Programs’ offering 

documents, material—indeed, crucial—information regarding the GPB CH and GPB Investment 

Programs’ inadequate, if any, accounting controls and due diligence procedures, the dysfunctional 

and hostile relationship between certain key control persons and senior executives of the GPB 

Corporate Defendants and its serious impact on their operations, self-dealing and misuse of 
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investor funds and corporate assets by GPB senior executives and control persons, and an 

undisclosed control person of the GPB Corporate Defendants, who had a tainted background, 

including a NASD suspension which invalidated the unregistered securities offerings. 

 Defendants Raise Money from Investors Nationwide Through Means of 
Interstate Commerce and Uniform Offering Documents 

140. To orchestrate and execute the GPB Investment Programs’ securities offerings, 

Defendants prepared and distributed to Plaintiffs and thousands of investors across the country, 

using means of interstate commerce, offering documents for each respective Program (the 

“Offering Documents”). 

141. The Offering Documents typically consisted of a Private Placement Memorandum 

(the “Memorandum” or “PPM”) for each respective GPB fund, a Subscription Agreement for each 

respective GPB fund, a Disclosure Brochure and other promotional materials described herein and 

as alleged in the Massachusetts Complaint. All investors in any specific GPB Investment Programs 

received PPMs, Subscription Agreements and other offering materials that were substantially 

similar in the material respects alleged herein. 

142. In the Subscription Agreements, each investor in a GPB Investment Programs was 

required to represent, and represented, that he or she “has received, read carefully and fully 

understands the Memorandum and its exhibits, including, as applicable, the [Limited Partnership 

Agreement “LPA”].  

143. Each Subscription Agreement indicated that the GPB Investment Programs’ units 

were “offered for sale to the Subscriber in reliance upon the private offering exemption contained 

in the 1933 Act §4(a)(2) and Rule 506 of Regulation D thereunder” and that the respective GPB 

Investment Program (referred to as the “Company”) “does not intend to register the Units under 
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the 1933 Act at any time in the future and the Company is under no obligation to register any Units 

. . . ” 

144. The Subscription Agreements further indicated that any certificates, if issued, 

representing the Units purchased by the investors “will bear the following legend upon the original 

issuance of the Units and until the legend is no longer required under applicable requirements of 

the 1933 Act or applicable state securities laws: 

THE UNITS REPRESENTED HEREBY HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED 
UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, AS AMENDED (THE "1933 ACT"), 
OR STATE SECURITIES LAWS. THE HOLDER HEREOF, BY PURCHASING 
THESE SECURITIES, AGREES FOR THE BENEFIT OF [THE GPB 
INVESTMENT PROGRAM] (THE "COMPANY") THAT THESE UNITS MAY 
BE OFFERED, SOLD, PLEDGED OR OTHERWISE TRANSFERRED ONLY 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE COMPANY’S AGREEMENT OF LIMITED 
PARTNERSHIP AND IN COMPLIANCE WITH APPLICABLE LAWS AND 
REGULATIONS. . . . 

 
145. The Subscription Agreement further provided that: 
 
For the Units to be acquired by Subscriber by this Agreement, Subscriber hereby 
irrevocably constitutes and appoints [GPB CH] the true and lawful attorney-in-fact 
of Subscriber in Subscriber’s name, place and stead … (ii) to take any such other 
action as may be necessary in connection with any aspect of the operations and 
activities of the Company by giving [GPB CH] full power and authority to do and 
perform each and every act and thing whatever required and necessary to be done 
in and about the foregoing as fully as the undersigned might or could do if 
personally present, and hereby ratifies and confirms all that [GPB CH] will lawfully 
do or cause to be done by virtue thereof. 
 
146. The Subscription Agreement contained an applicable law clause, a forum selection 

clause, and a jury waiver clause substantially similar to the one below: 

(a) This Agreement will be enforced, governed and construed in all respects in 
accordance with the laws of the State of New York, without regard to that state’s 
conflicts of law provisions. 
 

(b) Venue for any litigation arising out of, under, or in connection with this 
Agreement will lie in the state courts having jurisdiction over such matters 
located in New York County, New York. 
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(c) THE SUBSCRIBER KNOWINGLY, VOLUNTARILY AND 
INTENTIONALLY WAIVES ANY RIGHT IT MAY HAVE TO A TRIAL 
BY JURY IN RESPECT OF ANY LITIGATION BASED ON THIS 
AGREEMENT, OR THE LPA OR ARISING OUT OF, UNDER OR IN 
CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT, THE LPA OR ANY OTHER 
AGREEMENT CONTEMPLATED TO BE EXECUTED IN CONJUNCTION 
THEREWITH OR ANY COURSE OF CONDUCT, COURSE OF DEALING, 
STATEMENTS (WHETHER VERBAL OR WRITTEN) OR OTHER 
ACTIONS OF EITHER PARTY RELATED TO THIS AGREEMENT OR 
THE LPA. THIS PROVISION IS A MATERIAL INDUCEMENT FOR THE 
COMPANY TO ACCEPT THIS AGREEMENT. 

 
 The PPMs Emphasized GPB’s Purported Experience, Skill and Expertise, 

Strict Controls and Procedures, and Solid Financial Management 

147. The PPMs painted a false and misleading picture of the GPB funds, the abilities 

and experience of GPB management and control persons and the purported multiple layers of 

investor protections. For example, the Automotive PPM2 portrayed GPB as a company with a deep 

bench of talent and experience, having highly skilled managers with extensive industry experience, 

strong accounting and finance backgrounds, and particular expertise in identifying acquisition 

targets. Second, the PPMs claimed that GPB only targeted businesses with strong and experienced 

management, and proven track records (called “Operating Partners”). Third, the Automotive PPM 

described GPB’s thorough deal screening process before even agreeing to move forward with a 

deal. Fourth, according to the Automotive PPM, GPB then employed a comprehensive, multi-level 

due diligence process that GPB’s principals were uniquely qualified to perform before a deal 

closed. Fifth, according to the Automotive PPM, once the deal closed, GPB gave close oversight, 

hands on management support, and employed multiple checks and balances over the acquired 

businesses’ operations. Sixth, each PPM touted GPB’s rigorous financial reporting structure that 

 
2 References to the “Automotive PPM” are to the Second Amended Confidential Private Placement 
Memorandum, $500,000,000, Class A Limited Partnership Units, GPB Automotive Portfolio, LP, 
dated June 30, 2016. The Automotive PPM contains the most extensive discussion of GPB’s due 
diligence process in connection with the acquisition of automobile dealerships, which dealership 
acquisition process was common to Automotive and Holdings I, II and III.  
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included yearly audits of GPB and each of the portfolio businesses, and seventh, the Automotive 

PPM represented that GPB had additional risk mitigation procedures in place to protect investors.  

148. For example, Defendants stated the following at multiple places in the Automotive 

PPM dated June 30, 2016, regarding the experience and qualifications of GPB’s management 

team:  

• Our Automotive Management Team has significant operational experience 
in the industry as well as hands-on experience working in the retail 
environment. The vast knowledge of the business (day to day expertise) 
coupled with valuable relationships at both the manufacturer and dealership 
level, can improve our ability to gain manufacturer approval – though 
certainly does not assure it.   
 

• Through GPB’s extensive industry advisory relationships, it has built 
channels for proprietary deal flow within the automotive industry. GPB 
believes it enjoys a competitive advantage as a result of these proprietary 
deal flow channels. Collectively, GPB’s principals have amassed almost a 
century of experience. Working in the Accounting and Corporate Advisory 
practice of Gentile Pismeny & Brengel LLP (“GP&B”) . . . they have 
provided a variety of services to a sizable range of companies in a number 
of diverse industries.   
 

• During their decades of advising, consulting, and supporting their clients 
through personal and business successes and failures, GPB’s principals 
have earned the status of trusted advisor. (Emphasis in original). This is 
important because most private company opportunities become available 
through the process of competitive bidding. GPB’s principals believe that 
by leveraging this extensive network of longstanding relationships and the 
principals’ unique trusted advisor status, they are able to discover 
opportunities not otherwise found in the marketplace. This includes direct 
access to seasoned executives in the automotive industry who may act as 
Operating Partners. . .  
  

• The principals of GPB have an average of 24 years of asset management 
experience and are focused on developing institutional quality, income-
generating solutions for investors . . . GPB has a dedicated Automotive 
Retail team with more than 100 years combined experience in the 
Automotive Retail industry.   
 

• We are managed by [GPB], a New York-based global asset management 
firm with a focus on income-producing private equity and real estate whose 
principals are experienced financial management and accounting 
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professionals with over 200 years of combined private investment and 
acquisitions experience.   
 

149. Similarly, the Automotive PPM dated June 30, 2016, stated at multiple places that 

GPB’s focus was on acquiring businesses with strong management and an established track 

records, which was essential to the manufacturer approval process: 

• We will continue to focus on acquisitions of Dealerships with strong 
management, earnings and market position.  
 

• GPB seeks Dealerships that it believes to meet the following criteria: 
profitable with an established track record, led by strong management, long-
term competitive advantages and a large target market.  
 

• GPB screens candidates using the following criteria . . . Proven Operating 
Partners/Management Teams – the Dealership’s management must have a 
verifiable track record of success and have highly motivated and skilled 
operators. . .   
 

• Operating Partners are industry specialists who have proven track records 
of success in owning and operating Dealerships. Our goal is to keep these 
existing, proven management teams in place upon acquisition and 
incentivize them to keep all interests aligned with the Company.   
 

• GPB has teamed up with automotive industry specialists who have proven 
track records of success in owning and operating automotive dealerships. 
They bring their vast network of long-standing relationships to the strategy, 
giving GPB a distinct advantage. Through this network, we may have the 
ability to acquire potentially high performing dealerships with top 
management teams. Our goal is to keep these proven management teams in 
place upon acquisition and incentivize them to keep all interests aligned 
with the Company.  

 
150. According to the Automotive PPM dated June 30, 2016, once a potential acquisition 

target was located, it was first put through deal screening process that included an “interview and 

validation of Dealership management” before GPB’s principals even agree to move forward with 

a “more complete evaluation.” Only if the target passed the initial screening process was it then 

subject to GPB’s purportedly “unique,” “in-depth,” “higher quality,” “extensive” and multi-layer 

due diligence before proceeding with the transaction.  
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151. The Automotive PPM dated June 30, 2016, described GPB’s due diligence as multi-

level starting with “Phase 1” that included financial modeling, an analysis of the dealership’s 

management team., and creation of a deal structure. According to the Automotive PPM, “GPB’s 

due diligence process is designed to get-up close and personal with the principals of each 

Dealership so GPB can gather all available and relevant information about the targeted 

Dealership.” The Automotive PPM further stated: 

• GPB leverages the knowledge its principals have gained through their 
accounting and advisory practice to conduct due diligence during the 
sourcing phase. … GPB’s principals’ unique ability to track a client’s 
personal growth, as well as the growth of their businesses, through 
numerous years of preparing personal and business financial statements and 
income tax returns, allows GPB to perform a more thorough due diligence 
process than typically seen in the private company acquisition space. This 
process of looking beyond a Dealership’s financial statements to evaluate 
the integrity and growth potential of the underlying management team 
works best when filtered through knowledge developed via personal 
advisory relationships over time. GPB believes this leads to a higher quality 
of due diligence. Through decades of experience in the industry, GPB will 
endeavor to obtain from Operating Partners similar, up-close and personal 
levels of due diligence on the targeted Dealerships and work side-by-side 
with GPB’s executives.  
 

• GPB will examine the quality of the management team based on the 
following criteria:  
 
 Track record, industry experience and the ability to take the 

Dealership forward; 
 Clear and compelling vision, goals, and strategies; 
 Past success in building and growing the Dealership; 
 Strong leadership, problem solving and decision making abilities; 
 Trustworthy management who appear to work in an open and 

transparent manner; 
 Solid financial management and a capable CFO; 
 Ability to identify challenges and deal with adversity; and  
 Quality directors and advisors.  

 
152. Once the initial model was created, it had to be reviewed and approved by a GPB’s 

Acquisition Committee, which the Automotive PPM described as a six-person committee whose 
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job was to review, advise and vote on potential acquisitions consistent with GPB’s mission and 

organizational goals.  

153.  According to the Automotive PPM, once a deal was approved by the Acquisition 

Committee, GPB’s due diligence still was not done; it then went into yet another multi-phase due 

diligence process. “Phase I” was described as an “intensive phase of due diligence that 

encompasses each aspect of the Dealership:” 

The Dealership’s management will be interviewed to gain a complete insight on 
their knowledge and experience with the business. At this stage, GPB principals 
and executives will begin formulation of a post-acquisition improvement plan, 
which is done side-by-side with management, and the Operating Partner. Because 
a key part of the GPB strategy is to keep management in place where possible, such 
close interaction at this phase allows GPB to assess the cultural fit for the ultimate 
integration within the Company.  
 
154. After “Phase I,” the due diligence process moves to “Phase II” to “further validate 

and analyze the Dealership’s financials.” The Automotive PPM described the process as a deep 

dive into the Dealership’s financial statements and operations, “[b]ut beyond financial analysis, a 

complete operational assessment is conducted and will normally include: 

• A review of the Dealership’s policies, personnel and accounting practices; 
• Background checks on key personnel, the Dealership, and its property; 
• Sales and customer analysis;  
• A comparison of the Dealership’s performance against industry benchmarks;  
• Formulation of budgets and forecasts for the Dealership; 
• An onsite inspection; and  
• Understanding of key performance drivers towards formulation of post-acquisition 

value added plan.  
 

During this phase, GPB will also utilize its extensive network of outside 
professionals, industry experts, and consultants to be sure insight is gained and that 
all important aspects of the target Dealership have been considered while 
performing the assessment.  
 

* * * 
 

The final aspect of Phase II due diligence is the development of a 100-Day Plan. 
This will include both operational and strategic improvements within the 
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Dealership as well as an integration plan to smoothly become part of our structure 
and gain access to GPB resources and systems.  
 
155. The Automotive PPM described the next step in the process as creating an initial 

financial model, purportedly with investor capital preservation and income generation as the 

foremost considerations: 

Capital preservation and income generation are foremost in GPB’s principals’ 
minds when structuring an acquisition. They are always mindful of the importance 
of preserving investor capital and returning it in a timely fashion, with the preferred 
return. That means that when GPB considers any Dealership acquisition, and when 
it creates a term sheet proposing the structure of a potential acquisition, it will look 
to identify and manage risks and endeavor to attain satisfactory income levels for 
us.  
 
156. The PPMs repeatedly touted GPB’s risk mitigation strategies: 

GPB places paramount importance on structuring acquisitions so that they properly 
align the interests of each Dealership management team with our interests, as well 
as its own.] 
 
GPB will require each Dealership/s management team to invest alongside GPB, 
either in the form of first-risk capital or providing personal guarantees. This is done 
to provide downside protection.  
 

 The PPMs Promise Timely Audited Financial Statements 

157. Section 6.4 of the Limited Partnership Agreements (“LPA”), which were 

substantially similar for all of the GPB Programs, promised that audited financial statements would 

be prepared in compliance with GAAP: 

6.4. Audit: The Financial Statements will be prepared on a GAAP basis and audited 
by a PCAOB-registered accounting firm as of the end of each Fiscal Year. 

 
158. Section 6.5 of the LPAs obligated the GPB Investment Programs to prepare and 

furnish to limited partners audited financial statements within 120 days after the end of each fiscal 

year: 
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6.5. Reports.  
 
(a) Within 120 days after the end of each Fiscal Year, the General Partner will cause 
to be prepared and furnished to the Limited Partners a financial report for such 
Fiscal Year that includes the audited Financial Statements for such Fiscal Year and 
any other information that the General Partner deems necessary or appropriate. 

 
 The GPB Defendants Intended for Investors to Rely on the PPMs 

159. Defendants intended prospective GPB investors to rely on the Offering Documents 

when evaluating the GPB Investment Programs and deciding whether to invest. In the Subscription 

Agreement, the investors (“subscribers”) were required to certify that  

[i]n evaluating the suitability of an investment in the Units, the Subscriber has not 
relied upon any representations or other information (whether oral or written) other 
than as provided in the Memorandum and LPA, and their attachments, and 
independent investigations made by the Subscriber or representative(s) of the 
Subscriber. 
 
160. Plaintiffs and all other investors were required to sign the Subscription Agreement 

certifying that they reviewed the Offering Documents at the time of their investments.  

161. The GPB Investment Programs’ Offering Documents contained misrepresentations 

and omissions, as more fully detailed below. Such misrepresentations and omissions were 

material—indeed, crucial—to the investors’ decisions to invest, and painted a positive picture of 

the GPB Investment Programs that was utterly inconsistent with the reality of how Defendants 

operated those programs.  

162. Plaintiffs and the other GPB investors were reasonable to rely on the Offering 

Documents, and any reasonable investigation could not have revealed the misrepresentations and 

omissions discussed herein at the time of their investments in the GPB Investment Programs.  

163. The GPB Underwriter Defendants played a key role in organizing and executing 

the GPB Investment Programs’ unregistered securities offerings. They helped prepare the 

misleading Offering Documents, structure the unregistered securities offerings and marketing, and 
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disseminate the misleading Offering Documents to prospective investors; they approached 

prospective investors to induce them to invest; and offered and sold GPB Investment Program 

unregistered securities to investors. Absent their involvement, including the integral involvement 

of Defendant Schneider, the unregistered securities of the GPB Investment Programs could not 

have been sold to Plaintiffs and other investors. 

 The GPB Investors Placed Their Trust in and Depended on the GPB 
Defendants’ Purported Skill and Ability to Manage, Safeguard, and 
Invest Their Money 

164. As stated above, the GPB Defendants banked heavily on and touted in the Offering 

Documents their skill and ability to select profitable business opportunities, diligently invest the 

GPB investors’ money, and oversee and safeguard such investors’ money once invested.  

165. The GPB investors were fully dependent upon the GPB Defendants’ purported 

skill, ability, knowledge, and goodwill to invest their money appropriately and thereafter diligently 

oversee and manage that money. The GPB Defendants including GPB CH, had a special 

relationship as fiduciaries for the investors, as the Subscription Agreement provided: 

For the Units to be acquired by Subscriber by this Agreement, Subscriber hereby 
irrevocably constitutes and appoints [GPB CH] the true and lawful attorney-in-fact 
of Subscriber in Subscriber’s name, place and stead … (ii) to take any such other 
action as may be necessary in connection with any aspect of the operations and 
activities of the Company by giving [GPB CH] full power and authority to do and 
perform each and every act and thing whatever required and necessary to be done 
in and about the foregoing as fully as the undersigned might or could do if 
personally present, and hereby ratifies and confirms all that [GPB CH] will lawfully 
do or cause to be done by virtue thereof. 
 
166. Indeed, the Offering Documents for each of the GPB Funds—the Automotive, 

Holdings II and III, Waste Management, and, upon information and belief, Holdings I and Cold 

Storage—disclosed to investors that the GPB Investment Programs were “particularly dependent 

upon the efforts, experience, contacts and skills of the individual members of GPB, the Acquisition 

Committee and certain of their affiliates and principals …,” that “GPB will have the exclusive 
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right and power to manage our business and affairs” and that “GPB has broad discretion to expand, 

revise or contract our business without the consent of the Limited Partners.” 

167. By virtue of their purported superior skill and knowledge, their discretion on how 

to invest the investors’ money, their exclusive oversight over the investors’ money, the fact that 

they had been entrusted by the GPB investors with such investors’ money, GPB CH and the GPB 

Individual Defendants were the investors’ fiduciaries.  

168. In fact, Section 3.7 (c) of the LPAs recognizes that fiduciary duties are owed by 

GPB CH to the GPB partnerships and the limited partners:  

[A]ctivities and facts described in this Section 3.7 [– e.g., the General Partner’s 
engagement in business activities unrelated to the Partnership, and the General 
Partner’s proposals that the Partnership enter into Related Party Transactions for 
the provision of services –] shall not constitute a breach of the General Partner’s 
fiduciary duty to the Partnership or the Limited Partners.” (emphasis added) 
 

169. The PPMs also recognize the fiduciary duties owed by GPB CH to the Partnerships 

and the limited partners. For example,  

“GPB may be removed as the General Partner by a vote of 20% of the Limited 
Partners (not counting Allocation Percentages held by the General Partner as a 
Limited Partner or by any Affiliate of the General Partner) upon a determination 
pursuant to a final adjudication by a court of competent jurisdiction that the General 
Partner (i) committed acts of fraud, theft, or embezzlement, or (ii) has been grossly 
negligent in its management of the Partnership such that it has breached its 
fiduciary duties to the Partnership.” (emphasis added) 
 

 The Truth Comes to Light as an Acrimonious Disagreements Among GPB’s 
Senior Officers and Control Persons Erupt in Full-Blown Litigation 

 Background of the Lawsuits Between GPB and its Operating Partners 

170. GPB’s business relationships with the Operating Partners of the businesses GPB 

acquired followed similar patterns. After a period of time working with GPB, the relationships 

between GPB and its Operating Partners deteriorated to the point where they ended in litigation 

with accusations by those Operating Partners about serious financial misconduct by GPB’s 
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principals, and with GPB, in turn, accusing the Operating Partners of their own financial 

improprieties and moral transgressions.  

171. The numerous lawsuits between GPB and the Operating Partners contradicts the 

representations in the Automotive PPM, in particular, about: 1) GPB’s deep bench of talent and 

experience, highly skilled managers with extensive industry experience with strong accounting 

and finance backgrounds, 2) GPB’s thorough deal screening process and comprehensive, multi-

level due diligence process that GPB’s principals were uniquely qualified to perform before a deal 

closed; 3) GPB’s close oversight, hands on management support, and multiple checks and balances 

over the acquired businesses’ operations once the deal closed; 4) GPB’s rigorous financial 

reporting structure that included yearly audits of GPB and each of the portfolio businesses; and 5) 

GPB’s additional risk mitigation procedures in place to protect investors. GPB represented 

repeatedly in the Automotive PPM about its hands- on- knowledge and up-to-the-minute tracking 

of each of the businesses it acquired. Yet, the allegations in the lawsuits described below allege 

the opposite.  

172. To provide additional context for the allegations in the lawsuits, on one hand were 

two well-respected Operating Partners—DiBre and Rosenberg—, who both had multi-year track 

records as owners and managers of automobile dealerships, and who had strong reputations with, 

and were highly regarded by the automobile manufacturers whom they represented. On the other 

hand was GPB, a newly formed private equity firm whose principals had no such track record, and 

whose undisclosed principal, Schneider, had a highly questionable regulatory past in the securities 

industry, including a NASD suspension. Both former Operating Partners—whose associations 

with GPB did not overlap, and who were in a position based on first-hand experience to know the 

facts they described—made similar allegations of serious financial improprieties by GPB and its 
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principals in separate lawsuits. DiBre’s and Rosenberg’s allegations of financial misconduct by 

GPB, made with firsthand knowledge, establish that GPB’s representations in the PPMs were false 

and misleading and omitted material facts.  

a. DiBre 

173. Among the first dealerships GPB agreed to purchase were part of an $80 million 

transaction with DiBre. Lash introduced GPB to DiBre based on a prior business relationship 

DiBre and Lash had. The Lash Lawsuit described DiBre as an experienced automotive dealer, and 

Lash thought enough of DiBre to recommend him to Gentile and Schneider. Presumably, Lash 

thought DiBre fit the criteria as a well-respected Operating Partner with a strong track record that 

the Automotive PPM represented GPB was seeking. Presumably, Gentile, Schneider and GPB’s 

Acquisition Committee thought DiBre met the criteria as well, as DiBre survived the extensive 

vetting described in the Automotive PPM that GPB purportedly did on each prospective Operating 

Partner before agreeing to purchase DiBre’s dealerships. Indeed, DiBre did enjoy a strong 

reputation with the automobile manufacturers he worked with and at the time of sale of his 

dealerships to GPB, operated the number one Nissan dealer in the United States.  

174. DiBre joined GPB in 2014 after agreeing to sell six dealerships to GPB for $80 

million. DiBre left GPB in 2017 after the relationship between the two deteriorated. Since 2018, 

GPB and DiBre have been engaged in contentious litigation—the DiBre Litigation—with 

numerous allegations of financial and other improprieties being hurled at each other.  

b. Lash 

175. Lash, along with Gentile and Schneider, was one of the founders of GPB. Like 

DiBre, Lash left GPB in 2017. Thereafter Lash filed the Lash Lawsuit against certain GPB entities, 

the Prime Motor Group, Rosenberg and Gentile. Lash alleged that he was strong-armed by 

Rosenberg into entering into a one-sided separation agreement with GPB. He further alleged that 
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on April 1, 2018, Gentile called him to apologize for the unfair terms, and claimed he wanted to 

“make it right.” However, Lash claimed that “Gentile’s feigned remorse was a stratagem to obtain 

an affidavit to rebut DiBre’s counterclaims in the DiBre Litigation, which alleged that GPB was 

engaged in serious misconduct.” (Bold and italics added). 

176. Lash dropped his lawsuit against GPB shortly after filing for reasons that are 

unknown at this point. However, allegations in the Rosenberg Lawsuit strongly suggest that the 

Lash case was settled with GPB agreeing to waive a substantial debt Lash owed to GPB in 

connection with certain “Performance Guarantees” guaranteeing a minimum level of profit for 

certain dealerships.  

c. Rosenberg 
 

177. In 2006, Rosenberg, along with other partners, founded Prime Motor Group. By 

2017, Rosenberg had grown Prime Motor Group to more than 20 dealerships and related 

businesses with over 1,000 employees. 

178. Like DiBre, Rosenberg enjoyed a strong reputation in the automotive business, 

having has been in the automotive dealership business his entire life. Rosenberg was well-known 

and well regarded by manufacturers as being one of the most respected executives in the industry. 

According to Volkswagen of America (“VWoA”) in the Volkswagen Lawsuit, the Rosenberg 

family has owned and operated motor vehicle dealerships throughout the upper eastern coastal 

region for over fifty years. The late Ira Rosenberg, David Rosenberg’s father, was a well-known 

motor vehicle dealership owner/manager. In the words of VWoA, David Rosenberg has been 

involved in the motor vehicle dealership business for many years. David Rosenberg had an 

established, successful, and well-regarded track record as the owner/manager of several motor 

vehicle dealerships, including VWoA dealerships. 
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179. Rosenberg joined GPB in 2017 after GPB Prime, an affiliate of GPB owned by 

Holdings II and Automotive, agreed to purchase a passive minority interest in Rosenberg’s Prime 

Motor Group for $235 million. Rosenberg continued to own an ownership interest in the 

dealerships and continue to operate them.  

180. Rosenberg likewise ended up in litigation with GPB. On July 19, 2019, Rosenberg 

filed a lawsuit against GPB Prime, a holding company within the GPB CH automotive portfolio, 

and Automobile Parent Holdings, LLC, part of the Prime Motor Group organizational structure 

and a holding company for certain Prime Automotive Group dealers. The Rosenberg Lawsuit, 

filed in Norfolk Superior Court in Massachusetts, alleged that GPB engaged in “serious financial 

misconduct,” and that GPB tried to “push him out” after he complained to the SEC about that 

misconduct. 

d. The DiBre Litigation  

181. On July 10, 2017, shortly after DiBre’s departure from GPB, GPB CH and several 

of the GPB Investment Programs including Automotive, all at the direction of the GPB Individual 

Defendants, filed a Verified Complaint against DiBre in the Supreme Court of the State of New 

York, County of Nassau.3 GPB’s communications with investors downplayed the nature of the 

action, describing it as an action to force DiBre to comply with the terms of an Agreement executed 

during the fourth quarter of 2016, according to which the Partnership was to exchange interests in 

one underperforming dealership for an interest in another dealership deemed to have greater value 

and provide increased diversification and stability to the Partnership. 

182. The Verified Complaint was followed by an Amended Verified Complaint filed on 

or about February 12, 2018 by the same plaintiffs against DiBre. The GPB Defendants accused 

 
3 The parties’ pleadings in the DiBre Lawsuit are incorporated herein.  
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DiBre of engaging in a series of bad acts including manipulating transactions to sell GPB certain 

of his wholly owned dealerships, fraudulently inflating store values and, after the sale occurred, 

diverting the profits, sales, funds, and corporate opportunities of the dealerships to his own benefit, 

while driving down the dealerships’ value to cause GPB to lose those dealership or sell them back 

to DiBre at significantly lower prices. The GPB Defendants further claimed that DiBre sabotaged 

deals that he entered into with GPB and its funds to help build out a portfolio of automobile 

dealerships, and that DiBre was neglecting his obligations and was abusing his fiduciary positions 

and engaged in a “plethora of bad acts towards GPB, including failing to pursue manufacturer 

approval for the dealerships he sold as he was required to do.  

183. DiBre vehemently denied GPB’s allegations and asserts that his job responsibilities 

and limited access to information at the GPB corporate level made it impossible for him to have 

engaged in the conduct GPB alleges. Specifically, he worked from his home in New Jersey and 

not GPB’s New York offices. He only had access to the financial records of the dealerships he 

oversaw, and according to DiBre, the manipulation of GPB’s financial statements occurred at the 

GPB corporate level, not the dealership level.  

184. In his Verified Answer to the complaint, DiBre asserted claims of his own against 

GPB and its controlling executives, Gentile and Schneider, and claimed that the GPB Defendants’ 

motivation in bringing the lawsuit was “to divert attention away from the fact that the losses 

occasioned by GPB were in fact caused by a very complicated and manipulative Ponzi scheme.” 

(Bold and italics added). 

185. In his Verification under oath, enclosed with his Verified Answer, DiBre—who 

was a former senior officer and control person of Holdings, Automotive, and GBP CH and had 

learned of the facts he alleged in that capacity, stated that he had “read the foregoing ANSWER 
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and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true to deponent’s own knowledge, except as to 

the matters stated to be alleged on information and belief, and that as to those matters deponent 

believes it to be true.” 

186. In its Verified Answer, DiBre claimed that GPB, Gentile, and Schneider: 

a. Recorded the “purchase price of the dealerships that they purchased from 
DiBre at several million dollars more than the combined actual purchase 
prices, closing expenses, and working capital investment,” and then 
“directed those additional monies back to themselves”;  
 

b. Received improper stipends from subsidiaries of Holdings and Automotive; 
 

c. Improperly directed funds belonging to Holdings and Automotive, resulting 
from reinsurance funds and manufacturer rebates, to an entity that Gentile 
and Schneider controlled; 

d. Improperly “expensed significant personal expenses such as luxury cars, 
vacations, and private jets to GPB and the dealerships”; and  
 

e. Caused Holdings and Automotive to pay selling commissions at the rate of 
nearly 20% of the proceeds from these entities’ securities offerings, a 
portion of which was paid to Ascendant, a securities broker-dealer firm 
affiliated with GPB CH.   
 

187. DiBre also alleged that GPB CH, Gentile and Schneider falsified Holdings’ and 

Automotive’s financial statements by, among other things, misrepresenting the purchase prices 

paid by the Partnerships for automotive dealerships; concealing from investors the amount of 

selling commissions that the Partnerships paid to broker-dealer firms; and reporting falsely inflated 

net cash flows that failed to account for expenses incurred through the Partnerships’ debt service. 

188. In addition, DiBre alleged that Holdings and GPB CH made improper payments to 

an accounting firm controlled by Gentile’s father, and that the funds were subsequently funneled 

from this accounting firm to Gentile’s family trust. 

189. DiBre claimed that GPB was unable to fund the purchase of car dealerships that 

DiBre owned or identified, not because of any action that DiBre took, but rather because the funds 
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GPB should have had in place to complete the purchase had been diverted, Ponzi scheme style, to 

pay the returns of earlier investors. 

190. DiBre also alleged an even broader scheme perpetrated by GPB. DiBre claimed 

that GPB set up the structure of having individual funds issue non-public securities, because it was 

“designed from inception to generate brokerage fees to GPB and its related, but undisclosed, 

captive broker-dealer, Ascendant Alternative Strategies, LLC.” He then claimed that the plan was 

to siphon off profits from any car dealerships it actually did buy, and finally to use “new investor 

funds to pay for the promised returns to the earlier investors” in Ponzi fashion, because the profits 

had already been siphoned off for other uses. 

191. More specifically, DiBre alleged that GPB mislead investors in its affiliated funds 

by charging undisclosed upfront fees of nearly 20%, promising an 8% annual yield on the 

remaining 80% of the investors’ funds, and promising them also that they would start receiving 

their returns within two months of making their investment.  

192. The process of purchasing a car dealership, however, takes much longer than two 

months. So, to generate a near immediate return on investment, GPB tried to contract with the 

dealerships to loan them the purchase price while the acquisition of the dealership was pending at 

a very low interest rate. GPB would then operate the dealership as if it owned it, receiving a certain 

return for its efforts, as alleged by DiBre. 

193. This convertible loan scheme was unusual and unheard of , according to DiBre, and 

none of this was disclosed to investors.  

194. DiBre alleged that once they took control of a dealership, GPB through its control 

persons Gentile and Schneider manipulated the dealership’s financial statements to hide their 

activities. For example: 
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a. Gentile and Schneider, through an entity they separately controlled, agreed 
to purchase from DiBre the property upon which DiBre’s Nissan of 
Richmond dealership was located. The dealership then agreed to pay rent to 
this entity, for their personal gain. This was not disclosed to investors. 
 

b. Gentile and Schneider had the dealerships they acquired pay them stipends, 
reducing the dealerships’ profitability. This too was not disclosed to 
investors. 
 

c. Even though the dealerships GPB acquired were only supposed to distribute 
revenue from their net cash flow to GPB, in 2014 alone GPB caused them 
to over-distribute more than $1.8 million to GPB. This was designed to 
entice new investors with greater returns, or special distributions 
attributable to the dealerships’ supposed exceptional performance. 

 
d. When this 2014 over-distribution was discovered as part of a year-end 

review, GPB put the money back into the dealerships as funding for alleged 
capital improvements rather that re-state the fraudulent financial statements. 
 

e. GPB caused said dealerships to engage in the same over-distribution fraud 
in 2015.   
 

f. Gentile and Schneider created an entity they called LSG to which they 
directed more than $4 million from reinsurance funds and manufacturer 
rebates, funds that should have gone to the dealerships and ultimately GPB 
investors, but which did not.   
 

g. Gentile engaged his father’s accounting firm to perform $100,000 of work 
each month; bills which were paid and then funneled back to Gentile’s 
family trust.   
 

h. Gentile and Schneider also expensed significant personal expenses to GPB 
or dealerships, including vacations, luxury cars, and private jets. In August 
2017 alone, the expensed $550,000 for use of a private airplane. These 
expenses also reduced the dealerships’ profitability.   
 

i. Gentile and Schneider manipulated the stated purchase price paid for 
dealerships purchased from DiBre—at several million dollars more than the 
combined actual purchase price, closing expenses and working capital 
investment. Gentile and Schneider then directed these additional monies 
back to themselves, or entities they controlled, as acquisition fees.  
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j. Due to poor performance by the acquired dealerships, Gentile and 
Schneider had to redirect some of these “acquisition fees” to make the 
promised payments to investors, while telling the investors that the 
dealerships were actually over-performing.   
 

k. Whenever there was a cash shortfall for payments to existing investors, and 
records indicated that the car dealerships never generated enough cash to 
meet those payments, cash from new investors or from borrowing was used 
to pay off the older investors.   
 

195. To hide these issues, DiBre alleged that Gentile and Schneider, transferred funds 

from Holdings I to Automotive, and vice versa, to bolster returns if a fund was lagging behind. 

Gentile and Schneider also manipulated the purchase price of new dealerships GPB was acquiring 

by increasing the purchase price by the dollar amount needed to pay off the older investors, 

fraudulently obtained personal guarantees in 2015, backdated to 2014, in the amounts of $810,462 

and $325,739 so that financial records did not reveal actual losses, and inflated the value of 

dealerships it had only recently purchased or had a contract to purchase. 

196. GBP failed to timely and accurately disclose the existence of the DiBre Litigation—

a material dispute among senior management—to investors’ extreme detriment. 

e. The Rosenberg Lawsuit 

197. The Rosenberg Lawsuit was filed on July 19, 2019. Like DiBre, Rosenberg alleged 

that GPB engaged in “serious financial misconduct.” Rosenberg further alleged that GPB tried 

to replace him after he reported the misconduct to the SEC. (Bold and italics added). 

198. Specifically, Rosenberg, who at the time was chief executive of GPB’s Prime 

Automotive Group, accused GPB of running a Ponzi-like scheme, in which it used money from 

investors to prop up the performance of auto dealerships it owns, as well as to finance payments 
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to other investors. The complaint is pending as of the date of this Consolidated Complaint and is 

incorporated herein by reference.4 

199. In his complaint, Rosenberg alleged that GPB breached its contract to pay him $5.9 

million in retaliation for his efforts to address the serious financial misconduct by GPB and the 

other defendants in his case.  

i. Rosenberg’s Allegations of GPB’s Financial Misconduct 

200. The Rosenberg Lawsuit alleged that in his role as CEO of GPB’s Prime Automotive 

Group, Rosenberg became aware of information and documents showing serious financial 

misconduct on the part of GPB related to the management of the dealership portfolio it operated 

before it acquired an interest in Prime.  

201. Specifically, in May 2019, in response to questions posed by the then current 

auditors for GPB CH and its affiliates, Rosenberg provided truthful information to the auditors 

regarding the financial misconduct. Rosenberg claims he then received a threatening letter from 

GPB CH’s outside counsel seeking to silence him. Around the same time, GPB CH and the 

defendants in the Rosenberg Lawsuit took steps to have Rosenberg replaced, something that put 

the entire dealership business into jeopardy.5 (Bold and italics added).  

202. Rosenberg alleges that on June 5, 2019, he presented information to GPB regarding 

the financial misconduct and requested they take steps to preserve the value of the dealerships. 

They refused to take any action.  

 
4 Rosenberg et al. v. GPB Prime Holdings, LLC et al., Case No. 19-0925 (Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts, Norfolk S.S., Superior Court Department, Jul. 19, 2019).  
 
5 Automobile manufacturers require experienced owners and managers with a strong track record 
in the business, with changes in ownership to be approved in advance.  
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203. On June 11, 2019, Rosenberg notified GPB that he had provided information and 

documents to the SEC showing GPB’s serious misconduct. Rosenberg claims that in retaliation, 

GPB CH and the defendants in his case took steps to have Rosenberg replaced as CEO of Prime, 

and refused to make the $5.9 million payment owed to him.  

204. The Rosenberg Lawsuit further describes how Rosenberg came to uncover GPB’s 

misconduct. Namely, in his capacity as CEO of the GPB Funds’ combined automotive portfolio, 

Rosenberg had to become familiar with the historical finances of the legacy GPB dealerships (the 

dealerships acquired and managed before bringing Rosenberg on). In the course of running the 

combined automotive portfolio, Rosenberg and his management team encountered information 

and documents showing that GPB CH had engaged in financial misconduct beginning at least as 

far back as 2014.  

205. The Rosenberg Lawsuit describes conduct strikingly similar to DiBre’s allegations. 

According to Rosenberg, GPB’s misconduct took many forms, including: a) the fabrication of 

revenue through the use of fictitious contracts; b) self-dealing transactions on the part of GPB 

principals, including Gentile; and c) undisclosed related party transactions that benefited Lash. 

Like DiBre, Rosenberg alleged, upon information and belief, that the transactions were designed 

to make it appear to investors that profits from the automotive investments were higher than they 

actually were, (and to conceal from investors that investor distributions were being paid largely 

from other investors’ contributions), and to misappropriate investor funds for their own purposes.  

206. Rosenberg’s complaint lists other specific examples of the misconduct he 

discovered including: 
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• Rosenberg saw two contracts entitled “Performance Guaranty” purporting 
to show that in February 2014, Lash had personally guaranteed the 
performance of two Volkswagen dealerships acquired by GPB and agreed 
to pay any deficiency if the dealership’s net profits for the year were below 
$450,000 and $150,000 respectively.   
 

• GPB issued letters addressed to Lash dated March 18, 2015 noting a 
deficiency and seeking payment of $1,136,201. The 2014 year-end financial 
statements for Holdings I, issued on April 30, 2015, reported that for the 
year ended December 31, 2014, “approximately $1,100,000 was paid… into 
the dealerships” on the basis of the Performance Guarantees with Lash and 
a different dealer-operator.  
 

• Upon information and belief, Lash never guaranteed the performance of the 
dealerships and GPB did not expect him to pay, and he never paid the 
substantial majority of the supposed profit. Ultimately, most of the 
supposed debt was paid as part of a settlement agreement between GPB and 
Lash nearly four years later.    
 

• Rosenberg saw documents showing that in April 2016, GPB CH had used 
a similar stratagem to fabricate over $1 million net profit for 2015 in order 
to boost the profit GPB CH could report. Specifically, Rosenberg saw 
documents showing that as GPB was preparing documents for the 2015 
year-end audit, it was over $1 million short in revenue it had planned for.  
 

• The documents show that GPB CH personnel, including Gentile, weighed 
different options to manufacture profit, including the return of management 
fees paid to Gentile. Eventually, Gentile and other GPB CH executives 
decided to fabricate another contract with Lash. The fabricated contract was 
again called a “Performance Guarantee” and was created, upon information 
and belief, in April 2016, but was backdated to January 1, 2015. The 
Performance Guarantee purported to have Lash “guarantee” a certain 
amount of profit from a certain dealership for 2015.  
  

• Rosenberg and his staff, all of whom have extensive experience in the 
automotive dealership business, had never seen such a document before, 
inasmuch as it purported to show Lash personally guaranteeing revenues for 
a dealership the GPB funds had purchased from someone else and Lash 
didn’t really own. Upon further review, Rosenberg and his staff were unable 
to find any evidence that Lash had ever paid the guarantee or ever had the 
ability or intent to pay the guarantee.   
 

• Lash eventually told a member of Rosenberg’s executive team that the 
contract was “fictitious” and “was never supposed to be paid back.”  
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• In April 2016, GPB CH had one of its subsidiaries wire $700,000 to an 
account associated with Lash. That same day, the Lash account deposited 
$1,050,000 in an account for one of the GPB funds. Upon information and 
belief, the purpose of the transfer was to provide Lash with most of the funds 
to pay the fictitious “performance guarantee.”  

 
• Rosenberg also saw documents showing a form of “round tripping” which 

he alleged is an improper technique to inflate revenue. Rosenberg and his 
team saw documents showing that, in 2016, the head of a dealership group 
owned by Holdings I sent a payment of $3,200,000 to the GPB CH funds 
that was recorded as revenue for 2015, but on the same day, those same 
funds sent $2,100,000 to the head of that same dealership group as “working 
capital.” Upon information and belief, the purpose of the transaction was to 
conceal that the dealership group was not truly generating $3,200,000 in 
operating revenue for distribution.  

 
• Rosenberg also saw documents that Gentile and Lash funneled nearly 

$2,000,000 in revenues to entities they controlled, including some under the 
guise of “management fees.” For the year 2015, $201,706 was transferred 
to an entity called Emdykyol, Inc. and $201,706 was transferred to an entity 
called Jachirijo, Inc., an entity Gentile controlled. Upon information and 
belief, Emdykyol is owned by Lash and Jachirijo [ ] is owned by Gentile.  

 
• Dealership funds had also been siphoned off to LSG Auto Wholesale, an 

entity named for Lash, Schneider and Gentile. Upon information and belief, 
the payments served no legitimate business purpose nor were they disclosed 
to investors.  

 
• In several instances, vehicles belonging to dealerships were provided to 

third parties, including professional athletes and an investor in the GPB 
Funds. Upon information and belief, no business purpose existed for the 
provision of those vehicles. The status of the vehicles was not properly 
accounted for, and the cost for use of the vehicles ultimately fell on the 
dealerships.  

 
• In another transaction with, upon information and belief, no business 

purpose, GPB CH purchased a Ferrari automobile for $355,000 through one 
of the GPB Funds’ dealerships in December 2014. The vehicle was 
transferred to another GPB dealership and sold for a loss of $183,000 three 
years later, with only 1,700 miles driven. The purpose of the transaction was 
unclear, but it was not for any legitimate business purpose and the resulting 
loss was borne by GPB investors.  

 
• In another instance, Lash, upon information and belief, improperly drew, on 

a dealership’s behalf, an advance of $750,000 that he labeled a “retention 
bonus” and then distributed to it himself and several others.  
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• Separately, upon information and belief, following the close of a dealership, 

Lash and others who worked on the automotive portfolio inexplicably 
received approximately $100,000 worth of sporting vehicles and equipment 
in, upon information and belief, an apparent kickback arrangement.  

 
• Finally, Lash and others tied to certain GPB Funds’ dealerships also 

orchestrated kickback payments to themselves of $100 per vehicle for every 
Canadian used car purchase. Upon information and belief, this arrangement 
resulted in thousands of dollars diverted from investor distributions.  

 
ii. Rosenberg Alleges That GPB Engaged in a Cover-Up 

207. Rosenberg provided a detailed description of GPB and its executives and principals, 

including Gentile’s efforts to cover-up their misconduct in order to lull investors in the GPB Funds 

into thinking their investments were safe and that any losses were due to legitimate business events 

rather than the GPB Defendants’ misconduct. 

208. According to Rosenberg, the efforts to cover up stemmed from two events: 1) the 

allegations of financial misconduct alleged in DiBre’s counterclaim in the DiBre Litigation, and 

2) GPB’s auditors concerns with, among other things, undisclosed related party transactions 

uncovered in connection with the audit of GPB CH for 2017. Although GPB was expected to issue 

audited financial statements by April 30, 2018, it was unable to do so because the auditors were 

unwilling to provide a clean audit opinion.  

209. Rosenberg further detailed that in or about the summer of 2018, GPB CH’s audit 

firm Crowe ceased its work and informed GPB that it would not be able to provide a clean audit 

opinion for 2017 and it was withdrawing its clean opinions for 2015 and 2016. Crowe stated that 

those earlier financial statements should not be relied upon. According to Rosenberg, Crowe 

eventually resigned from the engagement.  
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210. Rosenberg goes on to describe efforts he observed by GPB CH and its principals 

and agents to mislead third parties, including investors, about the true nature of the misconduct. 

Rosenberg’s complaint offered the following examples: 

• In September 2018, GPB CH and Ascendant representatives spoke to 
several brokers who had expressed concern about the announcement that 
Crowe had stopped working on the audit. Rosenberg attended the call, 
which was recorded. On the call, GPB CH and Ascendant personnel made 
a series of materially misleading and outright false statements about the 
circumstances of Crowe’s withdrawal. They also falsely reported that a 
second firm, Stoneturn Group, LLC, had completed a full forensic audit of 
GPB CH and given it a clean bill of health. Rosenberg, who participated in 
the call, demanded after the call that GPB CH and Ascendant correct their 
misstatements, but a correction was not made.   
 

• In the fall of 2018 and continuing into the winter and spring of 2019, GPB 
CH was required to perform on a quarterly basis a valuation of the 
dealerships. Rosenberg and his staff had consistently informed GPB CH 
that the valuations GPB CH had been reporting to investors were inflated 
because the GPB Funds’ financial reports carried the dealerships at their 
purchase prices, which in ensuing years, did not accurately reflect their 
value.6 Rosenberg and his staff consistently reported information to GPB 
CH regarding the true valuation of the dealerships. GPB CH refused to 
adjust the valuation. It was not until June 21, 2019, upon information and 
belief and after Fidelity Investments informed GPB CH that it would no 
longer carry its investments on its platform that GPB CH announced it was 
cutting the valuation of the automotive dealership investments dramatically.  
 

211. Rosenberg provided other examples of GPB’s attempts to conceal material 

information from GPB’s auditors, first Crowe, and then EisnerAmper (“Eisner”). Specifically:  

• Rosenberg and his staff received information related to prior misconduct at 
the legacy GPB dealerships prior to Rosenberg’s involvement from an 
employee of GPB who had worked closely with Lash on all matters related 
to the automotive portfolio and who ended his employment with GPB in 
March 2018.   
 

 
6 This is consistent with DiBre’s explanation to counsel for Plaintiffs and in his Counterclaim that 
Gentile and Schneider recorded the purchase price of the dealerships they purchased from DiBre 
at millions of dollars more than the combined actual purchase price, closing expenses and working 
capital investment, and directed those additional monies back to themselves or entities in which 
they held an interest, as acquisition fees.  
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• Rosenberg alleged, upon information and belief, that when Gentile learned 
the information, he did not address the issue and instead attempted to 
suppress it from Crowe.   
 

• Following Crowe’s resignation, GBP CH retained Eisner to perform audit 
work that Crowe refused to perform. Rosenberg alleged, upon information 
and belief, that one of the crucial issues that had emerged during the Crowe 
audit was the revelation that there had been numerous undisclosed and 
inappropriate related party transactions.   
 

• In May 2019, Rosenberg received a “Related Party Questionnaire” he was 
asked to answer as part of the audit. Upon information and belief, Eisner 
required this questionnaire as part of the audit. The Questionnaire asked 
about transactions that did not appear to have a legitimate business purpose. 
Rosenberg, aware of the information described in his complaint and set 
forth above, including the fictitious performance guarantees, provided that 
information in his response and sent it to GPB CH and the auditors.  
 

• On May 21, 2019, Rosenberg received a letter from GPB CH’s outside 
counsel that Rosenberg described as threatening. According to Rosenberg, 
the letter falsely alleged that Rosenberg’s responses were not properly 
called for by the Questionnaire, and that it was “inappropriate” for 
Rosenberg to provide the auditors with the information. According to 
Rosenberg, GPB’s outside counsel made the astonishing claim that the 
Questionnaire, which truthfully responded to the questions asked, was 
somehow not ‘accepted” and was therefore a nullity.  
 

• On June 4, 2019, Rosenberg and members of his executive team presented 
the information he had learned about GPB CH’s misconduct to the 
Automile Parent Board of Managers (the “Automile Board”),7 and among 
other things, Rosenberg informed the board that the misconduct put the 
dealerships at risk.   
 

• Rosenberg noted that two critical stakeholders in the dealership business – 
manufacturers and lenders – were at risk of withdrawing from their business 
relationships with the dealerships. Due to GPB CH’s inability to complete 
the audit, the dealerships were in default on their loan covenants. The 
lenders had entered into forbearance agreements at substantial cost as a 
condition of extending the credit relationship. Some manufacturers had sent 
notices of termination as a consequence of GPB’s inability to complete the 

 
7 Automile Parent Holdings, LLC (“Automile Parent”) was part of the Prime Motor Group 
organizational structure. GPB Prime Holdings, LLC (“GPB Prime”) is a holding company 
controlled by Gentile within the GPB automotive portfolio. GPB Prime owned a majority interest 
in Automile Parent. Automobile Parent operates as a holding company for the Prime Automotive 
Group dealerships, including the dealerships that were part of Prime Motor Group.  
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audit, among other things. Withdrawal of the lender and manufacturer 
support would be disastrous for the dealerships, making them essentially 
worthless.  

 
• The Automile Board, which upon information and belief, is controlled by 

Gentile, refused to take any action. Instead, they informed Rosenberg that 
they hired a new “asset manager” Kevin Westfall, who demanded to be 
provided access to all of the Prime Automotive Group’s operations. 
Westfall claimed he was entitled to have control over operations in direct 
violation of the relevant operating and manufacturer agreements which 
provide that Rosenberg was to have control of operations. Upon information 
and belief, this measure was retaliation against Rosenberg for reporting 
GPB’s improprieties to the SEC.   
 

• When Rosenberg communicated with GPB CH about Westfall, GPB CH 
informed Rosenberg that Westfall’s role was intended to remain at the GPB 
CH level only and that he was not going to be involved in operations. The 
Automile Board refused to take any further action to protect the value of the 
dealerships thus harming Rosenberg’s interest in Automile Parent, and the 
investors in the GPB Funds.  

 
212. On June 11, 2019, Rosenberg and members of his executive team submitted to the 

SEC the information that Rosenberg had provided to the Automile Board on June 5, 2019. 

Rosenberg simultaneously notified GPB CH’s outside counsel of the submission, which included 

much of the information regarding the revenue scheme and self-dealing transactions Rosenberg 

set forth in his complaint. Rosenberg detailed his investigation in a Supplemental Affidavit of 

David Rosenberg dated December 23, 2019, filed in the Rosenberg action and attached as an 

Exhibit E a photo of the voluminous documentation supporting his investigation, which he 

compiled in a tabbed binder. He stated in the Affidavit:  

The Court should be aware that after decades in the business with an excellent 
reputation, I took my uncovering of wrongdoing by Defendants very seriously. I 
devoted substantial time, energy, and resources to discovering Defendants’ 
financial mischief, and to bring what I discovered to the attention of the Automile 
Parent Board of Managers in the hope that they would take corrective action. 
Indeed, on June 4, 2019 in the presentation to the Automile Parent Board described 
in the Verified Amended Complaint, I spent hours detailing the financial 
wrongdoing about which I had learned, complete with back-up documentation that 
filled a large binder. For reference, attached here as Exhibit E is a picture of the 
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binder containing that back-up documentation.” See Rosenberg action, 
Supplemental Affidavit of David Rosenberg dated December 23, 2019, Exhibit E. 
 

 
 
213. Following the submission, Rosenberg learned from one of his manufacturer 

partners that GPB Capital intended to replace him with Westfall. Specifically, the partner sent 

Rosenberg a copy of a text from Lash who had sent a copy of Westfall’s resume with a statement 

that Westfall was Rosenberg’s “replacement.” When Rosenberg confronted Lash about the text, 

Lash told Rosenberg he had heard it from GPB Capital.  

214. On July 1, 2019, GPB Capital refused to pay the $5.9 million due to Rosenberg, 

and did not reply to Rosenberg’s follow-up requests for payment. Thereafter, on July 19, 2019, 

Rosenberg filed his Lawsuit.  

215. None of the above facts were disclosed to Plaintiffs or the other investors in the 

GPB funds and the representations to investors were false and misleading by reason of the 

omission of these facts.  

216. In addition to Rosenberg, the Massachusetts Complaint also alleged that GPB 

was rife with improper related party transactions and conflicts of interest which operated to 

the detriment of GPB’s investors: 

“Unfortunately, GPB Capital’s disclosure issues were not just related to 
investor distributions. By its nature, GPB Capital is structurally complex. Its 
funds have a number of sub-funds, and those sub-funds have various ownership 
interests in portfolio companies. Some of GPB Capital’s funds jointly own 
portfolio companies, like the Prime Automotive Group. Moreover, the property 
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on which many dealerships sit is owned by separate companies under the GPB 
Capital umbrella. GPB Capital has many hundreds of bank accounts under its 
purview. GPB Capital-related individuals like Gentile, Lash, Car Executive 1, 
and Schneider all have various ownership interests related to GPB Capital. 
Unbeknownst to investors, companies in which individuals like Gentile had 
ownership stakes engaged in transactions with GPB Capital-related entities. 
Only some of these relationships were disclosed, and typically after the fact. 
For example, while GPB Capital disclosed that Gentile is related to an entity 
called GPB Lender, LLC (which, despite carrying the "GPB" name, is not 
affiliated with GPB Capital), GPB Capital did not disclose that Gentile’s 
company would be making loans and collecting interest from GPB Capital 
funds. Other entities, like LSG Auto (owned partially by Gentile and Lash), 
received payments from GPB Capital-owned dealerships, without ever 
disclosing this fact to investors. GPB Capital even paid Gentile’s wife for 
’consulting’ work, and sought to reclassify those payments as payroll to obfuscate 
where investor money actually went.” 
 
217. In addition to Rosenberg’s allegations of improper related party transactions and 

conflicts of interest, the Massachusetts Complaint detailed numerous undisclosed conflicts of 

interest in connection with acquisitions of auto dealerships, (paragraphs 195-228), LSG Auto 

Wholesale (paragraphs 229-232), GPB Lender (paragraphs 233-253) and related party consultants 

(paragraphs 254-264). See Exhibit A at paragraphs 195-264, which are incorporated herein.  

218. According to the Massachusetts Complaint: 

• “LSG Auto is a limited liability company owned by Gentile and Lash. Gentile is 
the Managing Member of the GPB Capital, the general partner of the GPB Funds 
including GPB Holdings, GPB Automotive and GPB Holdings II.” 
 

• “Dealerships owned by GPB Capital’s funds transferred assets to LSG Auto.” 
 
219. An example of the conflicts of interest relating to automotive dealerships alleged 

in the Massachusetts Complaint is that “GPB Capital did not disclose that payments from Nissan 

Dealership 1 were directed to a Gentile and Lash-owned entity, LSG Auto.” 

220. With respect to “Buick/GMC Dealership 1,” the Massachusetts Complaint alleges 

that “GPB Capital did not disclose to investors that payments from Buick/GMC Dealership1 went 
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directly to Gentile via LSG Auto” and that “GPB Capital did not disclose payments from its 

dealership were directed to a related third party entity controlled by Lash and Gentile.” 

221. With respect to “Connecticut Dealership 1,” the Massachusetts Complaint alleges 

the following: 

• “GPB Capital did not disclose that Connecticut Dealership 1 made transfers to LSG 
Auto while it was controlled by GPB Capital.” 
 

• “GPB Capital did not disclose that LSG Auto had an ownership interest m 
Connecticut Dealership 1.” 

• “GPB Capital did not disclose that Connecticut Dealership 1 assumed LSG Auto’s 
loan obligations.” 

• “GPB Capital did not disclose that GPB Lender loaned Connecticut Dealership 1 
$2,000,000.” 

222. With respect to LSG Auto, the Massachusetts Complaint alleges the following: 

• “LSG Auto is jointly owned by three entities: Jachirijo, GPB Lender, and 
Emdykycol.” 

• “Jachiriko and Emdykycol each own 33.3333333% of LSG Auto. GPB Lender 
owns 33.3333334%.” 

• “Gentile owns LSG Auto through his ownership of Jachirijo. Lash owns LSG Auto 
through his ownership of Emdykycol.” 

• “LSG Auto is not identified as a related third-party in any GPB Fund disclosure 
document, nor is it identified in any GPB Fund marketing materials.” 

223. With respect to “GPB Lender,” the Massachusetts Complaint alleges the following: 

• “In addition to auto dealerships, other entities that received money from GPB 
entities transferred money to LSG Auto.” 

• “GPB Lender, which received funds from at least GPB Capital and GPB 
Automotive, transferred money to LSG Auto.” 

• “GPB Capital did not disclose in GPB Holdings or GPB Automotive’s PPMs or 
marketing materials that a Gentile-owned entity would provide interest-bearing 
loans to the funds.” 
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• “GPB Capital did not disclose that GPB Lender would send and receive money to 
LSG Auto.” 

224. With respect to law firms that GPB CH engaged to perform work, the 

Massachusetts Complaint alleges that “one firm engaged was a New York law firm affiliated with 

Gentile’s wife (‘New York Small Firm’).” It further alleges the following: 

• “New York Small Firm performed services for GPB Capital and received 
compensation for such services.” 

• “GPB Capital paid New York Small Firm a monthly fee of over $12,129 in 2016 
and 2017.” 

• “GPB Capital also paid New York Small Firm through LSG Auto bank accounts.” 

• “On March 29, 2016, an LSG Auto account wired $12,000 to New York Small 
Firm.” 

• “As of March 24, 2017, GPB Capital has paid New York Small Firm at least 
$145,548 in ‘consulting’ fees. At the time, Gentile's wife was the 100% owner of 
New York Small Firm.” 

• “In addition, Gentile's wife was paid $91,291 individually as a ‘payroll expense.’” 

• “GPB Capital attempted to classify payments to Gentile's wife’s law firm as 
employee compensation.” 

• “In a May 3, 2017, e-mail to Gentile, a GPB Capital executive wrote ‘along with 
classifying guaranteed distributions as compensation you should also classify [New 
York Small Firm] and Hubbard College as compensation. [Gentile's wife’s] 
services to the company come through payroll as an employee.’” 

• “GPB Capital did not disclose that New York Small Firm would perform work for 
GPB Capital.” 

• “GPB Capital did not disclose that it paid Gentile’s wife ‘consulting’ fees.” 

 GPB’s Undisclosed Convertible Loan Scheme 

225. Also unbeknownst to investors, GPB was engaged in an undisclosed convertible 

loan scheme designed to skirt the manufacturer approval process that placed a significant risk of 

loss on GPB’s investors.  
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a. The Manufacturer Approval Process 

226. Ownership of an automobile dealership is subject to the approval of a particular 

manufacturer. The manufacturer approval process is crucial to the success of a dealership and is 

difficult to obtain. Manufacturers will only approve granting a dealership to persons and entities 

with a successful track record as automobile dealers. The GPB Defendants had no industry 

experience in the automotive retail industry—i.e, owning and operating dealerships. Their role was 

limited to controlling and managing the financial aspects of the dealerships and raising money 

from investors. The GPB funds needed the cash flow generated by the dealerships to pay the 

promised returns to investors, but the GPB Defendants were not involved in the day-today 

management of the dealerships. Moreover, according to DiBre, because of their lack of expertise 

and experience, the GPB defendants were unable to complete the complicated forms and 

questionnaires required by automobile manufacturers before they would approve the purchase of 

a dealership. Their inability to provide the required information was the motivation for the 

convertible loan scheme, which they implemented at the same time as they attempted to obtain 

manufacturer approval of the purchase of a dealership so that they could obtain the cash flow 

immediately, even though they did not yet own the dealership, nor did they expect to do so in the 

near future. According to DiBre, the convertible loan scheme used by the GPB Defendants is “not 

typical,” “unusual” and “unheard of.” None of these facts were disclosed to investors and the facts 

represented to investors were false and misleading by reason of these omissions. 

227. Indeed, as the Automotive PPM stated: 

High Barriers to Entry 

[A]nother key barrier to entry in the Automotive Retail industry is the franchisee 
approval process. All franchisees need to possess a certain level of industry 
experience in order to garner manufacturer’s approval to own and operate new car 
dealerships.   
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228. In a section titled “Risk Factors,” the Automotive PPM further acknowledged:  

Franchise Agreement Renewals… Without a franchise agreement, Dealerships 
cannot obtain new vehicles from a manufacturer, receive floor plan and advertising 
assistance, perform warranty-related services or purchase parts at manufacturer 
pricing. As a result, Dealerships are significantly dependent on relationships with 
these manufacturers, which exercise a great degree of influence over their 
operations through the franchise agreements. For instance, manufacturers have to 
approve all purchases and sales of dealerships. Franchise agreements may be 
terminated or not renewed by the manufacturer for a variety of reasons, 
including any unapproved changes of ownership or management and other 
material breaches of the franchise agreements… Further, the failure by us or a 
Vehicle to maintain franchise agreements with one manufacturer may prohibit us 
from obtaining agreements with the same manufacturer or impede our ability to 
obtain and maintain franchise agreements with other manufacturers… Our future 
results of operations may be materially and adversely affected to the extent that 
franchise rights that our Dealerships enjoy become compromised or operations 
restricted due to the terms of franchise agreements.  
 
Failure to Acquire Dealerships & Successfully Integrate Them Into our 
Business. Growth in our revenues and earnings will depend on our ability to acquire 
Dealerships and successfully integrate those Dealerships into our operations. We 
cannot guarantee that we will be able to identify and acquire Dealerships – some 
manufacturers may not approve acquirers with our structure, and our ability to 
acquire Dealerships would be impaired if we or a Vehicle were denied 
manufacturer approval… 
 

(Bold and italics added in body text). 
 

229. According to DiBre, typically, the manufacturer will require that the dealership 

have a specified dealer principal and executive or general manager who has been approved by the 

manufacturer. The manufacturers also typically require that applicants have sufficient experience 

and working capital to operate the dealership. The manufacturers carefully review the 

qualifications, history, reputation, experience and financial capacity of the applicant in making 

their determination. 

230. Further, according to DiBre, until an applicant has developed a sufficient track 

record in the automobile dealership industry, it is very difficult to obtain approval from a 

manufacturer, which will not entrust its brand to an unqualified applicant. As such, it would have 
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been virtually impossible for GPB to have obtained approval to be the sole owner and operator of 

any dealership. In order for GPB to develop a track record, it needed to partner with an established 

dealer wherein the established dealer would remain the responsible person under the dealer sales 

and service agreement. Accordingly, the Automotive PPM stressed at numerous places, that such 

“Operating Partners are industry specialists who have proven track records of success in owning 

and operating Dealerships. Our goal is to keep these existing, proven management teams in place 

upon acquisition and incentivize them to keep all interests aligned with the Company.” 

231. According to DiBre, the process of approving the sale of the dealership begins with 

the seller’s delivery to the manufacturer of a copy of the proposed purchase agreement and the 

request for the manufacturer to provide the purchaser an application. 

232. Once that submission has been made, the approval process primarily involves the 

purchaser submitting to the manufacturer the completed application along with the numerous 

items requested by the manufacturer.  

233. There is very little involvement by the seller in the approval process other than the 

submission of the purchase agreement.  

234. The manufacturer’s requests must be completely and adequately provided by the 

purchaser and the manufacturer will not grant approval until it is fully satisfied that it has all 

necessary information and the information provided satisfies its criteria. In the approval process, 

the manufacturer provides notification of the approval or denial directly to both the dealer and its 

proposed purchaser.  

b. GPB Engages in an Undisclosed Convertible Loan Scheme to 
Skirt the Manufacturer Approval Process  

235. Manufacturer approval of the purchase of an automobile dealership, which is not 

guaranteed, often takes six months, despite the fact that GPB promised that investors would begin 
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receiving returns within two months. The timeline presented a problem for GPB since it was 

required to make distributions before that time to its investors. In order to circumvent the 

dealership approval process and get immediate access to the dealership’s cash flow, GPB 

concocted a scheme whereby it would enter into a contract to purchase a dealership, and would 

begin to pay the purchase price in the form of a convertible loan to the seller at a very low interest 

rate. In return, GPB would immediately begin to operate the dealership and, in return, be paid a 

certain return from the dealership. In other words, in return for loaning the seller the agreed-on 

purchase price, GPB got access to the dealership’s cash flow prior to manufacturer approval. Once 

the entire purchase price was lent to the seller, the manufacturer approval process would begin, 

and the loan could then be converted into equity in the dealership.  

236. The problems with this undisclosed deal structure are many fold, and create a 

number of other undisclosed risks to investors. For example, what happens if the deal doesn’t 

close, which is what happened with certain of the DiBre dealerships? DiBre’s Master Agreement 

with GPB provided that in the event the dealership transaction did not close by a date certain, 

DiBre was to list the dealership or dealerships for sale with a broker and the proceeds of a sale 

would go to GPB. In that scenario, the risk that the dealership would be worth less at the time of 

sale than the purchase price was borne by GPB’s investors.  

237. Moreover, that risk—that the dealership would sell for less than its carrying value—

was further exacerbated by a number of factors. First, as DiBre explained, Gentile and Schneider 

recorded the purchase price of the dealerships they purchased from DiBre at several million 

dollars more than the combined actual purchase price, closing expenses, and working capital 

investment in order to direct those additional monies back to themselves as acquisition fees. Such 

practices had the effect of artificially inflating the valuation of the dealerships on GPB’s books. 
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Thus, the dealerships were worth far less than their carrying value in an open market sale, which 

risk was borne entirely by GPB’s investors.  

238. Second, as DiBre alleged, shortly after GPB took financial and operational control 

of the dealerships, they began to implement policies, which negatively affected the dealerships’ 

financial performance, but personally benefited GPB, Gentile and Schneider. Those acts included 

such things as paying stipends to Gentile and Schneider, and drawing out more funds than the 

dealerships’ net cash flow generated. Such acts substantially harmed the dealerships’ value, which 

was another undisclosed risk borne by investors.  

239. Third, as DiBre further alleged, GPB delayed seeking manufacturer approval for 

the purchase of the dealerships, which resulted in the failure to close by the date set forth in the 

Master Agreement. The breach triggered $21 million in payments due to DiBre under the Master 

Agreement, and also triggered the mandatory sale provision. The artificially inflated purchase 

prices, and the policies described by DiBre that negatively affected the dealerships’ financial 

performance created a perfect storm for investors when combined with a forced sale, and virtually 

guaranteed that the dealerships would sell for substantially less than GPB valued them.  

240. None of the above risks were disclosed to GPB’s investors who bore the financial 

risk of the transactions.  

 Defendants Fail to Disclose to Plaintiffs and Other GPB Investors 
Defendant Schneider’s Role as Control Person of the GPB Corporate 
Defendants, and His Tainted Background 

241. Unbeknownst to Plaintiffs and the other GPB investors, the GPB Corporate 

Defendants had an additional control person, Defendant Schneider, whose existence had not been 

disclosed to the investors. 
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242. Defendant Schneider was a co-founder of GPB and a control person of the PPB 

Underwriters and, together with Defendant Gentile, played a crucial role in the GPB Investment 

Programs’ growth.  

243. The evidence of Schneider’s role is overwhelming. First, in an interview, Schneider 

boasted that he was the one who had the idea of the GPB Investment Programs and convinced 

Defendant Gentile to launch GPB. Second, Lash described Schneider being involved from the 

beginning; after he and Gentile began discussing starting a fund, they met with Schneider, 

Gentile’s friend, with the plan being for Schneider to raise funds from outside investors to invest 

in businesses with a focus on acquiring automotive dealerships. Schneider, along with Gentile and 

Lash, implemented the plan to form the GPB entities, including GPB CH, GPB Holdings, GPB 

Automotive, and Schneider participated in the meetings with DiBre in connection with the 

acquisition of DiBre’s dealerships. Third, DiBre stated that Schneider, Gentile and Lash were the 

participants in the meetings on behalf of GPB to discuss the sale of DiBre’s dealerships to GPB.  

244. Defendant Schneider’s primary focus was in helping organize the GPB Investment 

Programs’ securities offerings and raising money from the investing public. 

245. Indeed, without Defendant Schneider’s key role in organizing and overseeing the 

GPB Investment Programs’ fundraising, it is likely that the Programs would have never taken off 

and raised over $1.6 billion from investors.  

246. GPB co-founders Gentile and Schneider met years before launching the GPB 

Investment Programs. In 2012, they co-founded Defendant Ascendant, which became the 

exclusive, in-house underwriter for the GPB Investment Programs and played a key role in 

orchestrating and executing the GPB Investment Programs’ unregistered securities offering, 
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selling unregistered securities in the Programs to investors, and raising money for the Programs 

from investors.  

247. To avoid disclosing him as a control person to prospective GPB investors and his 

NASD suspension which would invalidate the unregistered securities offerings,, the GPB 

Defendants and Defendant Schneider called him a Strategic Advisor. Upon information and belief, 

Defendant Schneider’s role as a control person and his NASD suspension were omitted from the 

offering and other materials provided to investors in each of the Defendant GPB funds. 

248. Upon information and belief, Defendants’ motive for avoiding to disclose 

prospective GPB investors that Defendant Schneider was a control person was that his professional 

background as a FINRA licensed investment advisor included numerous incidents and 

occurrences, including a NASD suspension, that were clearly material and would have had to be 

disclosed to investors. 

249. Specifically, Defendant Schneider (1) was the subject of at least eight disclosed 

customer disputes seeking nearly $1,000,000 in damages, most of which were settled in exchange 

for significant amounts of money; (2) was the subject of two instances of employment separation 

after allegations of misconduct; and (3) was the subject of two regulatory actions, by federal and 

Illinois state securities regulators, respectively, one of which resulted in a $15,000 fine and 

suspension and the other one in a 2-year ban from being licensed in Illinois.  

250. At a minimum, Schneider’s NASD suspension was a required disclosure under the 

“‘bad actor’ disqualification” provision of exemption from registration provision under Rule 506 

of Regulation D, the exemption which the GPB Defendants sought to avail, which provides, in 

relevant part: 

(1) No exemption under this section shall be available for a sale of securities if the 
issuer; any predecessor of the issuer; any affiliated issuer; any director, 
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executive officer, other officer participating in the offering, general partner or 
managing member of the issuer; any beneficial owner of 20% or more of the 
issuer’s outstanding voting equity securities, calculated on the basis of voting 
power; any promoter connected with the issuer in any capacity at the time of 
such sale; any investment manager of an issuer that is a pooled investment 
fund; any person that has been or will be paid (directly or indirectly) 
remuneration for solicitation of purchasers in connection with such sale of 
securities; any general partner or managing member of any such investment 
manager or solicitor; or any director, executive officer or other officer 
participating in the offering of any such investment manager or solicitor or 
general partner or managing member of such investment manager or solicitor:  

 
(vi) Is suspended or expelled from membership in, or suspended or barred from 
association with a member of, a registered national securities exchange or a 
registered national or affiliated securities association for any act or omission to 
act constituting conduct inconsistent with just and equitable principles of trade; 

 
251. Disqualification under the “bad actor” provision, adopted on July 20, 2013, applies 

to conduct occurring after that date. However, conduct occurring before that date that otherwise 

would have been disqualifying are a required disclosure under Rule 506(e), which provides:  

(d) Disclosure of prior “bad actor” events. The issuer shall furnish to each 
purchaser, a reasonable time prior to sale, a description in writing of any matters 
that would have triggered disqualification under paragraph (d)(1) of this section 
but occurred before September 23, 2013. 
 

252. Indeed, the GPB Defendants were well-aware of their obligations under Rule 

506(d) and (e) because they made such a Rule 506(e) disclosure in the July 2018 Automotive PPM 

related to one of GPB CH’s selling brokers, unrelated to Schneider. The PPM specifically 

acknowledged GPB CH’s disclosure obligations:  

Under Rule 506(e) of Regulation D promulgated under the Securities Act, the 
Company is required to furnish to each purchaser of interests a description of 
any matters that would have triggered disqualification under paragraph (d)(1) of 
Rule 506 of Regulation D but occurred before the rule’s effective date, September 
23, 2013, including as a result of such matters associated with a placement agent 
engaged by the Company with respect to the offering of interests. (emphasis added).
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253. Defendant Schneider’s 2004 NASD suspension was a required disclosure under 

Rule 506 of Regulation D. This disclosure was never made, rendering the exemption from 

registration GPB sought to utilize invalid Thus, the Defendants offered and sold purportedly 

unregistered securities under an invalid exemption from registration. Securities may not be sold to 

the investing public unless they are registered with the SEC or subject to an exemption from 

registration.  

 The GPB Scheme Falters 

254. In April 2018, GPB CH announced that it would be unable to file audited financial 

statements with the SEC for Holdings and Automotive, as it was required to do.  

255. Specifically, once a securities issuer has more than 2,000 securities holders, 

including more than 500 unaccredited investors, or has total assets exceeding $10 million, SEC 

Regulation 12g-1 requires that issuer to register its shares with the SEC.  

256. By May 2017, Automotive had exceeded those levels, but had still failed to comply 

with its registration obligations.  

257. In July 2018, GPB CH and the GPB Individual Defendants revealed that “material 

weaknesses in [the GPB Corporate Defendants’] internal controls exist.” 

258. In August 2018, GPB CH also announced that it was suspending Automotive’s 

securities offering, as well as investor redemptions, until Automotive filed a registration statement 

and audited financial statements with the SEC. 

259. Also, in August 2018, GPB CH and the GPB Individual Defendants announced that 

they would take a break from raising new money to straighten out the accounting and financial 

statements at their two largest funds, Automotive and Holdings II. 

260. Also, in August 2018, GPB CH and the GPB Individual Defendants announced that 

they were restating the 2015 and 2016 financial statements of certain GPB funds including 
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Holdings II and Automotive as part of an accounting review, and that those statements should no 

longer be relied upon, according to media releases.  

261. Also, in August 2018, GPB CH and the GPB Individual Defendants announced that 

Crowe had previously suspended its work related to an audit to give GBP CH and the GPB 

Individual Defendants time to complete the GPB Investment Programs’ 2017 financial 

statements, according to media releases. 

262. During the summer of 2018, GPB CH received a subpoena from the U.S Attorney’s 

Office of the Eastern District of New York requesting documents about Waste Management in 

connection with an investigation with BIC. 

263. In September 2018, the Massachusetts Secretary of the Commonwealth, William 

Gavin, announced a sweeping investigation into the broker-dealer firms selling private 

placements in the GPB funds, including the GPB Investment Programs.  

264. In October 2018, GPB CH received a subpoena from the New Jersey Bureau of 

Securities. 

265. On or about November 9, 2018, Gentile disclosed that the GPB Corporate 

Defendants’ accounting firm, Crowe, “notified GPB Capital that it elected to resign as the auditor 

for the partnership … due to perceived risks that Crowe determined fell outside of their internal 

risk tolerance parameters.” Gentile did not disclose at that time when the funds’ audited financial 

statements would be completed, but also stated, “[w]hile GPB Capital was, and remains, 

extremely disappointed in Crowe’s decision, we have identified and engaged a replacement 

auditor, EisnerAmper LLP.” 

266. In December 2018, financial industry publication Investment News reported that 

FINRA and the SEC launched investigations into broker-dealers that sold GPB funds, including 
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the GPB Investment Programs. The focus of the SEC’s inquiry was the accuracy of disclosures 

made by GPB to investors, the performance of various funds and the distribution of capital to 

investors. 

267. On February 28, 2019, the FBI, along with officials from the New York City 

Business Integrity Commission (“BIC”), raided GPB’s New York office and the office of one of 

its holdings, Five Star Carting, a private waste management company. It is not yet clear what the 

focus of the raids was, however, the stated mission of the BIC is eliminate organized crime and 

other forms of corruption and criminality from the public wholesale markets, the trade waste and 

the shipboard gambling industries. Some commentators speculated the probe focused on 

questions aimed at determining whether GPB was operating as a Ponzi scheme, as alleged by 

DiBre and more fully detailed herein.  

268. GPB CH and the GPB Individual Defendants have suspended redemptions from the 

following funds: 

• Automotive 
• Holdings II 
• Holdings III 
• GPB Holdings Qualified 
• Cold Storage 
• GPB NYC Development 
• Waste Management 

 
269. On June 21, 2019, GPB CH and the GPB Individual Defendants reported significant 

losses in the value of two of its investment funds, Holdings (25%) and Automotive (39%). The 

GPB Defendants still have not revealed the current value of the two funds. According to a notice 

sent to investors by the GPB Defendants, an investor who invested $50,000 in Holdings II has 

seen that investment trimmed to $37,300. An investor who purchased $50,000 of securities in 

Automotive had an investment worth $30,460.  
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270. On July 19, 2019, Rosenberg filed his lawsuit alleging that GPB CH engaged in 

“serious financial misconduct” and tried to push him out after he complained to the SEC.  

271. On October 23, 2019, GPB CH’s chief Compliance Officer and Managing Director, 

Michael Cohn (“Cohn”), was indicted by the U.S. Department of Justice on charges of stealing 

information between October and September 2018 and obstructing the SEC’s investigation into 

GPB CH at which time Cohn was employed as a Compliance Examiner and Industry Specialist in 

the SEC’s Enforcement Division. According to the government’s arraignment letter, Cohn 

“disclosed to members of GPB’s senior management certain sensitive information” about the 

SEC’s ongoing investigation into GPB in order to secure a “lucrative” $400,000 per year job at 

GPB.  

272. On November 22, 2019, Defendants provided the following “Audit Update” to 

investors: 

We have been discussing with our auditor how the events surrounding the 
indictment of GPB Capital’s former Chief Compliance Officer related to his duties 
as a prior federal government employee may impact the timing of completing the 
Partnership level audits. In light of his indictment, we have engaged a third-party 
law firm to perform an independent investigation of the allegations related to 
Michael Cohn’s hiring and employment at GPB Capital. Given this new 
investigation and other matters, the Partnership’s auditor has decided to suspend 
work on outstanding financial statement audits. In addition, the Audit Committee 
has elected to resign effective upon the earlier date of the completion of the 
Rosenberg investigation or by November 27, 2019. Pending the results of the Cohn 
and Rosenberg investigations, as well as the reconstitution of the Audit Committee, 
the Partnership’s auditor will provide further guidance. (emphasis added). 
 
273. In the November 22, 2019 letter to investors, GPB CH reported the “Estimated Fair 

Market Value as a % of Net Capital Contributions-Gross of Fees” of Automotive was 58.45%, and 

that the “Estimated Fair Market Value as a % of Net Capital Contributions-Gross of Fees” Waste 

Management was 20.37%. (Emphasis added).  
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274. On May 27, 2020, the Massachusetts Complaint was filed. See Exhibit A attached 

hereto. 

V. DEFENDANTS’ MATERIALLY FALSE AND MISLEADING STATEMENTS 
AND OMISSIONS  

 
275. Throughout the Class Period, the GPB Investment Programs, at the direction of 

Defendants, prepared, issued, and distributed the Offering Documents to Plaintiffs and the 

members of the proposed class. The Offering Documents contained disclosures about each of the 

underlying investment Funds.  

276. Many of the underlying Funds pursed similar, and in fact, overlapping investment 

strategies. For example, according to PPM for Holdings III, the “acquisition strategies of [Holdings 

I, Holdings II, and Automotive]…overlap with our strategy of acquiring and operating businesses 

in the same industries,” meaning all four Funds were competing in the same space to acquire 

automobile dealerships. Similarly, Holdings III intended to invest in the waste management 

business through investment into Waste Management. Because of that overlap, the PPM’s 

contained similar disclosures.  

277. Section 3.8 (a) of the LPAs states: 

(a) The General Partner and its Affiliates will not be liable to the Partnership or any 
Partner for losses sustained, liabilities incurred, or benefits not derived by the 
Partners in connection with any decisions made by, or actions taken or not taken 
by, the General Partner or its Affiliates, so long as the General Partner or its 
Affiliates, if applicable, acted in good faith and in a manner it reasonably believed 
to be in, or not opposed to, the best interests of the Partnership and its conduct did 
not constitute gross negligence, fraud or willful or wanton misconduct. 
 
278. The conduct of the GPB Defendants alleged herein was not in good faith or in the 

best interests of the partnerships and constituted gross negligence, fraud or willful or wanton 

conduct. 
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 The GPB Defendants’ False and Misleading Statements 

279. The Offering Documents contained false and misleading statements as set forth 

below. 

 Automotive 
 

280. Automotive was one of GPB’s two largest Funds. As of May 16, 2018, GPB raised 

over $600 million from over 6,300 investors in Automotive, according to an amended Form D 

filed with the SEC. 

281. The Automotive PPM contained numerous misleading statements. For example, it 

included statements about the experience and qualifications of GPB’s principals in the automobile 

industry, their hands-on operations of the dealerships they acquired, and their ability to gain 

manufacturer approval as dealership owners that were false and misleading. Among those 

statements: 

Market multiples and manufacturer acceptance are major considerations when 
making acquisitions. GPB will concentrate mainly on mid-line brands which we 
believe can generate higher returns for investors and which we believe will have 
the most success in obtaining manufacturer approval. 
 

* * * 
 

Our strategy is to acquire only those automotive assets that GPB strongly believes 
can support such a yield, with potential acquisitions sourced through GPB’s 
Automotive Retail Managing Partner and our Automotive Management Team, 
both of whom have deep and long-standing ties within the industry. Consistently 
bringing high-yielding automotive assets into our portfolio by leveraging 
relationships will be critical to meeting our acquisition and profitability goals.  
 

* * * 
 

Our Automotive Management Team has significant operational experience in the 
industry as well as hands-on experience working in the retail environment. The 
vast knowledge of the business (day to day expertise) coupled with valuable 
relationships at both the manufacturer and dealership level, can improve our 
ability to gain manufacturer approval – though certainly does not assure it. Their 
expertise is necessary for operational success and has allowed our Automotive 
Management Team to build a pipeline of acquisitions and open points (the opening 
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of a new dealership in a location where none previously existed) from 
manufacturers. While we believe our Automotive Management Team’s industry 
experience can help us obtain manufacturer approval, we may not necessarily be 
able to make all the acquisitions we otherwise would want to make. 
 

* * * 
 
In addition to these strong management teams, GPB’s operational experts will 
serve as officers and / or directors of the Dealership taking a hands-on approach 
to the management of the Dealership.  
 

* * * 
 
GPB will also provide hands-on management at the Dealership executive officer 
level.  
 

* * * 
 
After finalizing an acquisition of a Portfolio Company, the GPB Asset Management 
team typically takes on the operational oversight of the Portfolio Company…This 
requires regular and effective communication with the day-to-day operating 
personnel and management team with which GPB partners.  
 

* * * 
 
“GPB’s experience, relationships, and operational expertise” in the automobile 
retail sector “create a significant advantage” to identifying acquisition targets.  
 

* * * 
 
GPB has a dedicated Automotive Retail team with more than 100 years combined 
experience in the Automotive Retail industry. (emphasis added) 
 
282. The above-statements were false and misleading when made. First, according to 

DiBre, GPB’s principals did not have knowledge of, or experience in the automobile industry, nor 

did they have relationships at the manufacturer or dealership level. Moreover, their lack of 

experience, reputation and relationships with the manufacturers, combined with their intentional 

delays in seeking such approval, along with their behind the scenes actions to transfer ownership 

and replace Rosenberg as an Operating Partner, significantly hurt their ability to obtain crucial 

manufacturer approval. Moreover, as Rosenberg alleged, GPB could only be a “passive investor 
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in the Prime dealerships because GPB CH did not have either the expertise to run the dealerships, 

or more importantly, the necessary reputation and track record with manufacturers to be approved 

as a dealer-operator.” Thus, statements such as, GPB Senior Management team had “extensive 

experience owning and operating companies in automotive retail,” “long term relationships,” 

“operations expertise,” “deep long-standing ties within the industry” which “relationships” are 

“critical to meeting acquisition and profitability goals,” and “[t]he vast knowledge of the business 

(day to day expertise) coupled with valuable relationships at both the manufacturer and dealership 

level, can improve our ability to gain manufacturer approval,” were false.  

283. Second, the statements about GPB’s “hands on” approach to management at the 

Dealership executive officer level were not true according to DiBre. As DiBre explained, he 

continued to manage the dealerships he agreed to sell to GPB, and GPB had little, if any, 

involvement in the management of those dealerships. 

284. Third, the statement that “GPB’s experience, relationships, and operational 

expertise” in the automobile retail sector “create[s] a significant advantage” to identifying 

acquisition targets was misleading. According to Lash, he was simply instructed by Gentile to 

acquire dealerships as fast as possible for market value. Rosenberg was the source of GPB’s single 

largest acquisition, and was approached by a business broker, and not introduced to GPB by some 

proprietary channel.  

285. The Automotive PPM dated June 30, 2016 falsely stated that Automotive’s focus 

was on “acquisitions of dealerships with strong management, earnings and market position.” 

Instead, according to DiBre, GPB made loans to many dealerships because its inability to obtain 

approvals from manufacturers prevented it from closing on acquisitions. 
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286. The financial statements of Automotive and GPB CH contained false statements 

because the purchase prices of dealerships that GPB purchased from DiBre and Lash were recorded 

at inflated values that were several million dollars more than the actual value, the cash flows and 

profits of dealerships were inflated.  

287. The PPM’s statements conferring on the GPB principals the status of “trusted 

advisor” that would lead to additional deal flow were likewise misleading:  

During their decades of advising, consulting, and supporting their clients through 
personal and business successes and failures, GPB’s principals have earned the 
status of trusted advisor. This is important because most private company 
opportunities become available through the process of competitive bidding. 
GPB’s principals believe that by leveraging this extensive network of longstanding 
relationships and the principals’ unique trusted advisor status, they are able to 
discover opportunities not otherwise found in the marketplace. This includes 
direct access to seasoned executives in the automotive industry who may act as 
Operating Partners. . . (emphasis added) 
 
288. The statements that such “trusted advisor” status would lead to proprietary deal 

flow was misleading. As Lash alleged, Gentile told him simply to acquire dealerships as fast as 

possible for market value. As DiBre repeatedly stated, GPB did not have such relationships in the 

automobile business. As Rosenberg alleged, GPB could only be a “passive investor in the Prime 

dealerships because GPB CH did not have either the expertise to run the dealerships, or more 

importantly, the necessary reputation and track record with manufacturers to be approved as a 

dealer-operator.” Rosenberg further alleged that GPB approached him through a business broker 

to make their largest single acquisition, not through any proprietary relationship of trust that GPB 

purportedly developed.  

289. Additional statements in the Automotive PPM about the motivations and intentions 

of GPB’s principals were similarly false and misleading:  

Capital preservation and income generation are foremost in GPB’s principals’ 
minds when structuring an acquisition. They are always mindful of the importance 
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of preserving investor capital and returning it in a timely fashion, with the 
preferred return. That means that when GPB considers any Dealership 
acquisition, and when it creates a term sheet proposing the structure of a potential 
acquisition, it will look to identify and manage risks and endeavor to attain 
satisfactory income levels for us. (emphasis added)  
 
290. The above-statements were false and misleading in light of DiBre and Rosenberg’s 

allegations that the GPB principals’ were operating a sophisticated Ponzi scheme, and engaging in 

serious financial misconduct the purpose of which was to enrich themselves at the expense of 

GPB’s investors. Thus, the statements “[c]apital preservation and income generation are foremost 

in GPB’s principals’ minds,” “[t]hey are always mindful of the importance of preserving investor 

capital and returning it in a timely fashion,” and they “will look to identify and manage risks,” 

were false in light of their true motivations, as alleged by DiBre and Rosenberg.  

291. Statements in the PPM and LPAs that GPB’s audited financial statements complied 

with GAAP and that such statements would be furnished to investors within 120 days after the end 

of each fiscal year were false and misleading and violated the contract between GPB CH and the 

limited partners:  

Our books of account and records, prepared on the basis of generally accepted 
accounting principles in the U.S. (“GAAP”), are audited annually…Additionally, 
the financial statements of GPB and each Dealership in which we have a 
controlling stake will be audited on an annual basis.  
 
GPB delivers to each LP, as soon as practicable (generally within 120 days) 
following the end of each fiscal year (i) financial statements for such Fiscal Year 
prepared on a GAAP basis and audited by a PCAOB-registered firm…  
 
Auditor 
 
The book of account and records for the Company, GPB and each Dealership, 
prepared on the basis of GAAP, will be audited annually.  
 

(Emphasis added) 
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292. The GPB CH Disclosure Brochure dated June 30, 2016 attached to the Automotive 

PPM stated: “GPB is not aware of any financial condition that is likely to impair its ability to meet 

its contractual commitments to its clients.” 

293. In fact, GPB’s financial statements did not comply with GAAP. In July 2018, GPB 

Capital disclosed “material weaknesses in [the] internal controls” of the Corporate Defendants. 

One month later, in August 2018, GPB CH disclosed that they were overhauling and restating the 

2015 and 2016 financial statements of certain GPB Funds, including Holdings II and Automotive 

as part of an accounting review, and that those statements should no longer be relied upon by 

investors. Also, in August 2018, GPB CH announced that GPB’s accountant, Crowe, had 

previously suspended work related to an audit to give GPB CH and the Individual Defendants time 

to complete the GPB Investment Programs’ 2017 financial statements. In September 2018, 

Rosenberg attended a recorded call by GPB CH and Ascendant to several brokers, in which, 

according to Rosenberg, GPB CH and Ascendant personnel made a series of materially misleading 

and outright false statements about the circumstances of Crowe’s withdrawal, and falsely reported 

that a second firm, Stoneturn Group, LLC, had completed a full forensic audit of GPB CH and 

given it a clean bill of health. Rosenberg demanded after the call that GPB CH and Ascendant 

correct their misstatements, but a correction was not made. Then, on or about November 9, 2018, 

GPB CH announced that Crowe had resigned as the auditor for the partnership “due to perceived 

risks that Crowe determined fell outside of their internal risk tolerance parameters.” According to 

news reports, Crowe refused to provide a clean audit opinion due to undisclosed related-party 

transactions and other irregularities uncovered in GPB CH’s books and records.  

294. Finally, statements in the PPM about the identity and qualifications of GPB’s 

management team were misleading without disclosing Schneider’s identity or role as GPB founder 
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and control person, and his professional background including customer complaints and regulatory 

actions, including an NASD suspension, that were clearly material and would have had to be 

disclosed to investors:  

We are managed by GPB Capital Holdings, LLC… a New York-based global asset 
management firm with a focus on income producing private equity and real estate 
whose principals are experienced financial, management and accounting 
professionals with over 200 years of combined private investment and acquisitions 
experience. 
 
295. The GPB CH Disclosure Brochure dated June 30, 2016 attached to the Automotive 

PPM states under Item 8, Disciplinary Action: “Not applicable.” The GPB CH Disclosure 

Brochure dated April 11, 2018 attached to the Automotive PPM states under Item 9, Disciplinary 

Action: “To date, there have been no legal or disciplinary events in which GPB or any of its 

supervised persons have been involved that are material to an Investor’s or a prospective Investor’s 

evaluation of GPB’s business or management.” 

296. The PPM then goes on to list those principals including Gentile, Anscher, Jacoby, 

Lash and Naugle. However, the PPM omits Schneider’s role as a founder and control person of 

GPB CH, and fails to disclose his professional background as a FINRA licensed investment 

advisor that includes customer complaints and regulatory actions that were clearly material and 

should have been disclosed. Moreover, and at a minimum, Schneider’s NASD suspension was a 

required disclosure under the “bad actor” provision of Rule 506 of SEC Regulation D, the omission 

of which renders the description of GPB’s management team misleading.  

297. According to the Massachusetts Complaint, Defendants made the following 

misstatements and omissions in documents disseminated to broker-dealers and investment 

advisors who then utilized those materials in the offer and sale of GPB funds to investors.  
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298. “In addition to the PPMs, GPB Capital utilized various marketing materials in 

connection with the GPB Automotive offering.” 

299. “Ascendant Capital assisted in creating marketing materials, and typically 

transmitted materials to broker-dealer agents and investment adviser representatives.” 

300. “For example, Ascendant Capital representatives would e-mail marketing 

presentations, such as the GPB Automotive Investment Summary, which identified the targeted 

annual distribution as 8%, to agents and representatives.” 

301. “A 34-page presentation from 2015 titled GPB Automotive Portfolio, LP Income- 

Producing Private Equity states on page six that the targeted annual distribution of 8% is ‘l 00% 

funds from operations.’” 

302. “A similar 35-page presentation from 2015 for GPB Automotive titled Income 

Producing Private Equity repeats this claim and states that the ‘8% [distribution] paid 100% 

Funds From Operations.’ The presentation also states that "traditional private equity" never pays 

distribution, and further states that GPB Automotive’ s distributions are ‘[b]ased Off Cash Flow 

from Portfolio Companies[.]’” 

303. “A 2017 presentation titled GPB Automotive Portfolio, LP states that distributions 

are ‘based off cash flow from portfolio companies[.]’” 

304. “Agents and representatives utilized such marketing materials in the offer and sale 

of GPB Funds to retail customers, including Massachusetts investors.” See Exhibit A, attached 

hereto. 

 Holdings I, II and III 

305. The Holdings Funds – Holdings I, II, and III – like Automotive -- had a primary 

emphasis on acquiring automobile dealerships. The Holdings Funds also acquired other types of 

businesses, whereas Automotive did not. Indeed, at times Holdings I, Holdings II, Holdings III 
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and Automotive had to decide which Fund would be allocated a particular dealership. For example, 

in connection with the DiBre transactions, Holdings I agreed to purchase one or more of DiBre’s 

dealerships, whereas Automotive agreed to purchase the rest.  

306. Holdings I was the first of the Holdings Funds and closed to new money after 

raising $193 million from investors. Holdings II was, along with Automotive, one of GPB’s two 

largest Funds. As of May 16, 2018, GPB raised over $645 million from over 6,000 investors in 

Holdings II, according to an amended Form D with the SEC. As of January 26, 2018, GPB had 

raised over $6 million from investors, according to an SEC filing.  

307. The PPMs for Holdings II and III, and upon information and belief, the PPM for 

Holdings I, contained false and misleading statements. For example, they included statements 

about the experience and qualifications of GPB’s senior management team and principals in the 

automobile industry, their hands-on operations of the dealerships they acquired, and their ability 

to gain manufacturer approval as dealership owners that were false and misleading. Among those 

statements: 

GPB’s Senior Management team and the directors of the relevant portfolio 
companies have extensive experience owning and operating companies in the 
Automotive Retail…sector[]…Because of the experience of GPB’s Senior 
Management and long term established relationships, we believe these sectors 
lend themselves particularly well to our acquisition strategy.  

 
* * * 

 
We believe many of these companies can principally benefit from the operations 
expertise and resources GPB provides.  
 

* * * 
 
After finalizing an acquisition of a Portfolio Company, the GPB Asset Management 
team typically takes on the operational oversight of the Portfolio Company…This 
requires regular and effective communication with the day-to-day operating 
personnel and management team with which GPB partners.  
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* * * 
 
GPB will concentrate mainly on mid-line brands which we believe can generate 
higher returns for investors and which we believe will have the most success in 
obtaining manufacturer approval.  
 

* * * 
 

Our strategy is to acquire only those automotive assets that GPB strongly believes 
can support such a yield, with potential acquisitions sourced through GPB’s 
Automotive Retail Managing Partner and our Automotive Management Team, 
both of whom have deep and long-standing ties within the industry. Consistently 
bringing high-yielding automotive assets into our portfolio by leveraging 
relationships will be critical to meeting our acquisition and profitability goals.  
 

* * * 
 
Our Automotive Management Team has significant operational experience in the 
industry as well as hands-on experience working in the retail environment. The 
vast knowledge of the business (day to day expertise) coupled with valuable 
relationships at both the manufacturer and dealership level, can improve our 
ability to gain manufacturer approval – though certainly does not assure it. Their 
expertise is necessary for operational success and has allowed our Automotive 
Management Team to build a pipeline of acquisitions and open points (the opening 
of a new dealership in a location where none previously existed) from 
manufacturers. While we believe our Automotive Management Team’s industry 
experience can help us obtain manufacturer approval, we may not necessarily be 
able to make all the acquisitions we otherwise would want to make. 
 

* * * 
 

In addition to these strong management teams, GPB’s operational experts will 
serve as officers and / or directors of the Dealership taking a hands-on approach 
to the management of the Dealership. (emphasis added) 

 
308. The above-statements were false and misleading when made. First, according to 

DiBre, GPB’s principals did not have knowledge of, or experience in the automobile industry, nor 

did they have relationships at the manufacturer or dealership level. Moreover, their lack of 

experience, reputation and relationships with the manufacturers, combined with their intentional 

delays in seeking such approval, along with their behind the scenes actions to transfer ownership 

and replace Rosenberg as an Operating Partner, significantly hurt their ability to obtain crucial 
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manufacturer approval. As Rosenberg alleged, GPB could only be a “passive investor in the Prime 

dealerships because GPB CH did not have either the expertise to run the dealerships, or more 

importantly, the necessary reputation and track record with manufacturers to be approved as a 

dealer-operator.” Thus, statements such as, GPB Senior Management team had “extensive 

experience owning and operating companies in automotive retail,” “long term relationships,” 

“operations expertise,” “deep long-standing ties within the industry” which “relationships” are 

“critical to meeting acquisition and profitability goals,” and “[t]he vast knowledge of the business 

(day to day expertise) coupled with valuable relationships at both the manufacturer and dealership 

level, can improve our ability to gain manufacturer approval,” were false.  

309. Second, statements about GPB’s “hands on” approach to management at the 

Dealership executive officer level were not true according to DiBre. As DiBre explained, he 

continued to manage the dealerships he agreed to sell to GPB, and GPB had little, if any, 

involvement in the management of those dealerships. 

310. The financial statements for Holdings I for the years ending 2014 and 2015 were 

materially false and misleading and were in violation of the LPA contract between GPB CH and 

the limited partners. Revenue was fabricated through fictitious performance guarantees and 

roundtrip transactions. Specifically, the 2014 year-end financial statements for Holdings I, issued 

April 30, 2015, falsely reported $1,100,000 in revenue through the payments of performance 

guarantees by Lash that did not exist. Similarly, the 2015 year-end financial statements fabricated 

$1 million in profit for a dealership through another claimed performance guarantee by Lash that 

did not exist. The 2015 year-end financial statements were also false because they reported revenue 

received through roundtrip transactions in Holdings I carried out in 2016.  
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311. Statements in the PPMs that GPB’s financial statements complied with GAAP were 

false and misleading and were in violation of the LPA contract between GPB CH and the limited 

partners: 

Our books of account and records, prepared on the basis of generally accepted 
accounting principles in the U.S. (“GAAP”), are audited annually…Additionally, 
the financial statements of GPB and each Dealership in which we have a 
controlling stake will be audited on an annual basis.  
 
GPB delivers to each LP, as soon as practicable (generally within 120 days) 
following the end of each fiscal year (i) financial statements for such Fiscal Year 
prepared on a GAAP basis and audited by a PCAOB-registered firm…   
Auditor 
 
The book of account and records for the Company, GPB and each Dealership, 
prepared on the basis of GAAP, will be audited annually.  
 

(Emphasis added) 
 

312. In fact, GPB’s financial statements did not comply with GAAP. As set forth above, 

in July 2018, GPB Capital disclosed “material weaknesses in [the] internal controls” of the 

Corporate Defendants. In August 2018, GPB CH disclosed it was overhauling and restating the 

2015 and 2016 financial statements of certain GPB funds, including Holdings II and Automotive, 

that those statements should no longer be relied upon by investors, and that Crowe had suspended 

audit-related work. In September 2018, Rosenberg attended the recorded call with brokers in which 

GPB CH and Ascendant personnel made a series of materially misleading and outright false 

statements about the circumstances of Crowe’s withdrawal, falsely reported that a second firm, 

Stoneturn Group, LLC, had completed a full forensic audit of GPB CH and given it a clean bill of 

health, and despite Rosenberg’s demand, did not correct their misstatements. In November 2018, 

GPB CH announced that Crowe had resigned as the auditor for the partnership “due to perceived 

risks that Crowe determined fell outside of their internal risk tolerance parameters,” and according 
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to news reports, Crowe refused to provide a clean audit opinion due to undisclosed related-party 

transactions and other irregularities uncovered in GPB CH’s books and records. 

313. Finally, statements in the PPMs for Holdings II and III, and upon information and 

belief, the PPM for Holdings I, about the identity and qualifications of GPB’s management team 

were misleading without disclosing Schneider’s identity or role as GPB founder and control 

person, and his professional background including customer complaints and regulatory actions , 

including an NASD suspension, that were clearly material and would have had to be disclosed to 

investors:  

We are managed by GPB Capital Holdings, LLC… a New York-based alternative 
asset management firm focused on acquiring income-producing private companies 
whose principals are experienced financial, management and accounting 
professionals with several decades of combined private investment and acquisitions 
experience. 
 
314. The PPM then goes on to list those principals including Gentile, Kgil, Goos, and 

Manuel Frederico Vianna. However, the PPM omits Schneider’s role as a founder and control 

person of GPB CH, and fails to disclose his professional background as a FINRA licensed 

investment advisor that includes customer complaints and regulatory actions that were clearly 

material and should have been disclosed. Moreover, and at a minimum, Schneider’s NASD 

suspension was a required disclosure under the “bad actor” provision of Rule 506 of SEC 

Regulation D, the omission of which renders the description of GPB’s management team 

misleading and invalidates the unregistered offerings of GPB securities.  

315. According to the Massachusetts Complaint, Defendants made the following 

misstatements and omissions in connection with the Holdings I Offering. 

• “In addition to the PPMs, GPB Capital utilized various marketing materials in 
connection with the GPB Holdings offering.” 
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• “GPB Holdings issued statements as early as 2014 stating that it pays distributions 
from operating profits.” 

• “For example, in a question and answer style document that broke down some key 
aspects of the GPB Holdings offering, one question asks whether distributions 
are fully covered by operations. GPB stated in response ‘[t]he distribution of an 
8% per annum and all special distributions are fully covered with funds from 
operations.’” 

• “In another document promoting the GPB Automotive fund, GPB Capital 
provided a brief update on GPB Holdings for 2013 and 2014, and stated ‘[c]urrent 
distributions 8% per annum sources only from funds from operations.’” 

• “The PPMs also disclosed that the targeted distribution rates for investors would 
be 8%. Although the PPMs did not disclose the source of funds that would be used 
to pay investor distributions, the May 13, 2014, PPM states, ‘[a]t the core of the 
GPB strategy is the goal to pay distributions from Portfolio Company 
operations.’ (emphasis in original).” 

• “In the 2016 year-end financial statements, GPB Holdings reported total 
distributions to limited partners of $15,845,000. The financial statements further 
state: 

Cash Distributions have been, and may in the future continue to be, paid 
out of available working capital, including, but not limited to, investor 
contributions, Current Cash Distributions have, and may in the future, 
exceed operating income, if any, generated by the Partnership.” 

316. According to the Massachusetts Complaint, Defendants made the following 

misrepresentations and omissions in connection with the Holdings II offering.  

317. “Ascendant Capital assisted in creating marketing materials, and typically 

transmitted materials to broker-dealer agents and investment adviser representatives. For example, 

one e-mail states: 

Do you have a few minutes for us to discuss with you what is now available to you 
through [Broker-Dealer] in the form of an income producing opportunity? 
 
GPB Capital’s investment strategy is to invest in Income-Producing, Middle Market 
Companies. GPB has 20+ years of Private Equity experience and was spun out of a 
40 year old Corporate Advisory & Accounting Firm. 
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GPB Holdings II Investment highlights: 
 

• Targeted 8% annualized yield, paid monthly, and 100% covered from operations 
• GPB Capitals goal is to invest in mature stage, double-digit yielding companies 
• 15%+ Targeted IRR 
• Passive Income Generator 
• Currently NO leverage 
• 3-5 year timeframe” 

 
318. “Among other things, the e-mail highlights with its first bullet point that the 8% 

distributions are covered 100% from portfolio company operations.” 

319. “Ascendant Capital sent this form e-mail to a significant number of agents and 

representatives. In addition, the e-mail contained two attachments: a two-page GPB Holdings II 

investment summary, and a 54-page slide deck titled GPB Holdings II, LP Income-Producing 

Private Equity Class A.” 

320. “The summary and slide deck provide an overview of GPB Capital and GPB 

Holdings II, including the fund’s structure and strategies, and states that GPB Holdings II 

distributions, targeted at 8.0%, are derived ‘100% funds from operations’ and are ‘[b]ased off cash 

flow from portfolio companies[.]’” 

321. “In the first quarter of 2016, GPB Capital used a 22 page presentation titled ‘GPB 

Holdings II, LP 1Q 2016 Update’ which provided, among other things, information on all the 

"special" distributions passed out to investors, including 1.5% special distribution and a ‘second 

special distribution of at least 1%’ for investors who contributed to the fund by August 31, 2016.” 

322. “As part of the ‘offering highlights’ page of the presentation GPB Capital advertises 

the monthly 8.0% distribution, right above the 2016 ‘Distribution Yield’ which is purportedly 

10.5%.” 

323. “The presentation also discusses how it will acquire income-producing companies, 

and how an investment in GPB Holdings II is potentially safer than a traditional investment.” 
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324. “In contrast to previous presentations, in May of 2018, GPB Capital released an 

updated 43 page slide-deck, titled GPB Holdings II, LP - Class A which contained several 

disclosures that fundamentally differed from prior slide decks and presentations.” 

325. “In the ‘Annual Distribution’ section, GPB Capital discloses that invested capital 

may be used to pay investor distributions, ‘which may negatively impact the value of the 

portfolio’s investments.’ However, the presentation still states that funds are ‘immediately 

committed’, and that distributions are ‘primarily based off cash flow from portfolio companies[.]’” 

326. “The May 2018 slide-deck also makes ‘corrections’ related to GPB Holdings II’s 

prior financial statements, specifically those from inception until year-end 2016.” 

327. “GPB Capital writes on page 37 of the presentation that GPB Holdings II has used 

net investment income and return of capital to pay investor distributions, stating: ‘[s]ince inception 

through December 31, 2016 distributions have been paid from Net Investment Income and Return 

of Capital 94.48% and 5.52%, respectively.’”  

328. “Prior to this, GPB Capital repeatedly stated that distributions to GPB Holdings II 

investors would be paid from profits from portfolio companies and that capital contributions would 

NOT be used in connection with investor distributions.” 

329. “Regardless, GPB Capital has used investor funds to pay distributions, contrary to 

the disclosures in most of GPB Holdings II PPMs and marketing materials.” 

330. “The GPB Holdings II financials provide additional insight into its distribution 

practices. The GPB Holdings II consolidated financial statements from inception (April 13, 2015) 

to December 31, 2015, report a net income of $645,632, and total distributions of $197,056.” 

331. “The GPB Holdings II consolidated financial statements for year ended December 

31, 2016 report a net loss of$6,607,000, but total distributions of $8,089,000.” 
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332. “Taking the two financial statements together, from inception to year end 2016, 

GPB Holdings II had a net loss of $5,961,368, yet still paid out $8,286,056 in distributions to 

limited partners.” 

333. “GPB Holdings II has failed to issue SEC required audited financial statements past 

2016. For 2017, GPB Capital reported that GPB Holdings II had a net income of $44,585,000 and 

a net loss of cash used in operating activities of $208,392,000. Additionally, GPB Holdings II paid 

$26,440,000 in distributions to limited partners.” 

334. “ Despite reporting an alleged net income of $44,585,000, in a March 26, 2018 e- 

mail to an investment adviser, GPB Capital through Ascendant Capital reported GPB Holdings 

II’s 2017 adjusted net income as only $22,143,000, totaling $16,827,264. GPB Holdings II paid 

$34,726,056 in distributions for the same period.” 

335. “Taking the adjusted net income for 2017, GPB Holdings II issued $17,898,792 

worth of distributions in excess of the fund’s net income.” 

336. “Per GPB Capital’s own definition, this means that since inception to year end 

2017, GPB Holdings II had a coverage ratio of 48.46%, meaning 51.54% of distributions were 

paid using investor contributions.” 

337. “Even according to information communicated to financial professionals, GPB 

Holdings II did not always maintain a coverage ratio of 100%. According to Ascendant Capital, 

GPB Holdings II’s coverage ratio from inception to September 30, 2017 was less than 100%, and 

was ‘approximately 81.3%.’” 

338. “In another 2018 e-mail, Ascendant Capital reported that GPB Holdings II’s 

coverage ratio for 2017 was also below 100%, at 84%.” 
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339. “During the time that GPB Holdings II reported coverage ratios of below 100%, 

the fund specifically disclosed in communications, offering materials, and advertising materials 

that investor funds would not be used to pay GPB Holdings II distributions.” 

 Waste Management 

340. Waste Management had a primary emphasis on acquiring companies in the Waste 

Management and ancillary industries. As of April 25, 2018, GPB raised over $135 million from 

over 1,400 investors in Waste Management according to an SEC filing.  

341. The PPM for Waste Management contained false and misleading statements. For 

example, statements in the PPM that GPB’s financial statements complied with GAAP were false 

and misleading and were in violation of the LPA contract between GPB CH and the limited 

partners: 

Our books of account and records, prepared on the basis of generally accepted 
accounting principles in the U.S. (“GAAP”), are audited annually…Additionally, 
the financial statements of GPB and each Dealership in which we have a 
controlling stake will be audited on an annual basis.  
 
GPB delivers to each LP, as soon as practicable (generally within 120 days) 
following the end of each fiscal year (i) financial statements for such Fiscal Year 
prepared on a GAAP basis and audited by a PCAOB-registered firm…   
Auditor 
 
The book of account and records for the Company, GPB and each Dealership, 
prepared on the basis of GAAP, will be audited annually.  
 

(Emphasis added) 
 

342. In fact, GPB’s financial statements did not comply with GAAP. As set forth above, 

in July 2018, GPB Capital disclosed “material weaknesses in [the] internal controls” of the 

Corporate Defendants. In August 2018, GPB CH disclosed it was overhauling and restating the 

2015 and 2016 financial statements of certain GPB funds, including Holdings II and Automotive, 

that those statements should no longer be relied upon by investors, and that Crowe had suspended 
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audit-related work. In September 2018, Rosenberg attended the recorded call with brokers in which 

GPB CH and Ascendant personnel made a series of materially misleading and outright false 

statements about the circumstances of Crowe’s withdrawal, falsely reported that a second firm, 

Stoneturn Group, LLC, had completed a full forensic audit of GPB CH and given it a clean bill of 

health, and despite Rosenberg’s demand, did not correct their misstatements. In November 2018, 

GPB CH announced that Crowe had resigned as the auditor for the partnership “due to perceived 

risks that Crowe determined fell outside of their internal risk tolerance parameters,” and according 

to news reports, Crowe refused to provide a clean audit opinion due to undisclosed related-party 

transactions and other irregularities uncovered in GPB CH’s books and records. 

343. Finally, the PPM for Waste Management also contained false and misleading 

statements about the identity and qualifications of GPB’s management team:  

We are managed by GPB Capital Holdings, LLC… a New York-based middle-
market acquisition and operations firm whose principals are experienced financial, 
management and accounting professionals with several decades of combined 
private investment and acquisitions experience. 
 
344. The PPM then goes on to list those principals including Gentile, Goos, Kgil and 

Richard Serio. However, the PPM omits Schneider’s role as a founder and control person of GPB 

CH, and fails to disclose his professional background as a FINRA licensed investment advisor that 

includes customer complaints and regulatory actions that were clearly material and should have 

been disclosed. Moreover, and at a minimum, Schneider’s NASD suspension was a required 

disclosure under the “bad actor” provision of Rule 506 of SEC Regulation D, the omission of 

which renders the description of GPB’s management team misleading and renders the exemption 

from registration upon which the GPB Defendants relied invalid.  

345. According to the Massachusetts Complaint, Defendants made the following 

misstatements and omissions in connection with the Waste Management offering. 
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346. “In addition to the PPMs, GPB Capital released a combination of audited financials 

and unaudited financials via Report of the Partnership updates for GPB Waste Management.” 

347. “GPB Capital released its first set of audited financial for GPB Waste Management 

in 2017, along with a cover letter signed by Gentile.” 

348. “The cover letter states, inter alia, that the audited financials are prepared in 

accordance with United States GAAP, as opposed to Investment Company GAAP. However, the 

cover letter also states that the quarterly Report of the Partnership financials are prepared in 

accordance with Investment Company GAAP. The audited financials are for the period of June 

17, 2016 (commencement of operations) to December 31, 2016.” 

349. “GPB Capital reported a net loss for the period of $984,880 in its audited financials. 

Despite the net loss, the audited financials report that the partnership paid $219,170 of 

distributions to limited partners.” 

350. “On the final page of the audited financials, GPB Capital reports that GPB Waste 

Management had capital contributions of approximately $21,894,000 and made distributions of 

about $519,722 to limited partners.” 

351. “On June 27, 2018, GPB Capital released audited financials for GPB Waste 

Management for the year ended December 31, 2017. GPB Capital provided a cover letter with the 

financials signed by Gentile, in part to discuss the unaudited financials that were also provided.” 

352. “According to the cover letter, the unaudited financials were provided in the form 

of Modified Investment Company GAAP. The cover letter further states that in this form of 

GAAP, investment income ‘also represents cash distributed during the period presented, even if 

in excess of the subsidiaries’ underlying U.S. GAAP net income, provided that cash distributed 

does not decrease the Partnership’s ownership percentage.’” 
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353. “There are significant inconsistencies between the two sets of financials. For 

example, the unaudited financials state that net cash used in operating activities totaled 

$62,862,000, while the audited financials report that net cash used in operating activities totaled 

only $8,339,000. This represents a $54,523,000 difference between the unaudited and audited 

financials.” 

354. “According to the 2017 unaudited financials for GPB Waste Management, the fund 

reported a total investment income of $5,658,000 and total expenses of $3,541,000, and therefore 

a net investment income of $2,117,000. The fund reported a net income of $4,468,000.” 

355. “The unaudited financials also reported total distributions to limited partners of 

$4,411,000.” 

356. “Per the audited financials, the fund reported a total net loss of $8,456,000, which 

includes a net loss to limited partners of $578,000.” 

357. “Despite the reported net loss, the fund paid $4,411,000 in distributions to limited 

partners.” 

358. “For 2017 GPB Waste Management had a coverage ratio of less than 0%, which 

meant that all distributions were made using investor contributions.” 

359. “According to GPB Waste Management’s audited financials from inception to year 

end 2017, the fund had a total net loss of $1,562,880, yet paid distributions to limited partners 

totaling $4,630,170, putting the fund’s coverage ratio from inception to year end 2017 well below 

0%.” 

360. “Despite the audited financials for 2017 indicating that the fund had a net loss 

of $8,456,000, in 2018 Ascendant Capital still stated that the fund had a Net Investment Income 

(Loss) + Realized Gain (loss) of $1,336,701, $785,602, and $1,090,791 for the second, third, and 

fourth quarters of 2017 respectively, and an adjusted net income for 2017 of $2,478,000 for 2017.” 
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361. “Even when utilizing the 2017 adjusted net income of $2,478,000, GPB Capital 

still paid distributions to GPB Waste Management limited partners well in excess of its net income 

in 2017.” 

362. “During this time, GPB Waste Management PPMs and marketing materials 

disclosed that distributions would be paid from portfolio company operations, and no other funds.” 

363. “Despite these representations, GPB Waste Management’s audited financials show 

the fund had net losses for cash flows from operating activities from inception at least until at least 

the end of 2017, but was still able to make distributions to investors.” 

 Cold Storage 

364. As of April 25, 2018, GPB raised over $35 million from over 268 investors in Cold 

Storage.  

365. The PPM for Cold Storage, on information and belief, contained false and 

misleading statements including statements that GPB’s financial statements complied with GAAP.  

366. In fact, GPB’s financial statements did not comply with GAAP and were in 

violation of the LPA contract between GPB CH and the limited partners. 

367. As set forth above, in July 2018, GPB Capital disclosed “material weaknesses in 

[the] internal controls” of the Corporate Defendants. In August 2018, GPB CH disclosed it was 

overhauling and restating the 2015 and 2016 financial statements of certain GPB funds, including 

Holdings II and Automotive, that those statements should no longer be relied upon by investors, 

and that Crowe had suspended audit-related work. In September 2018, Rosenberg attended the 

recorded call with brokers in which GPB CH and Ascendant personnel made a series of materially 

misleading and outright false statements about the circumstances of Crowe’s withdrawal, falsely 

reported that a second firm, Stoneturn Group, LLC, had completed a full forensic audit of GPB 

CH and given it a clean bill of health, and despite Rosenberg’s demand, did not correct their 
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misstatements. In November 2018, GPB CH announced that Crowe had resigned as the auditor for 

the partnership “due to perceived risks that Crowe determined fell outside of their internal risk 

tolerance parameters,” and according to news reports, Crowe refused to provide a clean audit 

opinion due to undisclosed related-party transactions and other irregularities uncovered in GPB 

CH’s books and records. 

368. Finally, the PPM for Cold Storage, upon information and belief, also contained 

false and misleading statements about the identity and qualifications of GPB’s management team, 

listing the principals while omitting to disclose Schneider’s role as a founder and control person 

of GPB CH, and failing to disclose his professional background as a FINRA licensed investment 

advisor that includes customer complaints and regulatory actions that were clearly material and 

should have been disclosed. At a minimum, Schneider’s NASD suspension was a required 

disclosure under the “bad actor” provision of Rule 506 of SEC Regulation D, the omission of 

which renders the description of GPB’s management team misleading and renders the exemption 

from registration upon which the GPB Defendants relied invalid.  

 The GPB Investment Programs’ Materially Misleading Omissions 

369. The Offering Documents for all of the Programs omitted additional material facts, 

including, inter alia: 

• They omitted to disclose that the GPB Defendants failed to design and 
implement adequate controls as to their financials and operations to prevent 
improper related party transactions and conflicts of interest, and the misuse 
and misappropriation of investor money; 

 
•  They omitted to disclose that the payment of investor distributions was not 

from operations, but instead was from other investors’ funds/contributions 
in classic Ponzi scheme fashion; 

 
• They omitted to disclose the improper related party transactions and 

conflicts of interest; 
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• They omitted to disclose that the GPB Defendants failed to design and 
implement adequate controls as to their financial statements and operations 
to ensure that the financial statements prepared for and distributed to 
investors were accurate, timely prepared in compliance with GAAP, and 
faithfully described the GPB Defendants’ operations; 

 
• They omitted to disclose that the 2015 and 2016 financial statements for the 

GPB Defendants’ two largest funds, Automotive and Holdings II contained 
misrepresentations and/or omissions and should not have been relied upon 
by investors;  
 

• They omitted to disclose the allegations of financial misconduct detailed by 
DiBre;  
 

• They omitted to disclose the allegations of financial misconduct detailed by 
Rosenberg;  
 

• They omitted to disclose the convertible loan scheme employed to skirt the 
manufacturer approval process and immediately capture cash flow from 
dealerships they did not own, and the impact and risks of that scheme on 
investors;  
 

• They omitted to disclose that Defendant Schneider was a control person of 
the GPB Corporate Defendants and had a tainted background including an 
NASD suspension that was a required disclosure under the “bad actor” 
provision of Rule 506 of SEC Regulation D; and  

 
• They omitted to disclose the material disputes and conflicts between the 

GPB entities’ control persons, which had a substantial impact on the GPB 
Investment Programs’ operations.  
 

370. Such misrepresentations and omissions were material, indeed crucial to Plaintiffs 

and the other GPB investors’ evaluation of the GPB Investment Programs, and decision to invest 

in such Programs. 

371. Defendants knew that the prospective GPB investors, including Plaintiffs, would 

rely to their detriment upon such misrepresentations and omissions in the Offering Documents, 

and indeed intended such investors and Plaintiffs to rely on those misrepresentations and omissions 

in order to invest in the GPB Investment Programs. 
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372. Plaintiffs and the other investors were reasonable in relying upon the 

misrepresentations and omissions in the Offering Documents.  

VI. CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 
 
373. This action is brought by Plaintiffs, for themselves and on behalf of all others 

similarly situated, as a class action pursuant to NY CLS CPLR § 901 et seq. 

CLASS DEFINITION 
 

374. The Proposed Class is defined as follows: All persons and entities that purchased 

or otherwise acquired GPB Investment Program securities in or pursuant to those Programs’ 

securities offerings.  

375. Excluded from the class are: (1) Any of the Defendants, their agents or employees; 

(2) any judge or judicial officer who may hear any aspect of this case and his or her law clerks; 

and (3) any person, firm, trust, corporation, or other entity related to or affiliated with any of the 

Defendants. 

NUMEROSITY 

376. The members of the Proposed Class are so numerous and geographically dispersed 

that joinder of all members is impracticable. While the exact number of Proposed Class members 

remains unknown at this time, reports published by GPB indicate there are thousands of members 

of the proposed class. The exact number of GPB investors is within the knowledge of Defendants.  

TYPICALITY 

377.  The claims of Plaintiffs are typical of the claims of all Class members. Plaintiffs 

are situated identically to all members of the Class with respect to the issues presented in this case, 

as Plaintiffs and all members of the Class were investors in the GPB programs and suffered the 

exact same loss (in proportion to the amount of their investment). The claims of Plaintiffs are based 
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on the same fundamental factual allegations and legal theories as the claims of all other members 

of the Class. 

378. All investors in the GPB Investment Programs have been adversely affected by the 

wrongdoing of Defendants as described herein. 

COMMONALITY 

379. There are common questions of law or fact in this class action that relate to and 

affect the rights of each member of the Class and that predominate over any questions affecting 

only individual class members, including, inter alia:  

a. Whether Defendants orchestrated securities offerings for the GPB 

Investment Programs; 

b. Whether the Offering Documents for the GPB Investment Programs 

contained material misrepresentations and omissions;  

c. Whether the Offering Documents for the GPB Investment Programs 

misrepresented and omitted to disclose that the GPB Defendants failed to 

design and implement adequate controls as to their financial statements and 

operations to prevent the misuse and misappropriation of investor money; 

d. Whether the Offering Documents for the GPB Investment Programs 

misrepresented and omitted to disclose that the GPB Defendants failed to 

design and implement adequate controls as to their financial statements and 

operations to ensure that the financial statements prepared for and 

distributed to investors were accurate and faithfully described the GPB 

Defendants’ operations; 
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e. Whether the Offering Documents for the GPB Investment Programs 

misrepresented and omitted to disclose that the 2015 and 2016 financial 

statements for the GPB Defendants’ two largest funds, Automotive and 

Holdings II contained misrepresentations and/or omissions and should not 

have been relied upon by investors; 

f. Whether the Offering Documents for the GPB Investment Programs 

misrepresented and omitted to disclose that Defendant Schneider was a 

control person of the GPB Corporate Defendants and had a tainted 

background; 

g. Whether the Offering Documents for the GPB Investment Programs 

misrepresented and omitted to disclose the material disputes and conflicts 

between the GPB entities’ control persons; 

h. Whether such disputes as referenced immediately above had a substantial 

impact on the GPB Investment Programs’ operations; 

i. Whether the alleged misrepresentations and omissions in the Offering 

Documents were material; 

j. Whether the Underwriter Defendants acted recklessly or negligently in 

connection with their role as broker/dealer and underwriters of the GPB 

offerings; 

k. Whether the GPB Defendants failed to conduct adequate or reasonable due 

diligence as to the businesses they purported to acquire with investor 

money; 
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l. Whether the GPB Defendants failed to design and implement adequate 

controls as to their financials and operations to prevent the misuse and 

misappropriation of investor money; 

m. Whether the GPB Defendants failed to design and implement adequate 

controls as to their financials and operations to ensure that the financial 

statements prepared for and distributed to investors were accurate and 

faithfully described the GPB Defendants’ operations; 

n. Whether Defendant Schneider was a control person of the GPB Corporate 

Defendants; 

o. Whether GPB CH and the GPB Individual Defendants were fiduciaries of 

Plaintiffs and the class members; 

p. Whether GPB CH and the GPB Individual Defendants breached their 

fiduciary duties to the GPB investors; 

q. Whether Defendants acted recklessly or negligently in connection with their 

role in orchestrating the GPB Investment Programs’ unregistered securities 

offerings; 

r. Whether GPB CH breached the LPA by failing to prepare and furnish timely 

accurate audited financial statements prepare in compliance with GAAP;  

s. Whether Defendants’ breaches of duty proximately caused Plaintiffs’ and 

the class members’ damages; and 

t. The amount and form of damages. 
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ADEQUACY 

380.  The representative parties and undersigned counsel will fairly and adequately 

protect the interests of the proposed class. 

SUPERIORITY 

381. Plaintiffs also satisfy Rule 901 of the New York Civil Practice Rules because a 

class action here is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of 

this controversy.  

COUNT I 

NEGLIGENCE AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS 

382. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege each of the allegations in this lawsuit. 

383. For purposes of this count, and in the alternative, Plaintiffs specifically disclaim 

any allegations of fraud, and allege only negligence.  

384. Each of the Defendants had a duty, including a duty of candor and loyalty , as a 

result of a special relationship, i.e., the offering of securities to investors across the country in the 

form of partnership units, to give accurate information.  

385. GPB CH, as the general partner, control person, manager and majority owner of 

Holdings I, Holdings II, Holdings III, Automotive, Cold Storage, and Waste Management, and in 

that capacity, orchestrated the unregistered securities offerings of the GPB Investment Programs; 

offered and sold securities issued by the GPB Investment Programs to Plaintiffs and other investors 

and owed a duty to Plaintiffs and the members of the Class. In addition, as set forth below, GPB 

CH’s duty arises because it was a fiduciary of Plaintiffs and the members of the Class. Based on 

the above, CPB CH owed Plaintiffs a duty of candor and loyalty.  

386. Defendants Holdings I, Holdings II, Holdings III, Automotive, Cold Storage, and 

Waste Management were each securities issuers that offered and sold securities in the form of 
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partnership units to investors including Plaintiffs and the Class. As such, Defendants Holdings, 

Holdings II, Holdings III, Automotive, Cold Storage, and Waste Management each owed Plaintiffs 

and the Class a duty of candor and loyalty. 

387. Each of the GPB Individual Defendants held positions with the GPB Corporate 

Defendants as either director, officer, manager, and control person; orchestrated, directed, 

executed and oversaw the GPB Investment Programs securities offerings; and/or offered and sold 

to investors unregistered securities issued by the GPB Investment Programs. As such, the GPB 

Individual Defendants owed Plaintiffs and the Class a duty of candor. In addition, as set forth 

below, GPB CH’s duty arises because it was a fiduciary of Plaintiffs and the members of the Class 

388. The GPB Underwriter Defendants, because of their key role in structuring and 

overseeing the GPB Investment Programs’ unregistered securities offerings, preparing the offering 

materials distributed to investors, purportedly performing due diligence, overseeing the 

distribution of such offering materials to investors, and/or offering and selling GPB Investment 

Program securities to investors, owed Plaintiffs and the Class a duty of candor and loyalty.  

389. The GPB Individual Defendants, because of their positions with the GPB Corporate 

Defendants, as well as their senior positions with other GPB affiliates, possessed the power and 

authority to control and did control the content and form of the GPB Investment Programs’ offering 

materials, reports and other materials provided to investors. Similarly, the GPB Underwriter 

Defendants possessed the power and authority to control and did control the content and form of 

the GPB Investment Programs’ offering materials, reports and other materials provided to 

investors. 
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390. Because of their positions with the GPB Corporate Defendants, as well as their 

senior positions with other GPB affiliates, the GPB Individual Defendants had access to material 

non-public information concerning GPB, and they knew the adverse facts specified herein.  

391. Because of their close relationship with Defendants Schneider—and, in the case of 

the Ascendant Defendants, common control—with the GPB Corporate Defendants, the GPB 

Underwriter Defendants had access to material non-public information concerning GPB, and they 

knew the adverse facts specified herein.   

392. Defendants, because of their positions with GPB, or role as underwriters, possessed 

unique and specialized expertise and information concerning GPB, including the material non-

public information specified herein. Such information was available to Plaintiffs only when 

Defendants chose to reveal it and not available to them through the exercise of due diligence.  

393. Defendants were negligent and breached their duties to Plaintiffs and the members 

of the Class by: 

• Misrepresenting and failing to disclose that GPB was significantly 
overpaying for the dealerships it was acquiring;  

 
• Misrepresenting and failing to disclose that the financial statements for 

Automotive and Holdings were false and misleading because they 
incorporated inflated purchase values and inflated revenues for the 
dealerships GPB purchased or attempted to purchase;  

 
• Misrepresenting and failing to disclose that GPB CH had been unable to 

acquire many of the dealerships and had issued loans; 
 
• Misrepresenting and failing to disclose that GPB did not either possess or 

employ “unique,” “in-depth,” “higher quality,” and “extensive” due 
diligence skills and processes when acquiring new businesses, including car 
dealerships, as described in the PPMs;  
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• Misrepresenting and failing to disclose that GPB did not conduct a thorough 
review of the accounting of the businesses that were candidates for 
acquisition, and in fact, GPB did not possess the skills and processes for 
evaluating such accounting, notwithstanding affirmative statements in the 
PPMs to the contrary;  
 

• Misrepresenting and failing to disclose that GPB’s principals did not have 
a unique advantage based on knowledge from their accounting and advisory 
practice to conduct due diligence during the sourcing phase of an 
acquisition, notwithstanding affirmative statements in the PPMs to the 
contrary;  
 

• Misrepresenting and failing to disclose that GPB’s principals did not have 
a unique ability to track a client’s personal growth, as well as the growth of 
their businesses, purportedly gained through numerous years of preparing 
personal and business financial statements and income tax returns, thus 
allowing GPB to perform a more thorough due diligence process than 
typically seen in the private company acquisition space, notwithstanding 
affirmative statements in the PPMs to the contrary; 
 

• Misrepresenting and failing to disclose that GPB did not have “decades of 
experience in the industry” that led to “a higher quality” of “up-close and 
personal levels of due diligence on the targeted Dealerships” and did not 
“evaluate the integrity and growth potential of the underlying management 
team,” notwithstanding affirmative statements in the PPMs to the contrary;  
 

• Misrepresenting and failing to disclose that GPB was not properly 
overseeing and managing the businesses GPB acquired with investor 
money, which oversight and management would have prohibited, or at least 
stopped in a timely manner the serious misconduct alleged;  
 

• Misrepresenting and failing to disclose that Defendant Schneider was a 
control person of all of the GPB entities and played a material role in the 
offering of GPB securities to Plaintiffs and the Class, and failing to disclose 
his professional background as a FINRA licensed investment advisor that 
includes customer complaints and regulatory actions that were clearly 
material and should have been disclosed, including an NASD suspension 
which was a required disclosure under the “bad actor” provision of Rule 
506 of SEC Regulation D;  

 
• Misrepresenting that Plaintiffs and the Class would receive audited 

financial statements in compliance with GAAP for the GPB Investment 
Programs which would accurately reflect the financial condition of those 
Programs and omitting that the financial manipulations and misconduct 
alleged herein prevented Plaintiffs and the Class from receiving accurate, 
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timely audited financial statements or knowing the true financial condition 
of the funds;  

 
• Misrepresenting and omitting that the automobile dealerships were low 

profit/ high expense businesses that were unlikely to earn the 7-10% returns 
promised to investors and that such returns would not be paid from 
operating revenue;  

 
• Misrepresenting and failing to disclose that Defendants paid investor 

distributions from the funds of other investors rather than from operations, 
in classic Ponzi scheme fashion; and 
 

• Misrepresenting and failing to disclose the material improper related party 
transactions and conflicts of interest alleged herein and also at paragraphs 
195-264 in the Massachusetts complaint, attached hereto as Exhibit A and 
incorporated herein. 

 
394. Plaintiffs and members of the Class who invested in the GPB Investment Programs 

were injured as a proximate result of Defendants’ negligence and seek to recover damages as a 

result thereof in an amount to be determined at trial.  

COUNT II 

NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION: AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS 

395. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege each of the allegations in this lawsuit. 

396. For purposes of this count, in the alternative, Plaintiffs specifically disclaim any 

allegations of fraud, and allege only negligence.  

397. As set forth herein, each of the Defendants had a duty, as a result of a special 

relationship, i.e., the offering of securities to investors across the country in the form of partnership 

units, to give accurate information.  

398. GPB CH was the general partner, control person, manager and majority owner of 

Holdings I, Holdings II, Holdings III, Automotive, Cold Storage, and Waste Management, and in 

that capacity, orchestrated the securities offerings of the GPB Investment Programs, and offered 
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and sold securities issued by the GPB Investment Programs to Plaintiffs and other investors. As 

such, CPB CH owed Plaintiffs a duty of candor.  

399. Defendants Holdings I, Holdings II, Holdings III, Automotive, Cold Storage, and 

Waste Management were each securities issuers that offered and sold securities in the form of 

partnership units to investors including Plaintiffs. As such, Defendants Holdings I, Holdings II, 

Holdings III, Automotive, Cold Storage, and Waste Management each owed Plaintiffs a duty of 

candor. 

400. Each of the GPB Individual Defendants, because of their positions with the GPB 

Corporate Defendants as either director, officer, manager, and control person, and who 

orchestrated, directed, executed and oversaw the GPB Investment Programs securities offerings, 

and/or offered and sold to investors securities issued by the GPB Investment Programs, owed 

Plaintiffs a duty of candor.  

401. The GPB Underwriter Defendants, because of their key role in structuring and 

overseeing the GPB Investment Programs’ securities offerings, preparing the offering materials 

distributed to investors, overseeing the distribution of such offering materials to investors, and/or 

offering and selling GPB Investment Program securities to investors, owed Plaintiffs a duty of 

candor.  

402. The GPB Individual Defendants, because of their positions with the GPB Corporate 

Defendants, as well as their senior positions with other GPB affiliates, possessed the power and 

authority to control and did control the content and form of the GPB Investment Programs’ 

prospectuses, reports, press releases and other materials provided to investors. Similarly, the GPB 

Underwriter Defendants, along with Axiom (together, the “GPB Underwriters”) possessed the 
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power and authority to control and did control the content and form of the GPB Investment 

Programs’ prospectuses, periodic reports, press releases and other materials provided to investors. 

403. Because of their positions with the GPB Corporate Defendants, as well as their 

senior positions with other GPB affiliates, the GPB Individual Defendants had access to material 

non-public information concerning GPB, and they knew the adverse facts specified herein.  

404. Because of their close relationship – and, in the case of the Ascendant Defendants, 

common control—with the GPB Corporate Defendants, the GPB Underwriter Defendants had 

access to material non-public information concerning GPB, and they knew the adverse facts 

specified herein.   

405. Defendants, because of their positions with the GPB, or role as underwriter, 

possessed unique and specialized expertise and information concerning GPB, including the 

material non-public information specified herein. Such information was available to Plaintiffs only 

when Defendants chose to reveal it.  

406. Defendants occupied a special position of confidence and trust such that Plaintiffs’ 

reliance on their statements in the GPB Investment Programs’ prospectuses, periodic reports, press 

releases and other materials provided to investors was reasonable. Put another way, Defendants 

had a duty to speak truthfully and with care in these circumstances, where the relationship is such 

that in morals and good conscience, Plaintiffs had the right to rely on Defendants for accurate and 

correct information and their reliance was reasonable. 

407. Defendants made multiple false and misleading representations and omissions of 

material fact that they should have known were incorrect. Defendants’ false and misleading 

statements included: 
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• Statements in the PPMs regarding GPB’s thorough review of the accounting 
of the businesses it acquired that were candidates for acquisition, when, in 
fact, those skills and processes for evaluating such accounting did not exist; 
 

• Statements in the PPMs that “GPB leverages the knowledge its principals 
have gained through their accounting and advisory practice to conduct due 
diligence during the sourcing phase,” that “GPB’s principals’ unique ability 
to track a client’s personal growth, as well as the growth of their businesses, 
through numerous years of preparing personal and business financial 
statements and income tax returns, allows GPB to perform a more thorough 
due diligence process than typically seen in the private company acquisition 
space,” that GPB’s “process of looking beyond a Dealership’s financial 
statements to evaluate the integrity and growth potential of the underlying 
management team works best when filtered through knowledge developed 
via personal advisory relationships over time” “leads to a higher quality of 
due diligence,” and through “decades of experience in the industry, GPB 
will endeavor to obtain from Operating Partners similar, up-close and 
personal levels of due diligence on the targeted Dealerships and work side-
by-side with GPB’s executives,” when, in fact, GPB did not either possess 
or employ those skills or processes, or have the described-experience;   
 

• Statements in the PPMs that “[a]fter finalizing an acquisition of a 
Dealership, the GPB Asset Management team takes on the operational 
oversight of the Dealership. The GPB Asset Management team is 
responsible for a systematic process of operating, maintaining and 
upgrading assets, and ensuring that Dealerships meet projected operating 
milestones and maximize overall cash flow from operations,” when, in fact, 
little if any such systematic process to ensure that Dealerships meet 
projected operating milestones and maximized overall cash flow from 
operations was employed, and if so, it was wholly inadequate;  
 

• Statements in the PPMs describing the officers, directors and management 
of the GPB CH and the GPB entities which did not disclose that Defendant 
Schneider was a control person of GPB CH and the GPB entities, and did 
not disclose his professional background as a FINRA licensed investment 
advisor that includes customer complaints and regulatory actions that were 
clearly material and should have been disclosed, including an NASD 
suspension which was a required disclosure under the “bad actor” provision 
of Rule 506 of SEC Regulation D; 

 
• Statements in the PPMs that Plaintiffs and the Class would receive timely 

audited financial statements which would accurately reflect the financial 
condition of the GPB funds, when in fact the financial manipulations and 
misconduct alleged herein prevented Plaintiffs and the Class from receiving 
accurate, timely audited financial statements or knowing the true financial 
condition of the funds; 
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• Statements in the financial statements for Automotive and Holdings that 

incorporated inflated purchase values and inflated revenues for the 
dealerships GPB purchased or attempted to purchased;  

• Statements in the PPMs that GPB CH was focused on acquiring dealerships 
when in fact it had been unable to acquire many of the dealerships and had 
instead issued loans; 
 

• Statements in the PPMs and other offering materials that distributions 
would be paid to investors from the operations of the; and 

 
• Statements in the PPMs and other offering material that misrepresented and 

failed to disclose the material improper related party transactions and 
conflicts of interest alleged herein and also at paragraphs 195-264 in the 
Massachusetts complaint, attached hereto as Exhibit A and incorporated 
herein. 

 
408. Defendants knew that Plaintiffs desired the information supplied in the 

representations for a serious purpose, i.e., to decide whether to invest in the GPB Investment 

Programs.  

409. All investors in the GPB Investment Programs received a PPM and Subscription 

Agreement that were substantially similar in all material respects. In the Subscription Agreements, 

each investor in a GPB Investment Program was required to represent, and did in fact represent, 

that he or she “has received, read carefully and fully understands the Memorandum and its exhibits, 

including, as applicable, the LPA.” The PPMs state: “In order to invest in the Company, investors 

will be required to execute a subscription agreement and related investor questionnaire . . . .” They 

further state: “No person other than GPB has been authorized to give any information other than 

that contained in this Memorandum, or to make any representations in connection with the 

Offering.. . . [E]ach offerree must carefully read the documents included and described in this 

Memorandum before making a decision to invest. . . .” 
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410. Plaintiffs’ specific reliance on Defendants’ misrepresentations and omissions ,as 

reflected in the PPM requirements and signed Subscription Agreements required in order to invest 

in a GPB Investment Program, was justifiable in that Defendants were issuers of securities under 

strict legal obligations to be truthful in their statements made to induce investors to rely on such 

statements and invest in the GPB funds. 

411. Because of the Defendants’ exclusive control over information relating to the 

operations, financial condition and controlling persons of the GPB Investment Programs, Plaintiffs 

were required to rely, and certify their reliance, only on the offering documents and information 

provided by Defendants. Plaintiffs would have been unable to discover the truth, regardless of any 

level of due diligence or independent research they might have conducted. There were no 

independent means of verification available to Plaintiffs and the Class of the true facts regarding 

the operations, financial condition and controlling persons of the GPB Investment Programs. 

412. Plaintiffs intended to rely and act upon the information provided by Defendants. 

Plaintiffs reasonably relied on Defendants’ misrepresentations and omissions to their detriment, 

namely, they decided to invest in the GPB Investment Programs, and as a result of their reliance, 

suffered damages.  

COUNT III 

BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY AS TO THE GPB DEFENDANTS 
 

413. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege each of the allegations in this lawsuit. 

414. GPB CH was the general partner, control person, manager and majority owner of 

Holdings I, Holdings II, Holdings III, Waste Management, Automotive, and Cold Storage and 

owed a fiduciary duty to Plaintiffs and the Class.  
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415. The GPD Individual Defendants were control persons of GPB CH, and exercised 

control over the partnerships’ property, i.e., the investors’ money and owed a fiduciary duty to 

Plaintiffs and the Class. 

416. The GPB investors were fully dependent upon the GPB Defendants’ ability, skill, 

knowledge, and goodwill to invest their money appropriately and thereafter diligently oversee and 

manage that money and certified by signing the Subscription Agreements that they recognized the 

GPB Defendants as their fiduciaries.  

417. Moreover, by virtue of their superior skill and knowledge, their discretion on how 

to invest the investors’ money, their exclusive oversight over the investors’ money, the fact that 

they had been entrusted by the GPB investors with such investors’ money, GPB CH and the GPB 

Individual Defendants were the investors’ fiduciaries.  

418. The GPB Defendants breached their fiduciary duties to Plaintiffs and other 

members of the proposed Class by failing to safeguard the investors’ money and diligently invest 

it by, among other things: 

• Failing to properly oversee and manage the businesses GPB acquired with 
investor money, which oversight and management would have prohibited, 
or at least stopped in a timely manner the serious misconduct, including but 
not limited to the diversion and misappropriation of assets, opportunities 
and other value from the businesses and dealerships, thereby greatly 
decreasing the profits owed to GPB from the businesses and dealerships;  

 
• Failing to disclose to the GPB investors the ongoing deficiencies in the GPB 

Corporate Defendants’ accounting and corporate control systems by which 
they obtained and retained unjust financial benefits and caused damage to 
the GPB funds, and perpetuating such deficiencies; 
 

• Failing to disclose to investors that distributions were not paid from 
partnership operations, but instead from other investors’ funds in classic 
Ponzi scheme fashion; 

 
• Failing to disclose that Defendant Schneider was a control person of GPB 

CH and the GPB entities, and failing to disclose his professional 
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background as a FINRA licensed investment advisor that includes customer 
complaints and regulatory actions that were clearly material and should 
have been disclosed, including an NASD suspension which was a required 
disclosure under the “bad actor” provision of Rule 506 of SEC Regulation 
D, and which rendered the exemption from registration provision under 
which the GPB Offerings were sold invalid; 

 
• Failing to provide timely audited financial statements which accurately 

reflected the financial condition of the funds as a result of the financial 
manipulations and misconduct alleged herein and in violation of the LPA 
contract between GPB CH and the limited partners; and 
 

• Engaging in self-dealing transactions to the detriment of investors, 
including the material improper related party transactions and conflicts of 
interest alleged herein and at paragraphs 195-264 in the Massachusetts 
complaint, attached hereto as Exhibit A and incorporated herein. 
 

419. As a direct and proximate consequence of the GPB Defendants’ conduct as 

described in the foregoing and throughout this complaint, Plaintiffs and other investors have lost 

a significant portion of the money they invested in the GPB Investment Programs. As a result of 

the GPB Defendants’ breaches of fiduciary duty, Plaintiffs and the proposed class have suffered 

damages in an amount to be determined at trial. 

COUNT IV 

COMMON LAW FRAUD 

420. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege each of the allegations in this lawsuit. 

421. Plaintiffs were defrauded by Defendants, as that cause of action is delineated by the 

common law in the State of New York. 

422. Plaintiffs were the recipients of multiple misrepresentations of material fact. Those 

false and misleading statements include: 

• Statements in the PPMs that “GPB leverages the knowledge its principals 
have gained through their accounting and advisory practice to conduct due 
diligence during the sourcing phase,” that “GPB’s principals’ unique ability 
to track a client’s personal growth, as well as the growth of their businesses, 
through numerous years of preparing personal and business financial 
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statements and income tax returns, allows GPB to perform a more thorough 
due diligence process than typically seen in the private company acquisition 
space,” that GPB’s “process of looking beyond a Dealership’s financial 
statements to evaluate the integrity and growth potential of the underlying 
management team works best when filtered through knowledge developed 
via personal advisory relationships over time” “leads to a higher quality of 
due diligence,” and through “decades of experience in the industry, GPB 
will endeavor to obtain from Operating Partners similar, up-close and 
personal levels of due diligence on the targeted Dealerships and work side-
by-side with GPB’s executives”; 
 

• Statements in the PPMs that “[a]fter finalizing an acquisition of a 
Dealership, the GPB Asset Management team takes on the operational 
oversight of the Dealership. The GPB Asset Management team is 
responsible for a systematic process of operating, maintaining and 
upgrading assets, and ensuring that Dealerships meet projected operating 
milestones and maximize overall cash flow from operations;”  

 
• Statements in the PPMs listing the controlling and key persons of GPB CH 

and the GPB funds;  
 

• Statements in the PPMs that Defendants would provide Plaintiffs and other 
investors with timely audited financial statements which accurately reflect 
the financial condition of the funds; 

 
• Statements in the PPMs that distributions would be paid to investors from 

fund operations when in fact they were paid from other investors’ funds in 
classic Ponzi scheme fashion; 

 
• Statements in the financial statements for Automotive and Holdings that 

incorporated inflated purchase values and inflated revenues for the 
dealerships GPB purchased or attempted to purchased;  

• Statements in the PPMs that GPB CH was focused on acquiring dealerships 
when in fact it had been unable to acquire many of the dealerships and had 
instead issued loans; and 
 

• Statements in the PPMs and other offering materials that misrepresented 
and failed to disclose the material improper related party transactions and 
conflicts of interest alleged herein and at paragraphs 195-264 in the 
Massachusetts complaint, attached hereto as Exhibit A and incorporated 
herein. 

  
423. Defendants knew that their foregoing statements to Plaintiffs were materially false 

when made.  
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424. Based on their positions as control persons, officers, directors, managers, majority 

owners and/or underwriters, each of whom offered and sold securities in the form of partnership 

units to investors including Plaintiffs, Defendants were uniquely knowledgeable about GPB’s true 

due diligence practices and procedures, the skill and expertise of GPB CH’s and the GPB funds’ 

officers, directors and management, its financial condition and the identity of controlling persons 

of GPB CH and the GPB entities. Armed with that knowledge, the Defendants had a full 

understanding of the truth , yet disseminated material falsehoods to create a misleading and false 

picture of GPB’s operations, controlling persons and financial condition with the intention to 

induce Plaintiffs and the Class to rely on such statements and invest in the GPB Investment 

Programs. 

425. In addition, as alleged herein, a fiduciary relationship exists between the GPB 

Defendants and Plaintiffs and the Class. Based on such special, fiduciary relationship, Defendants 

also defrauded Plaintiffs and the Class by omitting the material information alleged herein which 

was necessary to make their statements not misleading, including: 

• Failing to disclose that GPB was significantly overpaying for the 
dealerships it was acquiring;  
 

• Failing to disclose that GPB did not conduct a thorough review of the 
accounting of the businesses that were candidates for acquisition, and in 
fact, GPB did not possess the skills and processes for evaluating such 
accounting, notwithstanding affirmative statements in the PPMs to the 
contrary;   
 

• Failing to disclose that GPB’s principals did not have a unique advantage 
based on knowledge from their accounting and advisory practice to conduct 
due diligence during the sourcing phase of an acquisition, notwithstanding 
affirmative statements in the PPMs to the contrary; 

 
• Failing to disclose that GPB’s principals did not have a unique ability to 

track a client’s personal growth, as well as the growth of their businesses, 
purportedly gained through numerous years of preparing personal and 
business financial statements and income tax returns, thus allowing GPB to 
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perform a more thorough due diligence process than typically seen in the 
private company acquisition space, notwithstanding affirmative statements 
in the PPMs to the contrary;  
 

• Failing to disclose that GPB did not have “decades of experience in the 
industry” that led to “a higher quality” of “up-close and personal levels of 
due diligence on the targeted Dealerships” and did not “evaluate the 
integrity and growth potential of the underlying management team,” 
notwithstanding affirmative statements in the PPMs to the contrary; 
 

• Failing to disclose that GPB was not properly overseeing and managing the 
businesses GPB acquired with investor money, which oversight and 
management would have prohibited, or at least stopped in a timely manner 
the serious misconduct alleged;  
 

• Failing to disclose that Defendant Schneider was a control person of all of 
the GPB entities and played a material role in the offering of GPB securities 
to Plaintiffs and the Class, and failing to disclose his professional 
background as a FINRA licensed investment advisor that includes customer 
complaints and regulatory actions that were clearly material and should 
have been disclosed, including an NASD suspension which was a required 
disclosure under the “bad actor” provision of Rule 506 of SEC Regulation 
D, and which rendered the exemption from registration upon which the GPB 
Defendants relied invalid;  

 
• Failing to disclose that investor distributions were not paid from operations 

but instead from other investors’ funds; 
 

• Misrepresenting that Plaintiffs and the Class would receive timely audited 
financial statements for the GPB Investment Programs which would 
accurately reflect the financial condition of those Programs while omitting 
the material fact that the financial manipulations and misconduct alleged 
herein prevented Plaintiffs and the Class from receiving accurate, audited 
financial statements or knowing the true financial condition of the funds, all 
in violation of the LPA contract between GPB CH and the limited partners; 
and 

 
• Misrepresenting and failing to disclose that Defendants engaged in self-

dealing transactions to the detriment of investors, including the material 
improper related party transactions and conflicts of interest alleged herein 
and at paragraphs 195-264 in the Massachusetts complaint, attached hereto 
as Exhibit A and incorporated herein. 
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426. Defendants made those materially false statements and omissions for the purpose 

of inducing Plaintiffs to rely on such statements and invest in the GPB Investment Programs, which 

they in fact did.  

427. All investors in the GPB Investment Programs received a PPM and Subscription 

Agreement that were substantially similar in all material respects. In the Subscription Agreements, 

each investor in a GPB Investment Program was required to represent, and did in fact represent, 

that he or she “has received, read carefully and fully understands the Memorandum and its exhibits, 

including, as applicable, the LPA.” The PPMs state: “In order to invest in the Company, investors 

will be required to execute a subscription agreement and related investor questionnaire . . . .” They 

further state: “No person other than GPB has been authorized to give any information other than 

that contained in this Memorandum, or to make any representations in connection with the 

Offering. . . [E]ach offeree must carefully read the documents included and described in this 

Memorandum before making a decision to invest. . . .” 

428. Plaintiffs’ specific reliance on Defendants’ misrepresentations and omissions, as 

reflected in the PPM requirements and signed Subscription Agreements required in order to invest 

in a GPB Investment Program, was justifiable in that Defendants were issuers of securities under 

strict legal obligations to be truthful in their statements made to induce investors to rely on such 

statements and invest in the GPB funds. 

429. Because of the Defendants’ exclusive control over information relating to the 

operations, financial condition and controlling persons of the GPB Investment Programs, Plaintiffs 

were required to rely, and certify their reliance, only on the offering documents and information 

provided by Defendants. Plaintiffs would have been unable to discover the truth, regardless of any 

level of due diligence or independent research they might have conducted. There were no 
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independent means of verification available to Plaintiffs and the Class of the true facts regarding 

the operations, financial condition and controlling persons of the GPB Investment Programs. 

430. As a direct result of Defendants’ false and misleading t statements and omissions, 

their intent to induce Plaintiffs and the Class to rely on such statements and omissions and invest 

in the GPB funds, and Plaintiffs’ justifiable reliance thereon, Plaintiffs and the Class suffered 

damages in an amount to be determined at trial and punitive damages because the conduct of the 

Defendants alleged herein was not in good faith or in the best interests of the partnerships and 

constituted gross negligence , fraud and willful and wanton conduct. 

COUNT V 

UNJUST ENRICHMENT AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS 

431. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege each of the allegations in this lawsuit. 

432. All Defendants were enriched at the expense of Plaintiffs and the Class in that they 

received benefits, commissions, fees and other monetary benefits from the invalid sale of 

unregistered securities in the GPB Investment Programs to investors, used investor funds for their 

own personal purposes, as alleged herein, and engaged in improper related party transactions and 

conflicts of interests to the detriment of investors, as alleged herein and at paragraphs 195-264 in 

the Massachusetts complaint, attached hereto as Exhibit A and incorporated herein. 

433. It is against equity and good conscience to permit Defendants to retain such 

benefits, commissions, fees and personal benefits resulting from the sale of unregistered securities 

to investors without a valid exemption from registration. Securities may only be sold if they are 

registered or exempt from registration pursuant to a valid exemption from registration. The 

Defendants sold invalid unregistered securities to investors and received money and benefits at the 

expense of the investors in the GPB Investment Programs. Defendants’ receipt of such benefits as 

a result of inducing Plaintiffs and the Class to invest in the fraudulent and unregistered GPB 
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Investment Programs and subsequent use of investors’ funds for personal purposes are not 

governed by any contract between investors and Defendants. 

434. Plaintiffs and the Class were damaged by Defendants’ unjust enrichment and seek 

disgorgement, restitution and return of the funds they invested in the invalid unregistered securities 

offerings and the commissions, fees and other benefits retained by the Defendants which equity 

and good conscience make it improper for Defendants to retain. 

COUNT VI 

AIDING AND ABETTING FRAUD BY ALL DEFENDANTS 

435. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege each of the allegations in this lawsuit. 

436. As alleged herein, all Defendants have committed fraud with respect to the offering 

and management of the invalid unregistered securities offerings of the GPB Investment Programs. 

437. As alleged herein, all Defendants had knowledge of the fraud and substantially 

assisted in the achievement of the fraud. 

438. Each Defendant, with knowledge of the fraud, aided and abetted the other 

Defendants in perpetrating the fraud. 

439. As a direct result of each Defendant’s aiding and abetting the fraud of the other 

Defendants, Plaintiffs and the Class suffered damages in an amount to be determined at trial and 

seek punitive damages.  

COUNT VII 

AIDING AND ABETTING BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY BY All DEFENDANTS 
 

440. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege each of the allegations in this lawsuit. 

441. As alleged herein, the GPB Defendants breached their fiduciary duties to Plaintiffs 

and the Class. 
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442. By orchestrating the offering and sale of unregistered securities without a valid 

exemption from registration, all Underwriter Defendants knowingly assisted and participated in 

the breaches of fiduciary duty by the GPB Defendants and each other. 

443. As a direct result of each Defendant aiding and abetting the and other Defendants’ 

breaches of fiduciary duty, Plaintiffs and the Class suffered damages in an amount to be determined 

at trial.  

COUNT VIII 

BREACH OF CONTRACT AGAINST GPB CH 

444. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege each of the allegations in this lawsuit. 

445.  Section 6.4 of the LPAs states: “[t]he Financial Statements will be prepared on a 

GAAP basis and audited by a PCAOB-registered accounting firm as of the end of the Fiscal Year. 

446. Section 6.5 of the LPAs states ”“[w]ithin 120 days after the end of each Fiscal Year, 

the General Partner will cause to be prepared and furnished to the Limited Partners a financial 

report for such Fiscal Year that includes the audited Financial Statements for such Fiscal Year and 

any other information that the General Partner deems necessary or appropriate.” 

447. GPB CH breached these contractual duties to the limited partners when it failed to 

prepare and furnish to limited partners in the GPB Investment Programs accurate and timely 

audited financial reports in compliance with GAAP. 

448. Plaintiffs and the Class suffered injury as a result of GPB CH’s breach of contract. 

COUNT IX 

DECLARATORY JUDGEMENT – JURY TRIAL 

449. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege each of the allegations in this lawsuit. 

450. By this Count, Plaintiffs seek a Declaratory Judgment that the provision set forth 

in the Subscription Agreement that provides for a waiver of a trial by jury that applies to actions 
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arising out of the Subscription Agreement or the LPA, by its terms, does not apply to 1) the 

Individual Defendants, 2) the Underwriter Defendants, or 3) to Defendants’ post-sale conduct.  

451. The provision in question states: 

THE SUBSCRIBER KNOWINGLY, VOLUNTARILY AND INTENTIONALLY 
WAIVES ANY RIGHT IT MAY HAVE TO A TRIAL BY JURY IN RESPECT 
OF ANY LITIGATION BASED ON THIS AGREEMENT, OR THE LPA OR 
ARISING OUT OF, UNDER OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT, 
THE LPA OR ANY OTHER AGREEMENT CONTEMPLATED TO BE 
EXECUTED IN CONJUNCTION THEREWITH OR ANY COURSE OF 
CONDUCT, COURSE OF DEALING, STATEMENTS (WHETHER VERBAL 
OR WRITTEN) OR OTHER ACTIONS OF EITHER PARTY RELATED TO 
THIS AGREEMENT OR THE LPA. THIS PROVISION IS A MATERIAL 
INDUCEMENT FOR THE COMPANY TO ACCEPT THIS AGREEMENT. 
 
452. Neither the Individual Defendants, nor the Underwriter Defendants are parties to 

the Subscription Agreement or LPA, nor are they named as third-party beneficiaries. Therefore, 

the terms of the Agreement or LPA should not apply as to them.  

453. Moreover, much of the wrongdoing complained of herein involves post-sale 

conduct. Plaintiffs seek a Declaration that any such post-sale conduct is not “related to this 

Agreement or the LPA” and therefore, Plaintiffs should be permitted to seek a trial by jury as to 

those claims.  

DEMAND FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, on behalf of themselves and the other members of the Class, 

pray for judgment as follows: 

 
a) Determining that this action is a proper class action under NY CLS CPLR § 901 et 

seq; 
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b) Awarding compensatory damages in favor of Plaintiffs and the other Class 

members for all damages sustained as a result of Defendants’ wrongdoing in an amount to be 

proven at trial, including interest thereon; 

c) Awarding punitive damages as appropriate; 

d) Ordering disgorgement, recission, restitution and return of the funds invested by 

Plaintiffs in the Class in the invalid unregistered securities of the GPB Investment Programs and 

the commissions, fees and other benefits obtained by Defendants for offering and selling 

unregistered securities without a valid exemption from registration; 

e) Awarding Plaintiffs and the Class members their reasonable costs and expenses 

incurred in this action, including counsel fees and expert fees;  

f) Issuing a Declaratory Judgment stating that the provision set forth in the 

Subscription Agreement that provides for a waiver of a trial by jury does not apply to the Individual 

Defendants, the Underwriter Defendants, or to Defendants’ post-sale conduct, and 

g) Such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

Plaintiffs hereby demand a trial by jury of all issues so triable. 

 

 
Dated: May 29, 2020         ____________________________   

Anthony J. Harwood 
HARWOOD LAW PLLC 
260 Madison Avenue, 16th Floor 
New York, NY 10016 
Tel: (212) 867-6820 
Email: tony.harwood@aharwoodlaw.com 
 
Liaison Counsel for Plaintiffs and the Class  
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Paul Scarlato (pro hac vice) 
Alan Rosca (pro hac vice) 
GOLDMAN SCARLATO & PENNY, P.C. 
161 Washington Street, Suite 1025 
Conshohocken, PA 19428 
Tel: (484) 342-0700 
Email: scarlato@lawgsp.com 

rosca@lawgsp.com 
 
Michael C. Dell’Angelo (pro hac vice) 
Barbara A. Podell (pro hac vice) 
BERGER MONTAGUE PC 
1818 Market Street, Suite 3600 
Philadelphia, PA 19103 
Tel: (215) 875-3000 
Email: mdellangelo@bm.net 

 bpodell@bm.net 
  
Benjamin Galdston (pro hac vice) 
BERGER MONTAGUE PC 
12544 High Bluff Drive, Suite 340 
San Diego, CA 92130 
Tel: (619) 489-0300 
Email: bgaldston@bm.net 
 
Co-Lead Counsel for Plaintiffs and the Class 
 
Jeffrey B. Kaplan (pro hac vice forthcoming)  
DIMOND KAPLAN & ROTHSTEIN, P.A 
Offices at Grand Bay Plaza  
2665 South Bayshore Drive, PH-2B  
Miami, Florida 33133  
Tel: (305) 374-1920  
Email: jkaplan@dkrpa.com    
 
Brian Levin, Esq (pro hac vice forthcoming)  
LEVIN LAW, P.A.  
Offices at Grand Bay Plaza  
2665 South Bayshore Drive, PH-2B  
Miami, Florida 33133  
Tel: (305) 402-9050  
Email: brian@levinlawpa.com  
 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs and the Class 
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VERIFICATION 
 

I, ANTHONY HARWOOD, an attorney admitted to practice law in the State of New York, 

affirm that I am attorney for the Plaintiffs in this action and that the foregoing consolidated 

complaint is true to my best knowledge, information and belief. The grounds of my information 

and belief are documents in my possession or in the possession of my co-counsel, information I or 

my co-counsel obtained in the investigation of the claims and communications with my co-

counsel. I make this verification because Plaintiffs are not in the county where I have my office. 

Dated: New York, New York 
 May 29, 2020 

      ___________________________ 
      ANTHONY J. HARWOOD 
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE COMMONWEALTH 

SECURITIES DIVISION 
ONE ASHBURTON PLACE, ROOM 1701 

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02108 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

GPB CAPITAL HOLDINGS, LLC, 

RESPONDENT. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) ____________ ) Docket No. E-2018-0100 

ADMINISTRATIVE COMPLAINT 

I. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

The Enforcement Section of the Massachusetts Securities Division of the Office of 

the Secretary of the Commonwealth (the "Enforcement Section" and the "Division," 

respectively) files this Administrative Complaint (the "Complaint") to commence an 

adjudicatory proceeding against GPB Capital Holdings, LLC ("Respondent") for violations 

of MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 110A, the Massachusetts Uniform Securities Act (the "Act"), and 

the regulations promulgated thereunder at 950 MAss. CODE REGS. 10.00 - 14.413 (the 

"Regulations"). The Enforcement Section alleges that Respondent engaged in acts and 

practices in violation of Section 101 of the Act and Regulations. 

The Enforcement Section seeks an order: 1) finding as fact the allegations set forth 

below; 2) finding that all the sanctions and remedies detailed herein are in the public interest 

and necessary for the protection of Massachusetts investors; 3) requiring Respondent to 

permanently cease and desist from further conduct in violation of the Act and 

Regulations; 4) censuring Respondent; 5) requiring Respondent to provide a verified 

accounting for those losses attributable to the alleged wrongdoing; 6) requiring Respondent · 

1 
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to make offers of rescission to all residents of the Commonwealth who purchased securities 

sold in violation of the Act; 7) requiring Respondent to disgorge all profits, direct or indirect 

compensation, and remuneration received in connection with the alleged wrongdoing; 8) 

permanently barring Respondent from registering as, or associating with, an investment 

adviser, investment adviser representative, broker-dealer, broker-dealer agent, Securities 

and Exchange Commission registered investment adviser, investment adviser excluded 

from the definition of investment adviser, issuer, issuer agent, or a partner, officer, 

director, or control person of any of the above; 9) imposing an administrative fine on 

Respondent in such amount and upon such terms and conditions as the Director or Presiding 

Officer may determine; and 10) taking any such further action which may be in the public 

interest and necessary and appropriate for the protection of Massachusetts investors. 

II. SUMMARY 

David Gentile created GPB Capital Holdings, LLC ("GPB Capital") in 2013 as an 

offshoot of his father's New York accounting firm, Gentile Pismeny & Brengel, LLP, 

also known as GP&B. 1 Gentile spawned the idea in conjunction with Jeffry Schneider, 

and old accounting client turned business partner. GPB Capital initially operated as the 

general partner of its first fund, GPB Holdings, LP ("GPB Holdings"). Since inception, 

David Gentile has been the managing member of GPB Capital, and maintains full control 

over the company. 

Prior to forming GPB Capital, David Gentile spent 25 years at his father's 

accounting firm, GP&B where he was a partner and built and maintained relationships 

with a number of the firm's high net worth and institutional clients. Gentile has 

maintained his Certified Public Accountant license in New York and is a member of the 

1 GP&B has since rebranded, and is currently known as Gentile Brengal & Lin, LLP. 

2 
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American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Based on his expenence in the 

private and public markets, Gentile decided that he had the necessary expertise to start 

managing private equity on a large scale. 

GPB Capital's general strategy is to acquire middle market, income-producing 

companies, regardless of a specific fund's strategy. According to its website, GPB 

Capital utilizes "four main criteria as the cornerstone of our acquisition thesis, regardless 

of which focus industry they are applied: current and sustainable yield, recession 

resiliency, high barriers to entry, and experienced operating partners/management teams." 

These four criteria are reiterated in nearly every piece of GPB Capital literature regarding 

its funds. 

As part of its strategy to attract investors all across the United States, Gentile 

offered high sales commissions to financial professionals to sell his funds, and utilized 

managing broker-dealers to help draft and develop key documents and marketing 

materials, such as fund private placement memoranda and marketing presentations. To 

facilitate the marketing and sale of its funds, GPB Capital utilized the broker-dealer 

branch office Ascendant Capital, LLC ("Ascendant Capital"). 

Ascendant Capital is wholly-owned by Gentile's business partner Jeffry 

Schneider. Ascendant Capital began as a branch office of a New York-based broker

dealer but in 2017 became a branch office of the Gentile-owned broker-dealer Ascendant 

Alternative Strategies, LLC ("Ascendant Alternative Strategies"). Not only did Gentile 

engage Schneider in drafting key documents and attending internal GPB executive 

meetings, but GPB Capital functionally gave Schneider the exclusive right to sell GPB 

Capital funds. 
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Eventually, Gentile sought to fully integrate and take control of Ascendant 

Capital's broker-dealer activity, and registered his own broker-dealer. In March 2017, 

Ascendant Alternative Strategies registered as a broker-dealer with the Securities & 

Exchange Commission and FINRA. On October 10, 2017, Ascendant Alternative 

Strategies registered as a broker-dealer in Massachusetts. The firm's main owners and 

control persons include Gentile and Schneider. Ascendant Capital then became a 

registered branch office of Gentile and Schneider's new broker-dealer. 

GPB Capital paid Ascendant Alternative Strategies and Ascendant Capital 

millions of dollars in connection with marketing GPB Capital funds and in connection C 

with acquisitions made by GPB Capital. Publicly, GPB Capital and Ascendant Capital 

sought to appear as two distinct companies, but in reality, they were one-and-the-same. 

Schneider was intimately involved in GPB Capital's strategy and direction, and served as 

Gentile's top confidant. The line between Gentile, Schneider, GPB Capital, and 

Ascendant Alterative Strategies and Ascendant Capital is blurred beyond recognition. 

The firms even share office space in Austin, Texas. The only difference between GPB 

Capital and the Ascendant entities is the e-mail addresses used. Gentile profited directly 

whenever GPB Capital paid Ascendant Alternative Strategies selling commissions. 

Gentile launched its first fund, GPB Holdings, in 2013 shortly after GPB Capital's 

founding. Gentile and his team marketed this fund as unique among other private equity 

opportunities, and consistently highlighted the fund's income-producing aspect and 

monthly 8% distribution. GPB Holdings is a diversified fund, with holdings in debt 

strategies, information technology, healthcare, and automotive retail. GPB Holdings saw 

early success in capital raising, and raised almost $4,000,000 in its first 7 months of 
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existence. However, GPB Holdings took a big step in 2014, raising over $70,000,000 

from investors across the United States. GPB Holdings' primary focus became 

automotive retail, as the automotive portion of the fund typically represented a strong 

plurality or majority of the fund's assets. This was in part achieved by GPB Capital 

purchasing dealerships from Car Executive 1, an old associate of Gentile's, with the 

understanding that Car Executive 1 would join GPB in a senior management role. By 

year end 2016, 48.5% of GPB Holdings' strategy was wrapped up in automotive retail. 

In May 2013 and shortly after the launch of its "diversified" fund, GPB Capital 

launched GPB Automotive Portfolio, LP ("GPB Automotive"). Unlike GPB Holdings, 

GPB Automotive's strategy was to invest strictly in automotive dealerships and 

automotive retail. GPB Automotive was formed with the initial directive to acquire 

dealerships owned by Jeff Lash, with the intent that Lash join GPB Capital to manage its 

automotive strategy. GPB Automotive was a big success from a capital raising 

perspective. From inception through August 31, 2014, the fund raised almost $6,000,000. 

However, GPB Automotive soon became significantly bigger. In 2015 alone, the fund 

raised over $120,000,000 from investors. Emboldened by its success and the persistence 

of its marketing team, GPB Capital launched a number of other funds, some diversified, 

like GPB Holdings II, LP ("GPB Holdings II"), and others more specialized, such as 

GPB Waste Management, LP ("GPB Waste Management") and GPB NYC Development, 

LP ("GPB NYC Development"). 

Part of GPB Capital's success in fundraising came from its aggressive marketing 

strategies. As stated above, GPB Capital repeatedly hammered investors with two key 

selling points - a yearly 8% distribution paid monthly, and distributions that were paid-
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from operating profits. GPB Capital and Schneider carefully constructed the narrative 

that unlike a traditional risky private placement, where an investor places chips on a 

roulette table hoping for a positive outcome, investing in a GPB Capital fund would 

provide a continuous stream of income in addition to a big payday upon exit. GPB 

Capital's approach worked, and to date the firm has raised over $1.5 billion. GPB Capital 

initially stayed true to its word regarding investor distributions. Its funds generated 

sufficient net income from operations to pay investors their 8% distributions. 

As time went on and GPB Capital raised more money, it was unable to deploy its 

capital efficiently. Instead of limiting contributions until capital was deployed, GPB 

Capital continued to take on new investors, especially for GPB Automotive and GPB 

Holdings II. As investor contributions increased, so did the capital required to continue to 

pay investor distributions. While GPB Capital maintained authority to suspend 

distributions whenever it wished, the firm continued to make its monthly distributions in 

order to maintain appearances and stay attractive to investors. In order to keep up with 

distributions, GPB Capital began dipping into other sources of income, contrary to 

statements made in its private placement memoranda and marketing materials. GPB 

Holdings, GPB Holdings II, GPB Automotive, and GPB Waste Management eventually 

turned to investor contributions to meet the demands of the 8% monthly distributions, and 

the fund financials tell as much. The funds' financials show that distributions were issued 

that exceeded the funds' net incomes, yet GPB Capital never updated any of its 

disclosure or marketing materials to reflect this. 

GPB Capital's use of investor funds to pay distributions to GPB Holdings, GPB 

Holdings II, GPB Automotive, and GPB Waste Management investors not only lowered 
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the funds' available operating capital, but also created a host of accounting problems. In 

mid-2018, GPB Capital suspended contributions and redemptions for GPB Automotive 

and GPB Holdings II due to GPB Capital's inability to file required audited financials 

with the Securities & Exchange Commission. Almost two years later, GPB Capital has 

failed to make the required filings, and has gone through a number of auditors in an effort 

to complete this task. Throughout this time, GPB Capital has continually told investors 

the audits will be completed, but has failed to meet every self-imposed deadline. 

Unfortunately, GPB Capital's disclosure issues were not just related to investor 

distributions. By its nature, GPB Capital is structurally complex. Its funds have a number 

of sub-funds, and those sub-funds have various ownership interests in portfolio 

companies. Some of GPB Capital's funds jointly own portfolio companies, like the Prime 

Automotive Group. Moreover, the property on which many dealerships sit is owned by 

separate companies under the GPB Capital umbrella. GPB Capital has many hundreds of 

bank accounts under its purview. GPB Capital-related individuals like Gentile, Lash, Car 

Executive 1, and Schneider all have various ownership interests related to GPB Capital. 

Unbeknownst to investors, companies in which individuals like Gentile had ownership 

stakes engaged in transactions with GPB Capital-related entities. Only some of these 

relationships were disclosed, and typically after the fact. For example, while GPB Capital 

disclosed that Gentile is related to an entity called GPB Lender, LLC (which, despite 

carrying the "GPB" name, is not affiliated with GPB Capital), GPB Capital did not 

disclose that Gentile's company would be making loans and collecting interest from GPB 

Capital funds. Other entities, like LSG Auto ( owned partially by Gentile and Lash), 

received payments from GPB Capital-owned dealerships, without ever disclosing this 
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fact to investors. GPB Capital even paid Gentile's wife for "consulting" work, and sought 

to reclassify those payments as payroll to obfuscate where investor money actually went. 

Over 180 Massachusetts investors contributed more than $14,000,000 to GPB 

Capital funds under false and misleading pretenses, in reliance on GPB Capital private 

placement memoranda and marketing materials, and without knowing that GPB Capital 

continually engaged in self-dealing from inception. 

In connection with offerings made to Massachusetts investors, GPB Capital made 

false and misleading statements and omitted material facts in connection with the offer 

and sale of GPB Holdings, GPB Automotive, GPB Holdings II, GPB Waste 

Management, and GPB NYC Development. With this action, the Enforcement Section of 

the Division seeks to prevent further financial harm and provide relief to Massachusetts 

residents who were defrauded by GPB Capital. 

III. JURISDICTION AND AUTHORITY 

1. As provided for by the Act, the Division has jurisdiction over matters relating to 

securities pursuant to chapter 11 OA of Massachusetts General Laws. 

2. The Enforcement Section brings this action pursuant to the authority conferred 

upon the Division by Section 407 A of the Act, wherein the Division has the authority to 

conduct an adjudicatory proceeding to enforce the provisions of the Act and the 

Regulations. This proceeding is brought in accordance with Sections 101 and 407 A of the 

Act. 

3. The Enforcement Section reserves the right to amend this Complaint and/ or bring 

additional administrative complaints to reflect information developed during the current 

and ongoing investigation. 
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IV. RELEVANT TIME PERIOD 

4. Except as otherwise expressly stated, the conduct described herein occurred 

during the time period of January 1, 2013, to the present date (the "Relevant Time 

Period"). 

V. RESPONDENT 

5. GPB Capital Holdings, LLC ("GPB Capital") is a Delaware limited liability 

company with a principal place of business located at 535 West 24th Street, Floor 4, New 

York, NY 10011. GPB Capital registered as an investment adviser with the Securities & 

Exchange Commission on April 4, 2014, and has a Financial Industry Regulatory 

Authority ("FINRA") a Central Registration Depository ("CRD") number of 169825. 

GPB Capital serves as the general partner of GPB Holdings, LP, GPB Holdings II, LP, 

GPB Automotive, LP, GPB NYC Development, LP and GPB Waste Management, LP. 

David Gentile serves as the sole managing member of GPB Capital. 

VI. RELATED PERSONS2 

6. GPB Holdings, LP ("GPB Holdings") is a Delaware limited partnership with a 

principal place of business located at 159 Northern Boulevard, Great Neck, New York 

11021. GPB Capital serves as the general partner of GPB Holding. GPB Holdings 

includes GPB Holdings Qualified, LP. 

7. GPB Holdings II, LP ("GPB Holdings II") is a Delaware limited partnership with 

a principal place of business located at 535 West 24th Street, New York, New York 

10011. GPB Capital serves as the general partner of GPB Holding II. 

2 Under Section 40 I (h) of the Act, "person" "means an individual, a corporation, a partnership, an 
association, a joint-stock company, a trust where the interests of the beneficiaries are evidenced by a 
security, an unincorporated organization, a limited liability company, a limited liability partnership, a 
government, or a political subdivision of a government." 
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8. GPB Automotive, LP ("GPB Automotive") is a Delaware limited partnership with 

a principal place of business located at 159 Northern Boulevard, Great Neck, New York 

11021 . GPB Capital serves as the general partner of GPB Automotive. 

9. GPB NYC Development, LP ("GPB NYC Development") is a Delaware limited 

partnership with a principal place of business located at 535 West 24th Street, New 

York, New York 10011. GPB Capital serves as the general partner of GPB Waste 

Management. 

10. Armada Waste Management, LP (f/k/a GPB Waste Management, LP) ("GPB 

Waste Management") is a Delaware limited partnership with a principal place of business 

located at 535 West 24th Street, New York, New York 10011. GPB Capital serves as the 

general partner of GPB Waste Management. 

11. David Gentile ("Gentile") is the sole managing member of GPB Capital. 

12. Ascendant Alternative Strategies, LLC ("AAS") is a limited liability company 

with a principal place of business located at 405 Lexington Avenue, New York, New 

York 10174, and a FINRA CRD number of 283 881. AAS registered as a broker-dealer in 

Massachusetts on October 20, 2017. AAS is indirectly owned by Mark Martino,3 

Schneider, and Gentile. Martino, Schneider and Gentile are the firm's control persons. 

Since inception, AAS has served as GPB Capital's managing broker-dealer. 

13. Ascendant Capital, LLC ("Ascendant Capital") is a limited liability company and 

branch office of AAS with a location at 3811 Bee Cave Road, Suite 210, Austin, Texas 

78746. Prior to becoming a registered branch office of AAS, Ascendant Capital was a 

registered branch office of a New York-based broker-dealer. Ascendant Capital is solely 

3 Martino is the chief executive officer and registered agent of AAS. Martino has a FINRA CRD number of 
1010228. 
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owned by Schneider. 

14. New York Broker-Dealer ("New York Broker-Dealer") is a corporation organized 

under the laws of Delaware and a broker-dealer with a principal place of business located 

in New York, New York. New York Broker-Dealer served as GBP Capital's managing 

broker-dealer until 201 7. 

15. Jeffry Schneider ("Schneider") is the CEO of Ascendant Capital. Schneider is 

currently a broker-dealer agent of Ascendant Alternative Strategies, and was previously a 

broker-dealer agent of New York Broker-Dealer. Schneider has a FINRA CRD number 

of 283 881 . Schneider also serves as a "Strategic Advisor" to GPB Capital. 

16. Former GPB CFO is GPB Capital ' s former Chief Financial Officer, who resigned 

in 2016. 

17. GPB Employee 1 is a current GPB Capital executive. Prior to joining GPB 

Capital, GPB Employee 1 was an employee of Ascendant Capital. 

18. GPB Employee 2 is a current GPB Capital executive. GPB Employee 2 reports to 

GPB Employee 1. 

19. LSG Auto Wholesale, LLC ("LSG Auto") is a Delaware limited liability company 

owned partially by Gentile and Lash. 

20. GPB Lender, LLC ("GPB Lender") is a Delaware limited liability company 

formed on March 31, 2013. GPB Lender's sole managing member is GPB Lender 

Holdings. 

21. GPB Lender Holdings, LLC ("GPB Lender Holdings") is a Delaware limited 

liability company with a principal place of business located at 159 Northern Boulevard, 

Great Neck, New York 11021. GPB Lender Holdings is the managing member of GPB 
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Lender. 

VII. STATEMENT OF FACTS 

A. Overview 

22. GPB Capital 1s an alternative asset management firm that specializes m 

purchasing established income-producing companies. 

23. On April 2, 2014, the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC") allowed 

GPB Capital's registration as an investment adviser. 

24. Since its inception, David Gentile has served as the sole control person of GPB 

Capital. 

25. GPB Capital is the general partner of GPB Holdings, LP, GPB Holdings II, LP, 

GPB Automotive Portfolio, LP, GPB NYC Development, LP, and GPB Waste 

Management, LP ( collectively the "GPB Funds"). 

26. GPB Funds are structured as limited partnerships which act as holding companies 

for the underlying companies. As general partner, GPB Capital is responsible for 

determining fund acquisitions. 

27. Investors purchase shares of the GPB Funds directly, and do not own shares of 

any of the underlying companies. Investors are passive limited partners and do not take 

part in the management or operation of the GPB Funds. As the general partner, GPB 

Capital maintains complete control of the operation and management of the GPB Funds. 

B. GPB Capital Selling Arrangements 

28. The vast majority of investors purchased shares of GPB Funds through 

independent broker-dealers or investment advisers. Investors who purchased shares wired 

money through Phoenix American Financial Services ("Phoenix American"), which is 
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the transfer agent for all the GPB Funds. 

29. Phoenix American then transmits investment monies to the respective fund, less 

commissions associated with the investment. Commissions are typically 7%. 

30. Other selling fees typically included a 1 % due diligence fee, a 1.75% placement 

fee, and a 1.25% wholesaling fee. Organizational expenses could add an additional 1.25% 

fee. 

31. The vast majority of shares sold for the GPB Funds are Class A shares. Selling 

fees for Class A shares are greater than those associated with Class B shares. 

32. The GPB Funds receive 87.5% to 89% of each dollar invested. 

a. Overview of Ascendant Capital, the Primary Broker-Dealer 

33. Per GPB Capital's own statement, the branch office Ascendant Capital, dating 

back to its time as a branch office of New York Broker-Dealer, has been the exclusive 

managing entity for GPB Fund offerings. 

34. Schneider has always been the sole owner of Ascendant Capital. Schneider 

personally funds Ascendant Capital, and maintains full control of the business. Since 

2017, Ascendant Capital has conducted all its broker-dealer activities through AAS. 

35. AAS registered as a broker-dealer in Massachusetts on October 20, 2017. 

36. AAS is partially owned by Gentile through an entity known as DJ Partners, LLC. 

Schneider is also a partial owner of AAS through DJ Partners, LLC. 

3 7. Ascendant Capital is a registered branch office of AAS and does not conduct any 

business other than selling securities on behalf of an issuer. 

38. AAS broker-dealer agents earned commissions when a retail customer/client 

invested in a GPB Fund. 

39. In addition, GPB Capital pays Schneider and Ascendant Capital, through AAS, a 
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fee for consulting on GPB Capital acquisitions. 

40. Since the formation of GPB Capital, Schneider has been intimately involved with 

the growth and strategy of GPB. In a June 19, 2017 e-mail, Gentile formalized the 

longstanding relationship with Schneider by approving for him the title of "Strategic 

Advisor." 

41. Among other things, Schneider provided advice on acquisitions, personnel 

decision, marketing material, and general strategy to GPB Capital and Gentile. He often 

attended Acquisition Committee and Investment Committee meetings. 

42. Schneider received substantial compensation for his involvement with GPB Fund 

acquisitions. The compensation was paid to Schneider from by GPB Capital through 

Ascendant Capital. For instance: 

• On September 8, 201 7, GPB Capital paid Ascendant Capital and 
Schneider $451,814.06 in connection with GPB Waste Management's 
acquisition of Capitol Waste, Iron City Express & Buckeye Water. 

• On May 17, 2017, GPB Capital paid Ascendant Capital and Schneider 
$168,000 in connection with GPB Holdings II' s acquisition of Icagen via 
its subsidiary GPB Debt Holdings II. 

• On October 4, 2017, GPB Capital paid $8,538,302.30 to Ascendant 
Capital and Schneider in connection with GPB Capital's acquisition of the 
Prime Motor Group. 

43. Schneider continued to attend Investment or Acquisition Committee meetings 

throughout 2017 and 2018. GPB Capital has paid $16,304,798.64 in acquisition fees 

since May 2017 to AAS. 

44. The GPB Fund's private placement memoranda ("PPMs") discloses that GPB 

Capital may pay an acquisition fee of 1.75%; however, it is not disclosed that this fee 

goes to Schneider. 
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45. In addition, the GPB Fund PP Ms do not disclose that Gentile owns an interest in 

AAS jointly with Schneider through DJ Partners. 

46. GPB Capital also does not disclose that Gentile's entity, DJ Partners, receives 

funds indirectly from the GPB Funds through AAS. 

b. Primary Broker-Dealer Relationship 

47. In its early days, GPB Capital utilized New York Broker-Dealer as its managing 

broker-dealer. Specifically, GPB Capital utilized a New York Broker-Dealer branch 

office located in Texas called Ascendant Capital. 

48. The branch office, which is separately registered as an LLC, is wholly-owned by 

Schneider. Functionally, the branch office Ascendant Capital was responsible for seeking 

out agents of broker-dealer firms and representatives of investment adviser firms who 

were willing to sell GPB Funds to their customers and clients as well as marketing, 

promoting, and managing the GPB Fund offerings. 

49. Ascendant Capital's responsibilities included drafting investor updates and 

determining what information would be included in fund prospectuses and limited 

partnership agreements ("LP As"). 

50. In 2017, the branch office Ascendant Capital registered as an independent broker

dealer under the name of Ascendant Alternative Strategies. Ascendant Capital then 

became registered as a branch office of Ascendant Alternative Strategies. 

51. GPB Capital continues to maintain its relationship with the Ascendant Capital 

branch office. 

c. Secondary Broker-Dealer and Investment Adviser Relationships 

52. Ascendant Capital's responsibilities included contacting agents of broker-dealer 
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firms and representatives of investment adviser firms to sell GPB Funds to retail 

investors. 

53. After Ascendant Capital creates the relationship with the broker-dealer firm, GPB 

Capital would communicates directly with the firm's due diligence personnel and provide 

informational materials regarding the GPB Funds. 

54. As part of this process, GPB Capital often hosts slideshow presentations and due 

diligence meetings so that firm personnel have the opportunity to meet with GPB Capital 

employees and ask questions. GPB Capital and Ascendant Capital typically reimbursed 

firm personnel for attending due diligence events. 

5 5. During these presentations and meetings, additional marketing materials are 

provided to attendees. The marketing materials provided information about GPB 

Capital's offerings, executive team, expenses, fund strategy, and fees. 

56. In addition, GPB often provides third party due diligence reports, paid for by GPB 

Capital, to broker-dealer and investment adviser firms. 

57. Once a firm's due diligence committee approves a GPB Fund for sale on its 

platform, Ascendant Capital representatives would then reach out to individual agents or 

representatives at the firm and pitch them GPB Funds to sell to their retail clients. 

58. Ascendant Capital's sales force is split into two groups: internal sales 

representatives who are responsible for reaching out to financial professionals and setting 

up meetings, and external sales representatives who are responsible for actually meeting 

with financial professionals. 

59. External sales representatives are registered agents of AAS, and earn 

commissions from the sale of GPB Funds. 
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60. Ascendant Capital internal sales representatives cold-called the majority of agents 

and representatives. Ascendant Capital tracks the number of calls made. 

61. Internal sales representatives would then attempt to schedule meetings between 

the agent or representative and an Ascendant Capital external sales representative. If an 

internal sales representative is successful in scheduling a meeting, an external sales 

representative would then contacts the agent or representative to persuade them to invest 

his or her customers in GPB Funds. 

62. Ascendant Capital's internal sales representatives made over 21,000 calls from 

December 2018 to January 2020 to agents and representatives regarding the GPB Funds. 

63. Ascendant Capital's external sales representatives made over 6,500 calls from 

January 2019 to January 2020 to agents or representatives regarding the GPB Funds. 

64. Both internal and external sales representatives earned commissions in connection 

with sales resulting from meeting with agents and representatives. 

65. In May 2017 alone, Ascendant Capital external sales representatives earned 

$809,396.34 in net commissions in connection with the sales of GPB Funds. 

C. GPB Capital Funds 

66. In connection with soliciting financial professionals and potential investors, GPB 

Capital and Ascendant Capital utilized a number of marketing materials, including 

slideshows and presentations, in addition to traditional offering documents such as 

Private Placement Memoranda ("PPMs"). 

67. The marketing materials, as well as the various PPMs issued for GPB Funds, 

frequently highlighted the 8% distribution the GPB Funds would pay. 
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a. GPB Holdings LP 

68. GPB Holdings filed Form D with the SEC on June 6, 2013 indicating that it 

would be utilizing the Regulation D Rule 506 exemption. GPB Holdings made a notice 

filing with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts on January 6, 2015.4 

69. The offering amount was initially $150,000,000.00 with a minimum investment 

amount of $50,000.00. The June 6, 2013 filing also identified that no shares had yet been 

sold, but that GPB Holdings was estimating sales commissions and finder's fees to be 

$16,500,000.00. 

70. In connection with this private offering, GPB Holdings released various PPMs. 

The first was released in March 2013 and the last was released in December 2016. 

71. The June 6, 2013 Form D is the only SEC filing for the GPB private placement 

offering. As stated above, the filing identified the total offering amount as 

$150,000,000.00. However, the May 13, 2014 PPM identified the offering amount as 

$200,000,000.00. No amendments to the GPB Holdings Form D increasing the offering 

amount are on file with the SEC. 

i. Misstatements and Omissions in Connection with the GP B 
Holdings Offering 

72. In addition to the PPMs, GPB Capital utilized various marketing materials in 

connection with the GPB Holdings offering. 

73. GPB Holdings issued statements as early as 2014 stating that it pays distributions 

from operating profits. 

74. For example, in a question and answer style document that broke down some key 

aspects of the GPB Holdings offering, one question asks whether distributions are fully 

4 GPB Holdings Qualified, LP made a notice filing with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts on January 
6, 2020. 
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covered by operations. GPB stated in response "[t]he distribution of an 8% per annum 

and all special distributions are fully covered with funds from operations." 

75. In another document promoting the GPB Automotive fund, GPB Capital provided 

a brief update on GPB Holdings for 2013 and 2014, and stated "[c]urrent distributions 

8% per annum sources only from funds from operations." 

76. The PPMs also disclosed that the targeted distribution rates for investors would be 

8%. Although the PPMs did not disclose the source of funds that would be used to pay 

investor distributions, the May 13, 2014, PPM states, "[a]t the core of the GPB strategy is 

the goal to pay distributions from Portfolio Company operations." (emphasis added). 

77. In the 2016 year-end financial statements, GPB Holdings reported total 

distributions to limited partners of $15,845,000. The financial statements further state: 

Cash Distributions have been, and may in the future continue to be, paid 
out of available working capital, including, but not limited to, investor 
contributions, Current Cash Distributions have, and may in the future, 
exceed operating income, if any, generated by the Partnership. 

ii. Massachusetts Investors 

78. Fifty seven Massachusetts residents made 43 separate investments m GPB 

Holdings. 

79. Massachusetts investors relied on PPMs and marketing materials issued by GPB 

Capital for GPB Holdings in connection with their investments. 

80. Massachusetts residents invested $3,892,816.29 in GPB Holdings and paid 

$222.368.74 in commissions. 

b. GPB Holdings II, LP 

81. GPB Holdings II filed a Form D with the SEC on April 28, 2015. It subsequently 

filed amendments to its Form Don May 19, 2016, May 18, 2017 and May 16, 2018. The 
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most recent Form D filing indicates that the total amount of the offering is indefinite, the 

total amount sold was $645,813,889.00 and that there were estimated sales commissions 

of $47,914,143.00. GPB Holdings II made a notice filing with the Commonwealth of 

Massachusetts on December 12, 2015. There have been no amendments to the Form D 

since May 16, 2018. 

82. In connection with this offering, GPB Holdings II released various PPMs. The 

first was released in April 2015 and the last was released in July 2018. 

83. All GPB Holdings II PPMs discuss distributions to investors. For example, an 

April 13, 2015, PPM states that distributions will "substantially depend on our operation 

of our Portfolio Companies" and "that GPB Holdings II will "reserve the right to return 

Capital Contributions to LPs as part of our distributions, though we do not presently have 

plans to do so." The PPM then specifically states that investor funds are not used to pay 

distributions, but that "while we have no present plans to do so, we could include LPs' 

invested capital in amounts we distribute to LPs, which would reduce an LPs rate of 

return." 

84. These statements also appear in GPB Holdings II's March 7, 2016, April 25, 

2016, and December 2016 PPMs. 

85. In contrast to all of the previous PPMs, the final GPB Holdings II PPM released 

in July 2018 makes significantly different disclosures. The July 2018 PPM states: 

Amounts that we distribute to LPs have been and may in the future include LPs' 
invested capital, and have been and may in the future not be entirely comprised of 
income generated by the Portfolio Companies. 

86. This statement contradicts GPB Holdings II' s prior PPMs which stated that the 

fund was not utilizing investor funds to pay investor distributions. 
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i. Misstatements and Omissions in Connection with the Offer. 
Purchase. and Sale o(GPB Holdings II 

87. In addition to the PP Ms, GPB Capital utilized various marketing materials in 

connection with the GPB Holdings II offering. 

88. Ascendant Capital assisted in creating marketing materials, and typically 

transmitted materials to broker-dealer agents and investment adviser representatives. For 

example, one e-mail states: 

Do you have a few minutes for us to discuss with you what is now 
available to you through [Broker-Dealer] in the form of an income 
producing opportunity? 

GPB Capital's investment strategy is to invest in Income-Producing, 
Middle Market Companies. GPB has 20+ years of Private Equity 
experience and was spun out of a 40 year old Corporate Advisory & 
Accounting Firm. 

GPB Holdings II Investment highlights: 

• Targeted 8% annualized yield, paid monthly, and 100% covered from 
operations 
• GPB Capitals goal is to invest in mature stage, double-digit yielding 
companies 
• 15%+ Targeted IRR 
• Passive Income Generator 
• Currently NO leverage 
• 3-5 year timeframe 

89. Among other things, the e-mail highlights with its first bullet point that the 8% 

distributions are covered 100% from portfolio company operations. 

90. Ascendant Capital sent this form e-mail to a significant number of agents and 

representatives. In addition, the e-mail contained two attachments: a two-page GPB 

Holdings II investment summary, and a 54-page slide deck titled GPB Holdings IL LP 

Income-Producing Private Equity Class A. 

91. The summary and slide deck provide an overview of GPB Capital and GPB 
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Holdings II, including the fund's structure and strategies, and states that GPB Holdings II 

distributions, targeted at 8.0%, are derived "100% funds from operations" and are 

"[b ]ased off cash flow from portfolio companies[.]" 

92. In the first quarter of 2016, GPB Capital used a 22 page presentation titled "GPB 

Holdings II, LP lQ 2016 Update" which provided, among other things, information on all 

the "special" distributions passed out to investors, including 1.5% special distribution and 

a "second special distribution of at least 1 %" for investors who contributed to the fund by 

August 31, 2016. 

93. As part of the 'offering highlights' page of the presentation GPB Capital 

advertises the monthly 8.0% distribution, right above the 2016 "Distribution Yield" 

which is purportedly 10.5%. 

94. The presentation also discusses how it will acquire income-producing companies, 

and how an investment in GPB Holdings II is potentially safer than a traditional 

investment. 

95. In contrast to previous presentations, in May of 2018, GPB Capital released an 

updated 43 page slide-deck, titled GPB Holdings IL LP - Class A which contained 

several disclosures that fundamentally differed from prior slide decks and presentations. 

96. In the "Annual Distribution" section, GPB Capital discloses that invested capital 

may be used to pay investor distributions, "which may negatively impact the value of the 

portfolio's investments." However, the presentation still states that funds are 

"immediately committed", and that distributions are "primarily based off cash flow from 

portfolio companies[.]" 

97. The May 2018 slide-deck also makes 'corrections' related to GPB Holdings II's 
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prior financial statements, specifically those from inception until year-end 2016. 

98. GPB Capital writes on page 37 of the presentation that GPB Holdings II has used 

net investment income and return of capital to pay investor distributions, stating: "[ s ]ince 

inception through December 31, 2016 distributions have been paid from Net Investment 

Income and Return of Capital 94.48% and 5.52%, respectively." (emphasis added). 

99. Prior to this, GPB Capital repeatedly stated that distributions to GPB Holdings II 

investors would be paid from profits from portfolio companies and that capital 

contributions would NOT be used in connection with investor distributions. 

100. Regardless, GPB Capital has used investor funds to pay distributions, contrary to 

the disclosures in most of GPB Holdings II PPMs and marketing materials. 

101. The GPB Holdings II financials provide additional insight into its distribution 

practices. The GPB Holdings II consolidated financial statements from inception (April 

13, 2015) to December 31, 2015, report a net income of $645,632, and total distributions 

of$197,056. 

102. The GPB Holdings II consolidated financial statements for year ended December 

31, 2016 report a net loss of$6,607,000, but total distributions of$8,089,000. 

103. Taking the two financial statements together, from inception to year end 2016, 

GPB Holdings II had a net loss of $5,961,368, yet still paid out $8,286,056 in 

distributions to limited partners. 

104. GPB Holdings II has failed to issue SEC.:.required audited financial statements 

past 2016. 

105. For 2017, GPB Capital reported that GPB Holdings II had a net income of 

$44,585,000 and a net loss of cash used in operating activities of $208,392,000. 
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Additionally, GPB Holdings II paid $26,440,000 in distributions to limited partners.5 

106. Despite reporting an alleged net income of $44,585,000, in a March 26, 2018 e

mail to an investment adviser, GPB Capital through Ascendant Capital reported GPB 

Holdings II's 2017 adjusted net income as only $22,143,000. 

107. The "adjusted" figured released by GPB Capital put GPB Holdings II' s net 

income from inception to year end 2017 as $645,632, $(5,961,368), and $22,143,000, 

totaling $16,827,264. GPB Holdings II paid $34,726,056 in distributions for the same 

period. 

108. Taking the adjusted net income for 2017, GPB Holdings II issued $17,898,792 

worth of distributions in excess of the fund 's net income. 

109. Per GPB Capital ' s own definition, this means that since inception to year end 

2017, GPB Holdings II had a coverage ratio of 48.46%, meaning 51.54% of distributions 

were paid using investor contributions. 

110. Even according to information communicated to financial professionals, GPB 

Holdings II did not always maintain a coverage ratio of 100%. According to Ascendant 

Capital, GPB Holdings II's coverage ratio from inception to September 30, 2017 was less 

than 100%, and was "approximately 81.3%." 

111 . In another 2018 e-mail, Ascendant Capital reported that GPB Holdings II' s 

coverage ratio for 2017 was also below 100%, at 84%. 

112. During the time that GPB Holdings II reported coverage ratios of below 100%, 

the fund specifically disclosed in communications, offering materials, and advertising 

materials that investor funds would not be used to pay GPB Holdings II distributions. 

5 GPB Capital provides two figures in the update for distributions: $26,440,000 and $26,441,000. There is 
no explanation for the discrepancy. 
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ii. Massachusetts Investors 

113. Eighty Massachusetts residents made 68 separate investments in GPB Holdings 

II. 

114. Massachusetts investors relied on PPMs and marketing materials issued by GPB 

Capital for GPB Holdings II in connection with their investments. 

115. Massachusetts residents contributed $5,012,555.72 to GPB Holdings II, and paid 

their financial professionals $360,597.44 in commissions. 

c. GPB Automotive Portfolio, LP 

116. GPB Automotive filed a Form D with the SEC on June 10, 2013. It subsequently 

filed amendments to its Form D on March 27, 2015, May 19, 2016, May 18, 2017, and 

May 14, 2018. The most recent Form D filing indicates that the total amount of the 

offering is indefinite, the total amount sold was $622,143,273.00 and that there were 

estimated sales commissions of $52,204,671.00. GPB Automotive made notice filing 

with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts on June 30, 2016. There have been no 

amendments to the Form D since May 14, 2018. 

117. In connection with this private offering, GPB Automotive released various PPMs. 

The first was released in May 2013 and the last was released in April 2018. 

118. The first GPB Automotive PPM, dated May 27, 2013, states that the fund will pay 

investor distribution using profits earned from automotive dealerships. 

119. The May 27, 2013, PPM first discusses investor distributions on page eight of the 

PPM, stating: 

[W]e will make distributions based on cash flow we have received from 
Dealerships. GPB expects the Company to make distributions of cash, if 
any, to the LPs beginning three months after their subscriptions at annual 
return rates targeted to be at least 8%[.] 
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120. The PPM further states on page 22: 

To the extent that Dealerships are not generating sufficient revenue to pay 
the fees, we may have to pay these fees out of other available cash, thus 
further reducing the amount of cash available for distribution to the LPs or 
to pay other Company expenses. 

121. The May 27, 2013 PPM does not state that the fund will pay investor distributions 

from any source of funds other than profits from automotive dealerships. 

122. The February 20, 2014, December 31, 2014, and March 6, 2015, PPMs mirror the 

language of the May PPM and state that distributions will be made based on cash flow 

GPB Automotive has received from its automotive dealerships. 

123. The June 6, 2016, PPM states: 

We can provide no assurances that we will be able to continue to generate 
operating cash flow sufficient to make distributions to LPs. Thus, there is 
no guarantee that we will pay any particular amount of distributions, if at 
all. 

Furthermore, while we have no present plans to do so, we could include 
LPs' invested capital in amounts we distribute to LPs, which may reduce 
the amount of capital available to acquire and operate Dealerships and 
make other permitted acquisitions, as well as, negatively impact the value 
of the LP's investments, especially if a substantial portion of our 
distributions are paid from our LPs' investment capital. ( emphasis added). 

124. GPB Automotive released its Third Amended and Restated PPM in December 

2016, which used language identical to the June 6, 2016, PPM, stating that GPB 

Automotive had no plans to use investor contributions to pay distributions. 

125. GPB Automotive's final PPM, dated April 2018, also stated that the fund had no 

present plans to include investor contributions to pay distributions. 

126. No GPB Automotive PPM ever disclosed that investor funds would be used to 

pay any portion of distributions. 
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127. However, at least for GPB Automotive's third quarter of 2017 54.5% of the 

distributions were comprised of investor funds. 

128. In an e-mail sent to an investment adviser on March 26, 2018, GPB Automotive 

stated that it had a net investment income plus realized gain of $3,337,539, and total 

distributions of $7,332,248, resulting in a coverage ratio of 45.5% in the third quarter of 

2017. 

129. GPB Employee 2 indicated that when a fund's coverage ratio was below 100%, it 

would mean that investor funds would be used to pay distributions in order to compensate 

for lack of funds from operations. 

130. This means that in the third quarter of 2017, GPB Automotive paid out more in 

distributions than it earned. In order to compensate for paying out more in distributions 

than earnings, GPB Capital utilized investor funds. For the calendar year of 2017, GPB 

Automotive's coverage ratio was 60%, meaning that 40% of distributions were paid 

using investor funds, directly contrary to all of the GPB Automotive PPMs and GPB 

Automotive marketing materials. 

131. GPB Automotive's coverage ratio was frequently below 100%. 

132. From 2013 to 2016, GPB Automotive's coverage ratio fell below 100% for at 

least five quarters. For example: 

• From launch until year end 2016, GPB Automotive's total net income was 
$12,076,979.; however, total distributions to limited partners was 
$19,901,719, resulting in a coverage ratio of only 60.68%, meaning that 
39.32% of distributions were paid using investor funds, directly contrary 
to all of the GPB Automotive PPMs and GPB Automotive marketing 
materials. 

• GPB Automotive's 2017 Annual Report of the Partnership provides 
financial information for 2017. In this presentation, GPB Capital reports 
that GPB Automotive had a net income of $3,897,000, and a net loss of 
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cash used in operating activities of $144,156,000. Additionally, GPB 
Capital reports $27,441,000 worth of distributions to limited partners. 

• According to information provided to investors, GPB Automotive's 
distributions made to limited partners in 2017 exceed the fund's net 
income by $23,544,000. 

133. On August 17, 2018, GPB Automotive gave notice to broker-dealers, investment 

advisers and investors that GPB Automotive would no longer be accepting new 

investments, and would be suspending redemptions until the fund produced its required 

annual audited financial statements. 

134. To date, GPB Automotive has not produced the required annual audited financial 

statements. 

135. On November 22, 2019, GPB Automotive issued a written update to investors 

regarding GPB Automotive. 

136. The letter states that the net capital contribution to the fund is $606,348,358, and 

distributions have totaled $94,136,104. 

13 7. Furthermore, the letter states that relative to the total distributions paid, 

"[ d]istributions have been paid out of Company working capital and available assets, 

including, but not limited to, limited partner Net Capital Contributions (as defined in the 

LPA)." 

138. Former GPB CFO reported that at GPB Capital's statement in GPB Automotive's 

December 2016 PPM' s that "while we have no present plans to do so, we could include 

LPs' invested capital in amounts we distribute to LPs" was inaccurate, as investor capital 

had been used to pay investor distributions. 
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i. Misstatements and Omissions in Connection With the Offer. 
Purchase. and Sale o(GPB Automotive Offering 

139. In addition to the PPMs, GPB Capital utilized various marketing materials in 

connection with the GPB Automotive offering. 

140. Ascendant Capital assisted in creating marketing materials, and typically 

transmitted materials to broker-dealer agents and investment adviser representatives. 

141. For example, Ascendant Capital representatives would e-mail marketing 

presentations, such as the GP B Automotive Investment Summary, which identified the 

targeted annual distribution as 8%, to agents and representatives. 

142. A 34-page presentation from 2015 titled GPB Automotive Portfolio, LP Income

Producing Private Equity states on page six that the targeted annual distribution of 8% is 

"100% funds from operations." 

143. A similar 35-page presentation from 2015 for GPB Automotive titled Income 

Producing Private Equity repeats this claim and states that the "8% [distribution] paid 

100% Funds From Operations." The presentation also states that "traditional private 

equity" never pays distribution, and further states that GPB Automotive's distributions 

are "[b]ased Off Cash Flow from Portfolio Companies[.]" 

144. A 2017 presentation titled GPB Automotive Portfolio, LP states that distributions 

are "based off cash flow from portfolio companies[.]" 

145. Agents and representatives utilized such marketing materials in the offer and sale 

of GPB Funds to retail customers, including Massachusetts investors. 

ii. Massachusetts Investors 

146. Forty seven Massachusetts residents made 42 separate investments m GPB 

Automotive. 
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14 7. Massachusetts investors relied on PPMs and marketing materials issued by GPB 

Capital for GPB Automotive in connection with their investments. 

148. Massachusetts residents invested $3,149,639.59 in GPB Automotive, and paid 

$286,348.49 in commissions. 

d. GPB NYC Development, LP 

149. GPB NYC Development filed a Form D with the SEC on May 12, 2016 and an 

amended Form Don May 18, 2017. The most recent Form D filing indicates that the total 

amount of the offering is indefinite, the total amount sold was $41,547,150.00 and that 

there were estimated sales commissions of $4,881,790.00. GPB NYC Development made 

notice filings with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts on September 15, 2016 and on 

January 6, 2020.6 There have been no amendments to the Form D since May 18, 2017. 

150. The purpose of GPB NYC Development was to purchase a parcel of undeveloped 

land in the Boerum Hill section of Brooklyn, New York, and construct an 86,000 square 

foot mixed-use 14 story luxury condominium building with 47 residential units. In 

addition, the property would contain 12,000 square feet of commercial retail space and 

14,000 square feet of common area. 

151. Unlike GPB Capital's other offerings, GPB NYC Development did not pay 

monthly or yearly distributions. Rather, GPB NYC Development would pay distributions 

based on the sale of residential units and commercial space developed on the Boerum Hill 

property. 

152. In connection with this offering, GPB Capital issued two PPMs for GPB NY 

Development: 1) the Confidential Private Placement Memorandum dated April 7, 2016 

6 GPB NYC Development did not file a Form U-2 until January 6, 2020. 
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("April 7, 2016 PPM"), and 2) the Amended and Restated Confidential Private Placement 

Memorandum dated May 3, 2016 ("May 3, 2016 PPM"). 

153. Ascendant Capital was responsible for marketing the fund to broker-dealer agents 

and investment adviser representatives and their retail investors. 

154. AAS, GPB Capital, and GPB NYC Development entered into a services 

agreement dated March 28, 2017 (the "Services Agreement:"). 

155. Section 3.0l(a) of the Services Agreement states that GPB Capital will pay an 

acquisition fee "in an amount set forth in each Company's respective Limited Partnership 

Agreement and/or private placement memorandum[.]" 

156. GBP NYC Development's April 7, 2016 PPM and May 3, 2016 PPM state the 

following: 

[GPB NYC Development] will pay to GPB, an acquisition fee of 1.875% 
of the sum of (i) the Purchase Price, and (ii) all costs and expenses related 
to, among other items related to the Property, the development and 
commercialization of the Property ( collectively, the "Acquisition Fee"). 
GPB reserves the right to pay and/or assign all or a portion of the 
Acquisition Fee to qualified third parties, including members of the 
Selling Group. The Acquisition Fee may be paid in consideration of 
services provided in the Offering, as well as structuring and providing 
advice with respect to the Property Acquisition. 

157. Additionally, the PPMs state that GPB NYC Development: 

[M]ay also pay Selling Group members and others, to the extent permitted 
by applicable law, engaged in wholesaling activities a marketing and 
distribution allowance of up to 1.50% of the gross proceeds received from 
the Offering[.] 

i. Conflicts of Interest 

158. GPB Capital did not disclose in the GPB NYC Development PPMs that Schneider 

is the sole owner of Ascendant Capital. 
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159. After Ascendant Capital became a branch office of AAS, GPB Capital did not 

disclose in any GPB NYC Development offering materials that Gentile is a partial owner 

of AAS. 

160. GPB Capital did not disclose in any GPB NYC Development offering materials 

that Schneider is also a partial owner of AAS with Gentile. 

161. Massachusetts residents invested in GPB NYC Development after the formation 

of AAS. 

ii. Massachusetts Investors 

162. Seventeen Massachusetts residents made 13 separate investments in GPB NYC 

Development. 

163. Massachusetts investors relied on PPMs and marketing materials issued by GPB 

Capital for GPB NYC Development in connection with their investments. 

164. Massachusetts residents invested $1,204,000.00 in GPB NYC Development and 

paid $125,645.00 in commissions. 

e. GPB Waste Management, LP 

165. GPB Waste Management filed a Form D with the SEC on August 30, 2016. It 

subsequently filed amendments to the Form D on August 30, 2017 and April 25, 2018. 

The most recent Form D filing indicates that the total amount of the offering is indefinite, 

the total amount sold was $135,012,605.00 and that there were estimated sales 

commissions of $10,828,655.00. GPB Waste Management made notice filings with the 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts on February 1, 2017 and January 6, 2020.7 There have 

been no amendments to the Form Dafter April 25, 2018. 

7 GPB Waste Management did not file a Form U-2 until January 6, 2020. 
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166. In connection with this private offering, GPB Waste Management released 

various PPMs. The first was released in May 2013 and the last was released in April 

2018. 

167. GPB Capital used various slideshows and presentations in connection with mass 

e-mails to financial professionals in order to market GPB Waste Management. 

168. As with other funds, Ascendant Capital assisted in creating marketing materials, 

and typically transmitted materials to broker-dealer agents and investment adviser 

representatives. 

169. Similar to its other offerings, GPB Capital transmitted slideshows, such as the 

2016 copyrighted forty-page presentation titled GPB Waste Management, LP Income

Producing Private Equity to provide an overview of the fund and some of its highlights, 

such as the targeted distribution rate of 8%. Specifically, page nine of the presentation 

states that distributions are "based off cash flow from portfolio companies targeted at 

8.0%[.]" 

170. GPB Capital would frequently update and provide newer presentations to promote 

GPB Waste Management. The marketing materials would often be sent in connection 

with e-mails to financial professionals. 

171. For example, a 2017 e-mail from Ascendant Capital to a broker-dealer agent -

provided an update on GPB Waste Management's acquisition of Five Star Carting 

Corporation specifically highlighting the fund's 8% "Projected Annual Distribution." 

172. In addition, the Ascendant Capital representative attached two files to the e-mail: 

a 31-page presentation copyrighted 2017 titled GPB Waste Management, LP - Class A 

and a short two page "offering overview" of GPB Waste Management. These materials 
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disclose that "[f]unds [are] immediately committed" and that distributions are "[b]ased 

off cash flow from portfolio companies targeted at 8.0%[.]" 

1 73. Ascendant Capital continued sending blast e-mails to firms to solicit investments 

in GPB Waste Management. A July 11, 2018 e-mail from Ascendant Capital contained a 

27-page presentation for GPB Waste Management which repeated prior presentations 

stating that distributions are "[b]ased off cash flow from portfolio companies[.]" 

i. Misstatements and Omissions in Connection with the Offer. 
Purchase, and Sale ofGPB Waste Management 

174. In addition to the PPMs, GPB Capital released a combination of audited financials 

and unaudited financials via Report of the Partnership updates for GPB Waste 

Management. 

175. GPB Capital released its first set of audited financial for GPB Waste Management 

in 2017, along with a cover letter signed by Gentile. 

176. The cover letter states, inter alia, that the audited financials are prepared in 

accordance with United States GAAP, as opposed to Investment Company GAAP. 

However, the cover letter also states that the quarterly Report of the Partnership 

financials are prepared in accordance with Investment Company GAAP. The audited 

financials are for the period of June 17, 2016 ( commencement of operations) to 

December 31, 2016. 

177. GPB Capital reported a net loss for the period of $984,880 in its audited 

financials. Despite the net loss, the audited financials report that the partnership paid 

$219,170 of distributions to limited partners. 

178. On the final page of the audited financials, GPB Capital reports that GPB Waste 

Management had capital contributions of approximately $21,894,000 and made 
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distributions of about $519,722 to limited partners. 

179. On June 27, 2018, GPB Capital released audited financials for GPB Waste 

Management for the year ended December 31, 2017. GPB Capital provided a cover letter 

with the financials signed by Gentile, in part to discuss the unaudited financials that were 

also provided. 

180. According to the cover letter, the unaudited financials were provided in the form 

of Modified Investment Company GAAP. The cover letter further states that in this form 

of GAAP, investment income "also represents cash distributed during the period 

presented, even if in excess of the subsidiaries' underlying U.S. GAAP net income, 

provided that cash distributed does not decrease the Partnership's ownership percentage." 

181. There are significant inconsistencies between the two sets of financials. For 

example, the unaudited financials state that net cash used in operating activities totaled 

$62,862,000, while the audited financials report that net cash used in operating activities 

totaled only $8,339,000. This represents a $54,523,000 difference between the unaudited 

and audited financials. 

182. According to the 2017 unaudited financials for GPB Waste Management, the fund 

reported a total investment income of $5,658,000 and total expenses of $3,541,000, and 

therefore a net investment income of $2,117,000. The fund reported a net income of 

$4,468,000. 

183. The unaudited financials also reported total distributions to limited partners of 

$4,411,000. 

184. Per the audited financials, the fund reported a total net loss of $8,456,000, which 

includes a net loss to limited partners of $578,000. 
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185. Despite the reported net loss, the fund paid $4,411,000 in distributions to limited 

partners. 

186. For 2017 GPB Waste Management had a coverage ratio of less than 0%, which 

meant that all distributions were made using investor contributions. 

187. According to GPB Waste Management's audited financials from inception to year 

end 2017, the fund had a total net loss of $1,562,880, yet paid distributions to limited 

partners totaling $4,630,170, putting the fund' s coverage ratio from inception to year end 

201 7 well below 0%. 

188. Despite the audited financials for 2017 indicating that the fund had a net loss of 

$8,456,000, in 2018 Ascendant Capital still stated that the fund had a Net Investment 

Income (Loss) + Realized Gain (loss) of $1,336,701, $785,602, and $1,090,791 for the 

second, third, and fourth quarters of 2017 respectively, and an adjusted net income for 

2017 of $2,478,000 for 2017. 

189. Even when utilizing the 2017 adjusted net income of $2,478,000, GPB Capital 

still paid distributions to GPB Waste Management limited partners well in excess of its 

net income in 201 7. 

190. During this time, GPB Waste Management PPMs and marketing materials 

disclosed that distributions would be paid from portfolio company operations, and no 

other funds. 

191. Despite these representations, GPB Waste Management's audited financials shpw 

the fund had net losses for cash flows from operating activities from inception at least 

until at least the end of 201 7, but was still able to make distributions to investors. 
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ii. Massachusetts Investors 

192. Eleven Massachusetts residents made nine separate investments in GPB Waste 

Management. 

193. Massachusetts investors relied on PPMs and marketing materials issued by GPB 

Capital for GPB NYC Waste Management in connection with their investments. 

194. Massachusetts residents invested $756,575 in GPB Waste Management and paid 

$86,106.06 in commissions. 

D. Conflicts of Interest 

a. Conflicts of Interest in Connection with Automotive Dealerships 

195. LSG Auto is a limited liability company owned by Gentile and Lash. Gentile is 

the Managing Member of the GPB Capital, the general partner of the GPB Funds 

including GPB Holdings, GPB Automotive and GPB Holdings II. 

196. Dealerships owned by GPB Capital's funds transferred assets to LSG Auto. 

i. Car Executive 1 Dealerships 

197. One of GPB Capital's auto dealership acquisitions was Nissan Dealership 1. Prior 

to its acquisition by GPB Capital, Car Executive 1 was the 100% owner. 

198. On September 19, 2014, GPB Capital and Car Executive 1 entered into a 

Convertible Loan Agreement for $14,790,000 relative to Nissan Dealership 1, and an 

additional dealership, Nissan Dealership 2. This secured a majority ownership in each 

dealership. The convertible loan allowed GPB Capital to exercise its right to convert at 

any date. 

199. Pursuant to a final master agreement, GPB Capital currently owns 100% of 

Nissan Dealership 1, in additional to several other dealerships purchased from Car 

Executive 1. 
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200. In the same transaction, GPB Capital also purchased Nissan Dealership 2, Nissan 

Dealership 3, Nissan Dealership 4, Nissan Dealership 5, and Nissan Dealership 6. 

201. Prior to entering into the Convertible Loan Agreement, Nissan Dealership 1 began 

making payments to LSG Auto. For example, Nissan Dealership 1 wired LSG Auto 

$99,673 on July 9, 2014. 

202. On September 3, 2014, Nissan Dealership 1 wired LSG Auto $250,610.88. LSG 

Auto then wired $105,000 to Lash via a third party on September 30. On January 16, 

2015, GPB Capital entered into an agreement with Car Executive 1 to purchase Nissan 

Dealership 1. 

203. GPB Capital did not disclose that payments from Nissan Dealership 1 were 

directed to a Gentile and Lash-owned entity, LSG Auto. 

ii. Buick/GMC Dealership 1 

204. In 2013, GPB Capital via GPB Automotive entered into a stock purchase 

agreement to acquire 50% of Buick/GMC Dealership 1. Concurrent with the stock 

purchase agreement, GPB Capital and Lash ( at the time a GPB executive) acquired the 

right to make all management decisions for Buick/GMC Dealership 1. 

205. GPB Capital and Lash then entered into an additional agreement, where GPB 

Capital assigned its shares to Lash. GPB Capital and Lash then entered into a convertible 

loan agreement for $2,000,000. Lash became the 100% owner of Buick/GMC Dealership 

1 in September 2013. 

206. Eventually, the plan was for Buick/GMC Dealership 1 to convert to a limited 

liability company, which would result in GPB Capital via GPB Automotive being an 85% 

owner, and Lash a 15% owner. 
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207. After execution of the 2013 agreements, Buick/GMC Dealership 1 directed 

money to LSG Auto. 

208. On May 31 , 2014, Buick/GMC Dealership 1 wrote a check for $14,451.20 to the 

order of LSG Auto. The check was deposited on June 4, 2014. The $14,451.20 deposit 

was the only activity in LSG Auto ' s Signature Bank account for the period of June 1, 

2014, to June 30, 2014. 

209. On July 1, 2014, Buick/GMC Dealership 1 issued a check to LSG Auto for 

$7,100.00. The check was deposited by LSG Auto on July 24, 2014. 

210. Buick/GMC Dealership 1 also directed payments to LSG Auto via Vanguard 

Dealer Services. 

211. In 2015, Buick/GMC Dealership 1 directed over $230,000 to LSG Auto in the 

form of 11 checks. 

212. In 2016, Buick/GMC Dealership 1 directed $76,443 to LSG Auto. Buick/GMC 

Dealership 1 also issued a check on March 8, 2016 to LSG Auto for $20,000. 

213. Buick/GMC Dealership 1 directed an additional $3 ,000 to LSG Auto in 2017. 

214. From 2015 to 2017, Buick/GMC Dealership 1 paid LSG Auto at least $331,121. 

215. GPB Capital did not disclose to investors that payments from Buick/GMC 

Dealership 1 went directly to Gentile via LSG Auto. 

216. GPB Capital did not disclose payments from its dealership were directed to a 

related third party entity controlled by Lash and Gentle. 
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iii. Connecticut Dealership 1 

217. LSG Auto owned 51 % of the membership interests in Connecticut Dealership 1 

218. GPB Automotive acquired Connecticut Dealership 1 on November 1, 2016. 

219. Prior to its official acquisition by GPB Capital, Connecticut Dealership 1 entered 

into a $2,000,000 Promissory Note with GPB Lender dated January 1, 2015. 

220. On the same day, Connecticut Dealership 1 entered into an Assignment . 

Agreement with LSG Auto, where LSG Auto assigned its 51 % ownership of Connecticut 

Dealership 1 to Connect Dealership 1 pursuant to a concurrent Redemption Agreement. 

221. Connecticut Dealership 1 assumed LSG Auto's obligations to pay back an 

additional 2014 loan to GPB Lender. 

222. Lash executed both the Assignment Agreement and Redemption Agreement on 

behalf ofLSG Auto. 

223. Prior to LSG Auto ' s acquisition, Connecticut Dealership 1 made periodic 

transfers to LSG Auto accounts. 

224. Connecticut Dealership 1 continued to make transfers to LSG Auto up until its 

acquisition by GPB Capital. 

225. GPB Capital did not disclose that Connecticut Dealership 1 made transfers to 

LSG Auto while it was controlled by GPB Capital. 

226. GPB Capital did not disclose that LSG Auto had an ownership interest m 

Connecticut Dealership 1. 

227. GPB Capital did not disclose that Connecticut Dealership 1 assumed LSG Auto's 

loan obligations. 

228. GPB Capital did not disclose that GPB Lender loaned Connecticut Dealership 1 
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$2,000,000. 

iv. LSG Auto Wholesale 

229. LSG Auto is jointly owned by three entities: Jachirijo, GPB Lender, and 

Emdykycol. 

230. Jachiriko and Emdykycol each own 33.3333333% of LSG Auto. GPB Lender 

owns 33.3333334%. 

231. Gentile owns LSG Auto through his ownership of Jachirijo. Lash owns LSG Auto 

through his ownership of Emdykycol. 

232. LSG Auto is not identified as a related third-party in any GPB Fund disclosure 

document, nor is it identified in any GPB Fund marketing materials. 

v. GP B Lender 

233. In addition to auto dealerships, other entities that received money from GPB 

entities transferred money to LSG Auto. 

234. GPB Lender, which received funds from at least GPB Capital and GPB 

Automotive, transferred money to LSG Auto. 

235. GPB Capital also used LSG Auto bank accounts to pay GPB Capital contractors. 

Prior to GPB Employee 1 's employment with GPB Capital, GPB Employee 1 worked at 

Ascendant Capital. During this time, GPB Employee 1 did consulting work for GPB 

Capital. 

236. GPB Employee 1 was paid $4,000 a month for his consulting work before he was 

employed full-time by GPB Capital. He was paid from LSG Auto bank accounts. 

237. LSG Auto liquidated its Signature Bank account in December 2016. On 

information and belief, there has been no further activity in the LSG Auto bank account. 
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238. Despite having the "GPB" name, GPB Lender is not an entity under the purview 

of GPB Capital. 

239. GPB Lender's general partner is GPB Lender Holdings, whose sole managing 

member is Gentile. 

240. GPB Lender is related to GPB Capital Holdings through Gentile. 

241. GPB Capital does identify GPB Lender directly in any of its funds' PPMs. Rather, 

it identifies GPB Lender as a potential related party in the firm's ADV Part 2B for 

Gentile. 

242. However, GPB Lender is discussed in the audited financials for GPB Capital, 

GPB Holdings, and GPB Automotive. 

243. Typically, GPB Lender would be involved in making loans to a fund, in order for 

a fund to make an acquisition. For example, according to GPB Holdings audited 

financials for 2013 : 

In connection with the purchase of the dealerships, GPBHA entered into a 
secured loan payable agreement with GPB Lender LLC ("GPB Lender") 
[ ... ] The loan is secured by a pledge of the equity in the two dealerships. 
As of December 31, 2013, the principal balance of the loan was 
$1,500,000 and the unpaid accrued interest was $15,000. 

244. GPB Holdings allegedly repaid the loan in full in 2014. 

245. GPB Capital's audited financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2015, 

also discuss loans from GPB Lender, and state: 

[GPB Capital] has entered into promissory note agreements for amounts 
due to GPB Lender, LLC to be used for capital improvements. Such 
amounts due to GPB Lender, LLC bear interest at 6.5% per annum and are 
due on demand. As of December 31, 2015 $950,000 in principal and 
$5,146 an accrued interest were due to GPB Lender, LLC. 

246. GPB Automotive's audited financials for year-end December 31, 2016, also 
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identify loans to GPB Lender m connection with the Connecticut Dealership 1 

acquisition, stating: 

[GPB Automotive] was assigned a 100% of the interests in a retail used 
car entity at no cost but with the requirement to make a capital 
contribution to the entity of $4,439,000 for working capital purposes and 
to repay a $2,000,000 loan to an affiliate, GPB Lender, LLC. 

24 7. GPB Lender also sent and received funds to LSG Auto. 

248. On August 5, 2014, GPB Lender wired LSG Auto $800,000. The corresponding 

wire report does not provide an explanation for the wire. 

249. At the end of August 2014, LSG Auto wired GPB Lender $47,046.58. 

250. On October 15, 2014, LSG Auto wired GPB Lender $18,838.36. LSG Auto wired 

an additional $13,526.94 on October 23, 2014 and $16,666.67 on October 30, 2014. 

251. LSG Auto wired a further $100,000 to GPB Lender on January 29, 2015. 

252. GPB Capital did not disclose in GPB Holdings or GPB Automotive's PPMs or 

marketing materials that a Gentile-owned entity would provide interest-bearing loans to 

the funds. 

253. GPB Capital did not disclose that GPB Lender would send and receive money to 

LSG Auto. 

b. Conflicts of Interest with Related-Party Consultants 

254. GPB Capital frequently engages law firms to perform work. One firm engaged 

was a New York law firm affiliated with Gentile's wife ("New York Small Firm"). New 

York Small Firm's beneficial owners were GPB Capital CFO 2 and Gentile's wife. GPB 

Capital CFO 2 and Gentile's wife are siblings. Gentile's wife was a partner of the law 

firm. GPB Capital CFO 2 did not serve as GPB Capital's CFO until after New York 

Small Firm dissolved. 
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255. New York Small Firm performed services for GPB Capital and received 

compensation for such services. 

256. GPB Capital paid New York Small Firm a monthly fee of over $12,129 in 2016 

and 2017. 

257. GPB Capital also paid New York Small Firm through LSG Auto bank accounts. 

On March 29, 2016, an LSG Auto account wired $12,000 to New York Small Firm. 

258. As of March 24, 2017, GPB Capital has paid New York Small Firm at least 

$145,548 in "consulting" fees. At the time, Gentile's wife was the 100% owner of New 

York Small Firm. 

259. In addition, Gentile's wife was paid $91 ,291 individually as a "payroll expense." 

260. GPB Capital attempted to classify payments to Gentile ' s wife ' s law firm as 

employee compensation. 

261. In a May 3, 2017, e-mail to Gentile, a GPB Capital executive wrote "along with 

classifying guaranteed distributions as compensation you should also classify [New York 

Small Firm] and Hubbard College as compensation. [Gentile' s wife's] services to the 

company come through payroll as an employee." 

262. GPB Capital CFO 2 eventually became GPB Capital ' s CFO after Former GPB 

CFO departed. 

263. GPB Capital did not disclose that New York Small Firm would perform work for 

GPB Capital. 

264. GPB Capital did not disclose that it paid Gentile's wife "consulting" fees. 

E. Investor Impact 

265. Overall, more than 180 Massachusetts residents invested over $14,000,000.00 in 
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the GPB Funds. 

VIII. VIOLATIONS OF LAW 

Count I - Violations of MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 110A, § 101(2) 

266. Section 101 of the Act provides, in pertinent part: 

It is unlawful for any person, in connection with the offer, sale, or purchase of any 
security, directly or indirectly 

[ ... ] 

(2) to make any untrue statement of a material fact or to omit to state a material 
fact necessary in order to make the statements made, in the light of the 
circumstances under which they are made, not misleading[.] 

MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 110A, § 101(2). 

267. The conduct of Respondent, as described above, constitutes violations of MASS. 

GEN. LAWS ch. 110A, § 101(2). 

Count II- Violations of MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 110A, § 101(3) 

268. Section 101 of the Act provides, in pertinent part: 

It is unlawful for any person, in connection with the offer, sale, or purchase of any 
security, directly or indirectly 

[ ... ] 

(3) to engage in any act, practice, or course of business which operates or would 
operate as a fraud or deceit upon any person. 

MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 110A, § 101(3). 

269. The conduct of Respondent, as described above, constitutes violations of MASS. 

GEN. LAWS ch. 110A, § 101(3). 

IX. STATUTORY BASIS FOR RELIEF 

Section 407 A of the Act provides, in pertinent part: 

(a) If the secretary determines, after notice and opportunity for hearing, that any 
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person has engaged in or is about to engage in any act or practice constituting a 
violation of any provision of this chapter or any rule or order issued thereunder, 
he may order such person to cease and desist from such unlawful act or practice 
and may take such affirmative action, including the imposition of an 
administrative fine, the issuance of an order for an accounting, disgorgement or 
rescission or any other such relief as in his judgment may be necessary to carry 
out the purposes of [ the Act]. 

MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 110A, § 407A. 

X. PUBLIC INTEREST 

For any and all of the reasons set forth above, it is in the public interest and will 

protect Massachusetts investors for the Director to enter an order finding that such 

"action is necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of investors 

and consistent with the purposes fairly intended by the policy and provisions of this 

chapter [MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 11 OA]." 

XI. RELIEF REQUESTED 

The Enforcement Section of the Division requests that an order be entered: 

A. Finding as fact the allegations set forth in Section VII above; 

B. Finding that all the sanctions and remedies detailed herein are in the public interest 

and necessary for the protection of Massachusetts investors; 

C. Requiring Respondent to permanently cease and desist from further conduct in 

violation of the Act and Regulations; 

D. Censuring Respondent; 

E. Requiring Respondent to provide a verified accounting for those losses attributable 

to the alleged wrongdoing; 

F. Requiring Respondent to make offers of recession to all residents of the 

Commonwealth who purchased securities sold in violation of the Act; 
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G. Requiring Respondent to disgorge all profits, direct or indirect compensation, and 

remuneration received in connection with the alleged wrongdoing; 

H. Permanently barring Respondent from registering in the Commonwealth as, or 

associating with, an investment adviser, investment adviser representative, broker-dealer, 

broker-dealer agent, Securities and Exchange Commission registered investment adviser, 

investment adviser excluded from the definition of investment adviser, issuer, issuer 

agent, or a partner, officer, director, or control person of any of the above; 

I. Imposing an administrative fine on Respondent in such amount and upon such terms 

and conditions as the Director or Presiding Officer may determine; and 

J. Taking any such further action which may be in the public interest and necessary 

and appropriate for the protection of Massachusetts investors. 

Dated: May 27, 2020 

MASSACHUSETTS SECURITIES DIVISION 
ENFORCEMENT SECTION 

By and through its attorneys, 

g ' - ,Qr----
Benjarnina ovan, Assistant Chief of Enforcement 
Patrick M. Costello, Co-Chief of Enforcement 
Kimiko K. Butcher, Co-Chief of Enforcement 
Massachusetts Securities Division 
One Ashburton Place, Room 1701 
Boston, Massachusetts 02108-1552 
tel. (617) 727-3548 
fax. (617) 248-0177 
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